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FOREWoRD

Lytton Stratchey in Words and Po try wrote; "Perhaps of all the creations of man, language is themost astonishing." All too often we take for granted the wondrous complexity of our own mothertongue. Little did we realize as children that the language we now use so freely and with such easewas already becoming second nature to us. The warm associations and shades of living context tookshape imperceptibly in our minds and hearts before we ever knew there was any such, place as school.
By the time we entered a classroom we were already what Louisa May Alcoa called Little Men andLittle Women. Once in the classroom our teachers in a thousand conscious or subtle ways built onwhat we already were and what we already had with no barrier to block that delicate process of com-munication.

Unfortunately this has not always been the case for a large number of American Indian chiklren. Veryoften the Indian child comes from a different type of home Life with a different language nonethelesswondrous in its own complexity, delicate in its shades of meaning, and laden with its own warmovertones of love, life, and familiarity. For such a child to be thrust into a totally new and strangesituation as an English-speaking 'classroom with a language and set of values so different from hisown is to stack the odds against the sound education of that child.

Culture shock at any age can be a grueling ordeal. In a child it is heart-rending. What is encouragring about the new thrust of bilingual education 'for the Indian children who need it is that it will goa long way in making these children feel at home in their early classroom years. If these childrenare able to work in their own frame of reference, with their own familiar language and customs, thereis every reason to hope that their early experience in school will be a happy and fruitful endeavor.
Bilingual education for Indian children is a great challenge for those who are committed to work forand with these children. It requires a great deal of effort and dedication from the people involved.It requires likewise an unusual amount of cooperation and coordination from every side.
Encouraging beginnings have been made. Much remains to be done. When I look, however, at boththe effort that has already been made and the ground that has been gained, I feel confident thatthese programs will continue to develop and expand until we have reached the goal of offering everyIndian child a happy, healthy, and wholesome education.

,James,E. Hawkins
Directer.
Office of Education Progra s



!THE INDIAN YOUNGSTER IS AN INDIAN ."
AN INTRODUCTION

Robert Rebert*

There is an unpretentious rule that works as well for education as it does for progress hi general. Stat-
ed plainly the rule says: start .where you are, take what you have, and make something out of it

If the results of Indian education have been by and large disappointing, if the "somethine educators
have tried to make out of Indian students has been consistently less than the "something" they have
helped Anglo students to achieve, it is largely due to the fact that = for any number of reasons, good,
bad, or indifferent they did not start where the Indian student was nor did they build on what the
.Indian student already had. They all but totally ignored -the rich heritage of language, culture, and
wisdom that the Indian child brought with him to school.

"You have to start with the youngster where he is," educator-psychologist John Bryde told the Sen-
ate Special Subcommittee on Indian Education in December of 1967. "The Indian youngster is an
Indian. You have to start with his Indian awareness and build on it. We have been starting with
the Indian youngster where the non-Indian child is. We should be starting with him as an Indian
,child, teaching him values, and teaching him, first of all, to be an Indian. Then to be an Indian-
American within the larger culture." Since this had not been the case, Bryde concluded, ". .We
have been making a pedagogical mistake. We haye been making a psychological mistake. We have
been making an anthropological mistake. We have been making all kinds of mistakes, according to
the behavioral sciences.

If the natural heritage of the American Indian has been overlooked by, educators, so too has the or-
iginal meaning 9f education too often been forgotten. The word education originally meant and still
basically means the drawing out of a Person's full human potential Education is the nurturing of a
seed, surrounding it with warmth and sunshine tending it till it flowers-and bears fruit Thia is what
Indian education, on the whole, has not done.

No one will deny the teacher's task of transferringlinformation; Simple infdrmation transf9r, h9wev-
er; is but one of the -many Means in providing' a wholesome education and one of the less important
means. Today's electrenic data machines make the brightest human memory seem feeble indeed. 'On
the other hand, it is beyond the grasp of machinery td feel the exhilaration of 'simple discovery or the
delight of childhood wonder. Information may add rings to the tree of membry, lint much more in
the line of genuine education is needed to add the dimension of self-fulfillment to the human spirit

This is why bilingualism is such a promising developiñènf in Indian educatien. Educators are finally
being -encouraged to -deVelop bilingual programs _that start where_ the Indian pupil is, take what he-
already. has, and offer him the choice to make out of it what he wants. .,

=

Cheice; thenis one of the ker Werds in bilingual education.1-Not onlY is a child of a-minority Mother
tongue offered a more-sourid edifeation based on what he already is'and has_when he comes to §chool
and many early childhood pgychologists today 'Maintain-that a child's IQ potential is largely- deter-
minedibefore he:ever g-oeg-to school --but he is given -the-- genuine-zfreedom to choo-se to- What- degree
he wants to function _in,the'inairigtream of-Americani secietY: itie=reiriain in- hia- OWn culture Official
goVerninent policy is finally encouraging serious, -long=term bilingual prograins that -will offer Indians
the choice of success in the "Arnerican' -way -of :life, the "Indian' way of_life or any cornbinatien of

,the two. Bicultnral niebility threugh_ bilingdat education hag become a hopeful neW pollek
education-. = -

If Indian bilingual edneation; howeveria to:becOMe more:than _a fad,' eicperimerit,_ or mere palliatiVe,
if it ia t9 become a genuine and lagting§u9eess,:it-needs More-than initiatenthuaiasin; -There are many
obstacle§ to be hurdled Apohcy is riot a program A glogen is -nitre sUCCoSs. =- The problems must be
.fpreseen=and foregtalled so ,that, the,eddeatien-of -Indian-children heed net rise and fall Witlithe'Whinie
of _history.,
- _

*fioiperi: kebert Chief of the- LongOege Ari5 Eficineti` in -,the Bi.ireau -of IndiOh Affair* Office Of ,Educe len Pio4rams 41ieshin4ieri, D. C.

_



The first condition for a successful or even a useful bilingual program is the local community. Does
the situation warrant a truly bilingual program and to what extent? Are there a sufficient number of
children who speak only or mainly their vernacular when they come to school? Do the parents of
the children want such a program? Will it be backed by the local community? Just as there is no
such thing as "good English, but only good English in a particular situation, so too, there is no
such thing as "preferred bilingualism,' only bilingualism preferred in a particular situation.

If a child from a non-English speaking home will profit more by receiving his basic school education
in his ow-n vernacular and provided there are enough such children to justify a bilingual sciwol program
in a given area, then any number of other factors must also be considered before a successful pro-
gram can be set. up. These include linguistic, political, educational, socio-cultural, economic, fin-
ancial, and practical consideration& All of these must be carefully considered in developing any bi-
lingual program.

It is hoped that this monograph will be of use not only to those who are interested in the past or
present state of Indian bilingual education, but also to those who will be directly and practically in-
volved in the development of new programs.

The first section of this bulletin is both general and historical. It is intended to give a broad view of
past and present activities in bilingual education for American Indians and Eekimos.

The second section contains articles much more particular and nractical in natur& Professor Miles
Zinte artick, will be of special interest to teachers involved in bilinkaal classroom situations. The other
three articles in Part Two of the bulletin are case studies of bilingual programs for Navajo. Since
they are developmental studies, the methods and results of research will be of great value to those
considering bilingual programs for other languages.

The third section of the bulletin contains a select list of key books on bilingualism with special refer-
ence to Indian education. Brief abstracts of the more important books and articles are included. This
section on books together with the references and bibliographies found with other articles should
provide a choice selection of background-reading .or anyone interested in the field.

It may be that this bulletin will do little towards resolving the many academic controversies and ten-
tative hypotheses within bilingual education in general. It is not intended to do so_ "Much of the
argument over the effects of bilingutaism is due to the multi-dimensional character of the phenomen-
on and the great degree of variability of each dimension," remarks William F. Mackey, director of
the International Penter for Research on Bilingualism in Quebec. Bilingualism is 'based on far too
many individual, complex, and Unstable factors to even attempfsuch an analysis m a curriculum bulle-,tin.

Rather than get mired in the "multi7cliiiiensional character" of bilingnalisint- we- haVe chosen instead
to start with the most- important- datum: the Indian 'child wholeaves his home and- family_ to enter a
echoed that has tee 'often been-a Strange:and forhiddiag Werld to hini. Wo_have-chOstinf_to'baSe Our
ratitenale for bilingual Indian education on the_ indisputable fact that any,' education: oUght to begin
where then, child le, take What he has-, and Make, the most, Of it _We ere-, enthusiastic_ abbut_ encourag-
ing bnguaLeducation' for American _Indians bedause it sheive great_ promise_ of "doing 'just that.a, "



A HISTORY OF LANGUAGE POLICY IN AMERICAN

INDIAN SCHOOLS

Arnold H. Leibowitz*

From 1778, when the first treaty between the United States and an Indian nation was signed, until
1871, treaties, together with the appropriate Constitutional provisions,, were the main legal basis
for Federal policies concerning Indians. On December 2, 1794, the first treaty agreement that includ-
ed educational provisions was negotiated with the Oneida, Tuscarora, and Stockbridge Indians. Thistreaty proOded for instruction in the arts of the miller and sawyer. This was soon followed by a
treaty with the Qaskaskia Indians which provided an annual contribution for seven years to support
a Catholic priest who was to instruct in literature.2

In 1802, Congress made provisions for the expenditure of funds not to exceed $15,000 per year to
promote "civilization among the aborigines." For another decade, this action stood as the sole indi-
cation that Congress had recognized responsibility for Indian education. Then, in 1819, Congress
enacted a provision which "still stands as the organic legal basis for most of the education work ofthe Indian Service:"3

The president may. . .employ capable persons. .for teaching (Indian) children in
reading, writhig, arithmetic. . .for the purpose oL .introducing among them the
habits and art of civilization.4

The 1819 statute included a permanent annual appropriation of $10,000 which the President appor-
tioried among the missionary organizations that had carded out educational activities for the Indiansfor the preceding three hundred years. During the next fifty years, the schools continued to be
maintained either whollyiey missionaries or with the joint support of missionary groups and of the
Government The annual appropriation, known as the "civilization fund," continued until the endof the treaty period in 1871.

No specific mention is made regarding the use of the English language in either the 1802 or 1819 pro-
visions. Both attempt to promote "civilization." That the English language is the "civilized" tongue
and the Indian language 'barbaric" is implied in these provisions, but not sta d.

As America expanded, the desire for the land owned and occupied by the Indians becaine very greatInitially the hope was that the problem would solve itself: that as they became ciplized their need
for land would naturally decrease.6 Educational policy was seen as a means to civilize the Indian

*Arnold H Leibowitz is diredor of the Office of Technical Assistance, E.D.A , U.S. Department of Commerce This-article is an excerpt
from hk study. EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND POLITICAL ACCEPTANCE. The imposition- of English as the language of instruction-in Am-
ercan schools

The Commerce Clause, "to regulate_commerce.... .with_the Indian tribes" (U.S. _Const.; Art._ l,-Sec. 8. Cl. 3) gives Congress plenary_power over Indlan_affairs The Property, Claule ly.s. Const., Art. IV,,Sec. 3, CI. 21-gives_Congress power to dispose of-and regulate all -
praperty belonging-to:the United States.':-.This has been 'held tra e)itend to Indian -property _held in trust. ,The Suprernaci Clause (Li S.

, Cons?, Art_ VI, _Cl.r2) makes Indian tieaties-and federal-loWs--,on Iridian affairs the Supreme-law of the land, thus effeetivelyielliminatin`g
state,r?gulation-tover_federally recognized_Indan' tribes, except avspecificallY'elleWid by.Cengreis. _

2. F. Cohen, Handbook"of Fedinal'Indian-Law 234 (1442). -..

4. id.,at -20. .-..., ,,
-

-_'
_ _ , -;I

.a. ,
_ ' ' e 7 .. i:

I

5. One treaty, did, , however; include a reference to the languageL to be employed 34'. This inotoble" exception appears in the- TreatY of
-May 6, -1828,,with the'Cherokee Nation--_ Article 5 -reads in part= "It-is further, agreed ,by'the U S. to pay 4.1,000.-'.;,:towards the pin.-
chase -of a Printing-Press.and Types-to aid towards-the"Cherokees in':,_the-`6r4riss of, etkiaatidn:' -a Ii-ci , tii beriefit Odd .. inl ighten -,_th-drri- ds
people, ii,theireein-language." (emphasis supplied)-_, ,-. ' -i- ---- -- , -_--r, ' --"- '1--=-",2,_,- ,---_' _T.] !=r-- '-!= -7,:cY_- -,- ,i::: '.._ --,---y .,' - ., _

_6.1 _''The Indians_being"the_Tprit,l'oeCupants, poisess the right,:aftbe: soil.-At cannot,be" ifin-trom them unless ,b-ytheir;consent, -or.-loy-,_
- = :--rights-,-of conauesit-in -Ose '. of a-just wari-,TO-disposiess -them., on,lany otherT4irinciPle-wOuld Itie' a giecit'violiition -Of the- fundamental 'laws

ofnature."-.,StciteMent,of Henry:Knox ciiicitedlin D. Mchiickle,1-4The7Indian...Tribes==octfho,:,Xfnitod;StidiliZ.EttiniCtind'_Ciilliurni'Sulifiral 32 -:-
L-119621-:`,See;lalsei-..7.1dhndrc;VMatinidsh 21.; U.S._ (8 .-.Wheat ) ;543 _;(1823)1' Cherolcee Natiori 'v. L`Georgia 30 ° U.S.',15- Pet.) :1 -(183,1)- and Wor-

miter v.-beorgici'31',13.5 ' (6-.Pet.)-5 15 -(113-32) :','=,'- r-



and, thus, permit the taldng of his land. President Monroe, writing in 1817, stated: The hunteror savage state requires a greater extent of territory to sustain it than is compatible with the progressand just claim of civilized life. . .and must yield to it."7

But the pressures were too g-reat for any policy envisioning a slow, gradual weaning of the Indianfrom the land to run its course. At the initiative of President Andrew Jackson Congress adopted theIndian Removal Act of May 30, 1830, by which the Atlantic Gulf States and Great Lakes tribes wereforcibly removed west of the Mississippi River. This provided a temporary respite, but by mid-cen-tury the expansion westward once again conflicted with Indian occupation of land.
In response to the demand for more land, the Homestead Act was passed in 1862, which opened upthe Plains to the white settlers. To facilitate the process, "encouragement was given to the slaughterof big buffalo herds, the Indians' principal source of food. With their meat gone, it was believed thetribes would be forced onto the reservations by the promise of rations."8

English language in the Indian schools was first mentioned in the report of the Indian Peace Coramis-sion, a body appointed under an act of Congress in 1867 to make recommendations for the permanentremoval of the causes of Indian hostility. Its report of 1868, motivated by a combination of humani-tarianism, militarism and expansionism, states:

the difference of language today lies two-thirds of our trouble. Schools shouldbe established which children should be requi...ed to attend; their barbarous dialectswould be blotted out and the English language substituted.9

The Commission report sparked a heated controversy on the use of English in the schools. Most ofthe religious organizations supported the bilingual policy in opposition to the government, winch asa result of the report required all school instruction to be in English. President Grant in 1870 harsh-ly criticized the practices of the missionaries, denouncing their insistence on using native dialectsin their schools.'° In 1879, two missionary societies were threatened with the withdrawal of Fed-eral aid unless they complied with government regulations. The _missionaries won a minor victorywhen, in 1888, the use of the Bible in the Indian tongue was approved for those schools in which re-ligious organizations assisted."

The Appropriation Act for 1871 contained a rider,_declaring: "Hereafter, no Indian nation or tribewithin the territonr of the United States shall be acknowledged or recognized as an independent tribeor power with whom the United States may contract by treaty."12 After the- treaty period Came toan end in 1871, government schools conducted exclusively in English began to be established, grad-ually displacing the mission schools and their bilingual approach.

Significantly, these governMent schools also resulted in the elirnination of Many of the Indian schoolswhich the ttibes had begun to establish and run themselves. Some of -these Indian-initiated pro-grams were quite significant. Thusi by-1852 the Cherokee Indian -,tribe had a school system :of _21,schools_ and- 2 academies-1100 pupilsrun , Other tribes;-- the Choctaws, Creeks andSeminoles, for example, also- had begun to establish and operate their own schools.13-
--= =,---

Initially day schools were established.- Earlyjn*,their development, -hoiveVer, this type,,ef Schools, lostfavor:,'assimilation''was. More fdifficult :while the childrenwere still -subjeet to 'the influences ,of theirreservations. In .1873, the Board=of Indian:CoMmissioners reported:
, ;

7. Quoted in Sen- Special Sulcornniftee on- Indian- EducatiOn-oC.the-,Cornrnitiee on- Laborirand;Oublic -,Welfore:inclian -'Eduicition:National, Traded); :---A National C.atIenao, 91st Cong.. _I st AeSs ;- 143-0969i theieinafter'ited as Indian Eilaitationi:`f-:` :=--::
f 8: ,14,: Jaieohir, Jr., The Indian Heritagi_af;Atnerica 339 (10471.

,_-

: -SuFilt._of Indian Schools, Sixth Ann:- lea. 10 (-1887) .-

I O.-. 'E. Adorns. Arneticon Indian Education 50 (1446). ---

12.1 MiNicklo, *unto note.168, a

132",r Betri:`Thi-Ediliation of 'American lndIan A Survey of, the_ Litincitine,l' preparocr
Catio-n'of-theCornmitte4 an'LabOi arid Pahl ie Welfare 9lst ,-,Cong I st Sess 1-` (1969



It is well-nigh impossible to teach Indian children the English language when theyspend twenty hours out of the twenty-four in the wigwam, using only their nativetongue. The boarding school, on the contrary, takes the youth under constant care
. . .and surrounds him by an English-speaking community.. .14

In 1879 the first off-reservation boarding schoolthe institution which was to dominate Indian edu-cation for the next 50 yearswas established at Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

The purpose of this school became clear in the succeeding decades: to separate the Indian childfrom his reservation and family, stiip him of his tribal lore and mores, emphasize industrial arts, andprepare him in such a way that he would never return to his people.'s Language became a criticalelement in this policy. English-language instruction and abandonment of the native language becamecomplementary means to the end.

The language issue, which received little attention until the missionary controversy, now blossomedin almost every report concerned with Indian education. In 1881, the Board of Indian Commission-ers, in their report to the President, said on this subject:

The PoRcy adopted of teaching only English in the Governement schools is em-inently wise. . .we have already raised two generations of Indians by unwise theor-ies of education. . .a better system is now in use, and we trust the time is not far
distant when English books and the English language will be exclusively taughtin Indian schools.' 6

The coercive elements in such a policy become more apparent later in their document:

But EC, long as-the American-people now demand that Indians shall become Whitemen within one generation. . (they): must be.compelled to adopt the English lang-
nage,. rniist be so placed that attendance at school- shall be regular;,_and that Va-cation shall not he periods of retrogression; and -must breathe- the- atmosphem ofa civilized instead of a barbarous. . .community.17

By 1.886, there did not mast an Indian pupil Whose tuition and maintenance was paid for by the U.S.government who Was permitted to- study in any language other than Enghsh.'s Aside froth the forc.d-use of the English language, Indian dress and religious practices wexe prohibited in the schoels, andall males were ordered to cut their hair short (although-inany Indians believed in the supernaturalsignificance of long-hair). FUrther Indian students were- punished-for ,aPeakMg ._theix own -langtiage.They' remained-in these:schools- for- eight years:under military.diseipline during which lime the stn-dents were not-allowed to see parents

The -cpunterpart- -of the_ ethitation,-,peliey.-ivhese ohjeotiVe,_ was, dissolve the'. secial::;erganizationFIndian
,ithet+Indigi*:

andtthe-_:-RdekY:?:Monntaini=r*hidlf,-had'ex.f4icsiveT_-effeTt'Ff'Olf-Ilie7'Vaila
tionj:Too,--..they.rpromoters-ofi-thCtranseentinentetiXailthadionght!liatits:FoftliindaleriCilieieroutes

all6tinent:Penediii-Indiar):::_hietory;,Wakiiaseed
_Itataessentialrfeetureas-were:;.!(1),--,Tribillaiidij:Wefe.71-610e_AIMdedrdrtlie-President7:WasaiithoXiieto assikri:Or4itilot
-tkail,-;:but:::iVhi-yfiatia,!-6Kr6f4-s-givi*A0eYnnieiresfAtOf-rai-otild.giii 7=--40166tiiiii14(3)Aql-tle'.,A-44fie

=land; iv-a:gc-Jiiiiire:w-d-iii.--:tiru-stfo-r- u -an
. _ _'cither-,1Indians '-who,,ahandoned--;lheir-1,tribes -At:Maid-GO he---habx 6 -4StikiAtis

1 67,, (1 888)

Indn Eduiiitioir 1-4 8 kc
-4;.---s4;-

Supt;ofJndian . Schools.; Sixth Ann:=, R
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tribal lands remaining after allotment might be sold to the U. 52° The allotment law and subse-quent statutes set up procedures which resulted in the transfer of some 90 million acres from In-dian to White owners in the next forty-five years.21

The philosophical relationship between educational policy and land policy of this period is clear butthere was a financial tie as well. The proceeds from the destruction of the Indian land base wereto be used to pay the costs of taking Indian children from their homes and placing them in Federalboarding schools.22

The Indians, like the Germans of the same period, resisted such attacks on their land, customs, andlanguage. Many refused, for example, to send their children to school and students frequently burnedthe schools down.23 Congress, desiring to break the resista:ice, passed legislation in 1893repealedthe following yearauthorizing the withholding of rations and money from any Indian family foran Indian child who shall not have attended school during the preceding year.

W. N. Hallman, Superintendent of Indian Schools in 1896, questioned the educational validity of theGovernment policy.

.the great majority of Indian teachers have labored under the delusion thatthey can hasten the acquiSition of the English language on the part of the pupilsby compulsory measures, visiting more or less severe penalties upon the unfortun-ate children who were caught in the use of the Indian speech. . .To throw con-tempt upon the child's vernacular. 'so manifestly unreasonable and so pernic-ious in its perverting and destructive influence upon the child's heart-life that it isa wonder that it even should have been attempted by the philanthropic fervor ofworkers in Indian schools.24

But, except "-for the missionaries who- continued to protest the English language -emphasis in theGovernment-Supperted Indian__schools, his was a Solitary:voice.= The miSsion schools Which-remainedstill taught in a combination-of English and native languages: _ As-a resUlt, at- the reqUest of variousIndian tribes,- contracts.were made with- the miesietie in- 1905, the.mehey"being-,taken frOin treaty and-trust (tribal) := funds.- Thia"use of tribaLfancls was:Challenged as being:Contrary,,to-thepolicy stateditilthe Appropriation-Act of 1897,- prohibithigratrupprepriation-iforedUtation Ife-be died-by:a-Sectarianschool. ,The-.Supreine,_Cotirt-,held,-in--1908,Ahatbokyfiatri,:and Jima funds to --.-which the -Indians--could:lay2alairn-werernot iii,':-sittyt,e---an.11-,:tbnldr-beTil'ab-d7fef-tlie'inisivien schools,the only bthngual Schools for.Indians.25

Ther-stechniqueSempleyed;at the:Indian:boarding -*heels iof- the- government :continued:: until they re-ceived, widespread;attentien With the Publioation;oCthe-XeriarliReport;;;Prepared, by the Brookings_Insitute. at _therequrest-oftheSecretark...of=:Interioi-i in 1928 In its!chaP teron=edUcation, the report,..recommendea change in point.of view Althougli assimi1ationshOuld-cóñtiriué tobe the,"goalij'Ahe-_- report stated---:thrit Ithig;ZebulClieSt.ijielaCCOMPlialfediby,.strengitlienizikthejridiarrSoCial_strileture,'not`
,rppcirt_vstress repeatedly -themeed-for a-relevant-instructional cyrricuhim.haseon the .fieeds.ancl=hackgroundT ot.the-_;IncliaStiideritsTadzitApploredtthe:failure of the schopli"-tointo' considétatieri-Otaccornmedate _heflanguage,ofthejiididif-child.26
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John Collier, who became Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1933 (and remained twelve years in
that position), attempted to carry out these recommendations of the Meriam study. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs sought to employ a large number of Indians. The enactment of the Indian Reor-
ganization Act of 1934 strengthened tribal self-government and an active interest in native lang-
uages re-emerged.

In keeping with this interest, the Indian Service Summer School, organized in 1936, at its first regu-
lar session offered classes in the Sioux and Nava io languages, and there were also special demonstra-
tion classes in methods of meeting 'bilingual problems.27 The Bureau of Indian Affairs also initiated
efforts at adult basic education during this period and published a few bilingual curriculum mater-
ials.

The period of cultural tolerance lasted only until the early 1940s. The lack of funds and a hostile
Congressional attitude put an end to Collier's programs. Some Congressmen even complained that
there were dangerous communistic tendencies inherent in Indian culture which must be eliminated.28

In 1944, the House Indian Affairs Committee made recommendations which called for a return to the
very same policies which the Meriam report of 1928 discredited. It criticized, for example, a "ten-
dency in many reservation day schools to adapt the education to the Indian and to his reservation
way of life"29 and again called for the removal of young Indians from their homes and their place-
ment in off-reservation boarding schools. By 1948, Congress had begun to cut funds for Indian
education.30

Again the educational policies simply mirrored the current congressional attitudes toward the In-
clians: in this case the 'Termination Period" of Indian history. By 1950 the goal was to get rid of
Indian trust land by terminating Federal recognition and services and relocating Indians into cities.
In 1953, Congress passed a law which transferred Federal jurisdiction over Indian reservations to
individual states and House Concurrent Resolution 108 called for the end of Federal service to In-
diansincluding educationin an attempt to hasten Indian assimilation.31

In the later years of the Eisenhower administration the emphasis on termination abated, and when
the Kennedy Atiministration entered office, it conveyed to the Indians its desire for reversal of the
termination pelicy. A special task force, appointed to investigate the .status of Indian affairs, ad-
dressed:itself to bilingualism in Indiam_education but did not proNdde_a very strong case for it.32 It
asked only that the BIA make a_special effort to keep abreast -of the latest developments in language
_training and-instruction and _carry_ on_in-service _training programs in conjunction with local universi-
ties.

Two Major pieces of legislation were passed in 1964 and 1965 which-had important implications for
Indian-education:- the Economic Opportunity Act34 Arid flip Elementary and Secondary Education
Act.34 The-Elementary: and- Secondary,, Educatiorr Act ,made eduCatien a matter of national policy
and prielitY: far all,diSadvantiged youth Additional ritonies Were provided to the ,Bureati( Of -Indian
AffairSi:nnd special innovation _ centerStWere:;Set up to develoP nevi- edneational niethodelogies ,- for
:Iriilani.'-.',That::ickinethiriene*,-.Wid,,recinired,viras-- clear. ,,The conntWa`.Indian'- edneational` -policies

In the 18 0078,- the:: Cherokees- had an =edueational -system
which Produeed -a -'-"pOPulation literate-7in its native': language: and' used bilinguaVinaterials to
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such an extent that Oldahoma Cherokees had a higher English literacy level than the white popula-
tions of either Texas or Arkansas;" today "413% of adult Cherokees are functionally illiterate. 35

The Economic Opportunity Act provided for a number of programs which benefitted Indian education
such as Headstart, Upward Bound, VISTA, and most significantly the Indian Community Action
Programs which resulted in schools coming increasingly under Indian controL For example, the RoughRock School in Arizona is run by an all-Navajo school board, and weekly school board meetings
are conducted in Navajo. Two of the school's operating concepts have special significance for this es-say: (1) English must be taught as a second language to Indian children, but it must not be re-garded as something they should learn immediately through mere exposure; and (2) the schools
should help transmit to the young the culture of their parents.36

z

The culmination of these activities was President Lyndon Johnson's Message on Indian Affairs de-livered to Congress on March 6, 1968. The statement placed the highest priority on the improve-
ment of education for Indians and the control of Indian schools by Indian school boards. It alsostressed the use of Indian native language as the language of instruction.

These schools will have the finest teachers, familiar with Indian history, culture,
and languagefeature an enriched curriculum. . .a sound program to teach Eng-
lish as a second language.37



Two Statements on Bilingualism

Bruce.A. Gaarder and TESOL

On May 18, 1967, Dr. Bruce Gaarder, chief of the Modern Foreign Language Section, U. S. Office of
Education, presented a statement on bilingualism to the Special Subcommittee on Bilingual Edu-
cation, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate. Because of the impact that
this statement has had on promoting new programs in this countiy, we are presenting here a brief
summary of his arguments in support of the bilingual approach. Limited space bas made it neces-sary to condense the original text

1. If English is the sole medium of instruction, the children are likely to become retarded in
their school work to the extent to which they are deficient in English.'

2. A strong, mutually reinforcing relationship between the home and the school make it nee
sary that the mother tongue be used by some of the teachers, and as a school language.

3. Language is the most important exteriorization of the self. Rejecting the mother tongue
can be expected to affect seriously and adversely the child's concept of his parents, his home, andof himself.

4. The child's unique potential career advantage, his bilingualism, will haye been destroyed if
he has not achieved reasonable literacy in his mother tongue. It will be almost useless for him for any
technical or professional work where_language matters.

5. Our people's native competence in other languages and the cultural heritage each language
transmits are a national resource that we badly need arid must conserve by every reasonable means.

Dr. Gaarder's statement was responsible for more than' priiinoting interest in ,and, direct support 'of
bilingual education. His specific recominendationS for implementing new programs have also influ-
enced the design and aPproach of many of the new program& His five recommendations are giVen
here in direct quotation:

_ _1. That_ comprehensive_ programs _ of bilingual education m self- elected schools and for self-
selected Pupils at all School grade leVels be supported:

2. That the opportunity to profit from bilingual education be extended to children of all non-
Efiglish;speakitig group& All are now losers under our present -educational one-language policy:' at
worst _they become hopelessly retarded in,school, - at bestf theY loge the adVantage of Mastery of their- ' , 'mother-ton e -

,
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"Whereas we recognize that any human being's language
world, and

"Whereas we are collectively engaged in teaching another
possess a fully articulated and developed linguistic system,

constitu es his link with the real

guage to human beings who already

"Therefore, be it resolved that TESOL affirms

1. That bilingual education must be assumed to mean education in two languages;

2. That this in turn presupposes Pall recognition by every available means of the validity of the
first language;

3. That such recognition includes positive attitudes of all teachers and administrators toward
the student's language:

4. That the validity of that language not only as a communication system but as a viable ve-
hide for the transfer and remforcement of any subject content M the classroom must be central in
curricular policy; and

5. That, where numbers of individuals justify such concern, the udent's own language must
pecifically constitute a segment of the cuniculum."

The contents of this broad resolution should
there is, by nature or by design, a professional
and teachers of Enesh as a second language.
er tongue is not English obviously, depends
(English as a Second Language) program.

help greatly to dispel the widespread notion that
rivalry between proponents of bilingual education
Any viable bilingual program for students whose moth-
on the continuous assistance of a professional ESL

The above TESOL resolution shows that professional teachers of English as a group welcome the re-
cent developments in bilingual education, that they recognize the solid grounds on which it is bas-
ed, and that they are anxious to offer their professional assistance to any bilingual venture that will
benefit students. _ _ _



A SUMMARY OF PERTINENT RESEARCH IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION *

by L. Madison Coombs

Introduction

At the outset I must forewarn you of several limitations and characteristics of this paper. First be-
cause the group assembled here is a relatively small one and because its members are known to each
other and share a common interest and body of experience the tone of the paper will be informal. It
will be less concerned with scholarliness than with relevant communication. Second, those who may
expect the presentation of the findings of a large body of carefully controlled research, precisely stet-ed, will be disappointed. One of my prhiciple conclusions is that very little such research has been
done. Rather, the paper will attempt a survey of the events and the opinion relating to bilingualeducation over the period of the last several years, particularly as it relates to the education of Indian
Americans and Alaskan natives.

The facts are that-bilingual education has been close to the storm center of the ongoing revolution in
American education. That revolution, includinu the Nation's new found awareness of the severe and
peculiar educational problems of its disadvantaged minorities, no doubt flowed from the school deseg-
regation decision by the Supreme Court in 1954 or at least was triggered by that historic decision.
It brought into sharp focus the changes made by anthropologists and linguists for a good many years;
that American schools had done a iniserable job of teaching languages, including the teaching of Eng-
lish to children whose first language was something else. This, of course, included a high proportion
of Indian and Eskimo children. The anthropologists and linguists had, over the years developed a
considerable head of steam over what they considered the insensitivity, obtuseness, and arrogance of
educators toward the importance of indigenous cultures, including language. The educational revolu-tion gave them the ascendancy and educators went on the defensive.
Harold Howe (15), U. S. Commissioner 01 Education, signalled a fundamental change in emphasis inhis testimony before the Subcommittee on Education of the House of Represents tives on the Bilin-
gual Education Act-in June of 1967:

MR. HOWE. = Let me observe also in response to something Mr. Scheuer said
earlier:in the hearing, I was very interested thaf,he made-the point-that the-melt-
ing pot is no-longer the; image of the United States in regard to groupg Coining fromother culttires I would like to 'second that point and put another image -in the
picaire,: if I may; perhaps a better image than the melting pot -It_ is the -image of
the mosaic, which has a great variety in it, and which gaina its Strength frem the va-riety.

The persons_ quoted in ;this paper=for- the -,niost part have- had an -ActiVe -interesit: hi the ,education of
Indian Ameiicans. Most of Ahem-are personally knoivrilte me iiiitlniarkof,theni,ard'holdcitibt known
to you. -Wheth-ei dne *gives With' them er, rid& What-theY have,tO:aaylia=relenant id the "slibject of this

David -Brinkley _aaid- the 'otber daYithat in the ,eirkiticinallyfcEinged tinlea',iii,Which
Cal -end social coMinentator haIno eliaiici to be; objective;-, for =to ,:126; sa, .yieuld'imake hlin A -vegetable;
he-Can-Only -5a0;,trie416'zietaki3sanie,ff o 'Objeetivi-tY;=Eif leaSt 144

,
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of Education. Gaarder testified at the House bilingual education act hearingsys follows:

Every child is harmed if he loses full use of his mother tongue.

Mr. SCHEUER. I wish Chairman Pucinski were here to hear your words.

Dr. GAARDER. Every such child is in some measure harmed. Now let us con-
sider a child such as the Spanish-American or Puerto Rican. He is not only cheat-
ed of his language but he is damaged scholastically.

The Spanish-American child and children like him who come to school with an in-
adequate knowledge of English to begin with and who are there in large numbers
caimot learn the substantive content of their schooling fast enough to stay up with
native speakers of English. Therefore, they become retarded.

They are cheated out of the language and they are damaged scholastically.

When you come to the Indian child, given what seems to be the fact that he cher-
ishes his Indian status to a remarkable extent, and given the fact that his cultural
patterns are markedly different from those of the dominant American group, he is
not simply cheated ont of a language that does not matter hiternationally any-
way, he is not just damaged in school: he is almost destroyed.

As a Matter of fact, histmically, that is what we tried to do with them destroy
them. All you have to do is read the accounts to know that.

Commissioner Howe (15), while lukewarm in his support of the bihngual act because he feared that
it would discourage the proper use of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, was
fully supportive of the bilingual Point of view:

A small child entering a school which appears to reject the only words he can use
is adversely affected in every aspect of his being. He is immediately retarded in
Ins school work.

Congressman Augustns F. Hawkins
bill, said:

_

14) of California, testifying in support of the bilingual education

"The miist signal failure in -American- edncatiOn;"- States- Monroe SWeetland, eensul-
tant for the National Education ; Associatio*riS our.,failure to ProVide equalitY 'Of
educational -opportunity for thQ non-English speaking Tragie.; statistics _
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The White students are between 3 to 4 test points above the national means for all3 tests and at all 3 grade levels. The Oriental-Americans approximate the nation-al mean for 2 of the 3 tests and substantially exceed the national mean in the math-ematics test for the 9th and the 12th grades.

The remaining minority groups are all substantially below the national mean; they
exhibit, however, very similar characteristics over subject matter. For example, forall 3 tests, the Mexican-Americans are constantly between 8 to 10 test score points
below the national mean for all grades. The American Indian and Negroes show
the characteristic decreasing learning rates although at much different absolute
rates, i.e., the Negro curve has a much more rapid decline. The Puerto Ricans arethe only group which exhibit an increasing rate of learning over the grades (in 2 outof 3 tests).

Among the minority groups (except Oriental-Americans), m terms of rank com-
parisons, the American Indians show the least drop measured from the nationalmeansfollowed very closely by the Mexican-Ammicans. The Negro test scores
are higher than the Puerto Ricans or Mexicans in 2 out of 3 tests at the 6th gradelevel, but by the 12th grade, the Negroes are the lowest of the minority groups.

Nor, apparently, is the low academic achievement of Indian or Eskimo students solely the result oftheir attending Federal schools, or boarding schools. Herbert K. Smail (24), et al, in a remarkablyforthright but little publicized study of graduates and dropouts from Lathrop High School here inFairbanks, Alaska reported the following findings:

A definite dropout problem existed among the native students. The p rcentage of
natives dropping out of school before graduation was two and one-half times asgreat as the non-natives.

Native students who came from small towns and- villages had more difficulty with
high school subjects than the native students who had lived m the larger towns and
were more closely associated with the dominant cillture for the major portion oftheir, lives.

A greater percentage of non-native,graduates went to college or universities th- anative graduates while twice as great a percentage of the natives obtained a t- tde
or teChnical education as did non-natives.

-

The percentage of natives who had failing-grades was_ twice as large_ as non-na-tives. ,

'significant differenCe _was evident betWeen the natiVe;7,gradnate-andi,the,nonna-
t ve ,gradtiate. ',The native'S'gradei.were 'Much-lower 'than
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If a native attended a Bureau of Indian Affairs school his chances for higher
grades in Lathrop High School were better than if he attended an independent pub-
lic school, private school or state school.

The Importance of Pre-School Language As a Determiner of Achievement

The assumption that a pre-school language other than English has a depressant effect upon school
achievement is almost universal. I, myself, have expressed this assumption frequently. I and my col-
lea es (9) at the university of Kansas in reporting on our study of the school achievement of Indian
and white students in 1958 said:

Investigation of the data reveals an amazingly consistent relationship between the
degree of Indian blood and pre-school language on the one hand and level of a-
chievement on the other. With only one notable exception, the smaller the amount
of Indian blood in a group and the greater the amount of Enghsh spoken inior to
school entrance, the higher the group achieved. Stating it another way, the higher
achieving race-school groups contained fewer full-blood pupils and more pupils who
spoke only English, or at least a combination of English and some other language,
prior to school entrance.

This kind of finding, of course, is a good example of "concomitance without proof of causation' and
a causative relationship must be inferred. The inference is so attractively logical as to be almost ir-
resistible; however, research which controls for other possible causative variables is almost complete-
ly lacking.

If pre-school language is as important as most people think it is, a high proportion of Indian and Es-
kimo youngsters are affected by it Bass (2) in progress reports on an on-going study of high school
achievement which the Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory is doing for the Bureau Of
Indian Affairs, reports that of the Indian and Eskimo students studied about two-thirds stated that
English was not the language commonly spoken in their homes. Somewhat inconsistently at least
two-thirds of them reported that--,they spoke English when .they_ started to school but one may be
fairlY annfident that many of them spoke a very limited brand-of English. Juneau Area students, in-
cidentally, 'reported 37 percent coming from homes where_English was the nermallangnage of-com-
munication but 87 percent speaking English:when-they started to-school..

Though it does not seem to have draWn much-attention, the-data in the Coleman (8) study are most _-
intriguing in one respect-, Whil& Mexican7American;:Puerto Rican, nnd- IndianLA-meriCan students,
three groups:containing a high-pereentake Uf stiidenti With neringlish,'sneaking 'backgrounds, all.
achieve well -belowj, white, students-_and the-national-,norrns,-:N006'*udents,-.nearlx all. of _whom had-_Englishas firat ltiritiog6;,, W.:the -19:West.nchieviUg group of all And Orier*Americans; -many of
wh-om;- elf:le-00y Chineen,-Corne:11ToM,hoineawhere*,adnita,at,least-hablitiallY:_itinak'Allaii-giiage Other--
thaii,English;_ achi 6i:re Close,t6:the national norms __--

'The aiswer, no dei.thi';' is 'thai there are other factors irhich powerfully influence schOor inhieirninent.
---_Bernard Spilka- (25)- andJohnfE---BrydeA7)',ypsychOlokieta afthe_VnilieraitY-:6-1-Deniigi.-and-the Uni-
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Berry 5) quotes Klukhohn and Leighton in the 1962 eclition of The Navajo as follows:
The principal conscious educational goal expressed by Navajos today seems to be
the ability to use English. They realize that without it they are at a disadvantage,
and they have discovered the usefulness of communications and records in writing.
At the same time, English is so different from their own language, that it is very
different for Navajos to learn***. The children work at it and are much more like-
ly to practice it among themselves on the playground for examplethan are
Pueblo pupils.

He also cites the following statement by Clarence Wesley, Chairman of the San Carlos Apache tribe:
I suspect that failure to comprehend on the part of the Indian children accounts in
large measure for the lessening of interest and enthusiasm for school which I am
told begins for Indian children along about the fifth grade. * * * I would insist
upon the employment of teachers especially trained in the skills of teaching Eng-
lish to non-English-speaking youngsters.

Of special interest and perhaps significance are the feelings on the subject expressed by high school
graduates in separate but related studies reported by Selinger (23) and Bass (1). Six hundred sev-
enty one Indian high school graduates, 287 from six northwestern and north central states and 384
from six southwestern states were asked whether they thought it was imporant to Indian students
to he able to speak their native Indian language. About 85 percent of the southwesterners thought it
was important with the rest thinking it was not or having no opinion. However, of those who believ-
ed it was important, well over half valued it mainly as a means of communicAion, especially with
the older Indian people. About one-third of the students attached importance to the Indian tongue
because of pride in heritage. Of the students from the northwest, about one-third thought learning
an Indian language was of no importance. Of the remainder who did, more than half of them valued
it mainly as a means of communicating with the older generation or getting a job.
While I do not contend that Indian youth are indifferent to their native culture and language, I. be-
lieve their feelings about it are less intense than their desire to acquire skills which will permit themto do well in the major culture. Whether I am correct or not, it by no means settles the questions
about the most effective ways to teach English with Which we are concerned in this conference.

The Central Issue_

While it_ is my hope-.that _the-,foregoing_ will provide some, useful- background for the.mork of this cen-
ference, I have net yet-broached-the_central. issue in:bilingual education;-- The central iSsue is, "Whatconstitutes bilingual educatien?" i Gaarder J11) in ihis testimony.. before the House SUb-Committee
sought to make the ansvier very, clear: -- : -_
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He went beyond this to make a case for the feasibility, indeed the unique suitability, of teaching liter-
acy in Indian languages:

The point here is that any time we develop a writing system for one of these Indian
languagesgive and tELke some special problems that I cannot forseeit would be
a perfect fit It would be a romanized alphabet done scientifically. Therefore,
reading it, learning to read in that language, learning all the mechanics of read-
ing would be immensely easier for the Indian child than it is for the normal Eng-
lish-speaking child to learn to read English. Such a reading system for one of the
Indian languages makes an exceptionally promising bridge to English.

And finally he cited a school where it is happening:

There is one experimental school for American Indians which incorporates many of
the features which I am advocating here. It is the most promising thing in Indian
education, the Rough Rock School at Chin le, Arizona.

We will hear about the Rough Rock Demonstration School in much greater detail in this paper be-
cause to a great extent it capsulizes the issues. Dr. Donald A Erickson (10) of the University of
Chicago earlier this year, under a commission from the Office of Economic Opportunity, completed
an exhaustive, although mevitably controversial evaluation of the Rough Rock Demonstration School.
A component of that report is a section by Dr. Oswald Werner (27) of the anthropology department
of Northwestern University. Werner is even more explicit in his definition of bilingual education than
Gaarder:

Regardless of one's stand on the issue of how or with whom Navajo children are
competiro-, there is increasingly compelling evidence that the best predictor of suc-
cess in th% national language is mastery of the native language.

Some degree of bilingual education can be justified -on -the grounds that being ex-
pcised' -to twn lexieally, syntactically, and .phonolOgically- -coded i'sYsterni-- prMddes
the student, in--a sense,- with stereo (biricieular,:birianial)- vision of his and the sec=
end' language he is '-'-a0quiring: -_ A bilingual School, however,' goes far -beyond

_-!sorne degree" of bilingualism: `_-- -_ _ _ .

A bilingual jsthaatis-a-gthnol,Which.-usea,_ eeneuktelitV, -Live lenkw,Lice as medium of
instrtictionl:.in: any- portion of 'the CUrriaiiluni--(exeept -.the- languages themselVeS). _ In
this 'sense the only-bilingual' school 'on the-Navajo -Indian'ReSerVatiori-Cirin- Indian
Education_ is at,_ Rough Rock _DeMonstration School., -- This ,1S d fact ,' tetally ;inde-
pendent -_of what; RRDS _does, -or ho* well'it doei ifi,ni.;`hoiii_ivelLrether -Indian
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another way of saying that the child's progress should be from the known to
the unknown. It makes no sense to knock his props out before he has a strong foot-
hold. This is perhaps most crucial in the span of years mentioned above. After
this age, the social functions of the native language may increasingly become the
deciding justification for the continued maintenance of bilingual education through-
out the educational process. This is properly recognized by the newly established
Navajo community College and its program to teach Navajo on the college level,
even to Navajos who have apparently lost their ability to speak Navajo.

For the primary and pre-primary child, problem solving in the second, weaker lang-
uage is more difficult. The most conclusive demonstration comes from Irish schools
observed by MacNamara. Children with English as their first language subjected
to Irish Gaelic instruction had greater difficulty solving arithmetical problems pre-
sented verbally. Their mechanical ability to calculate did not seem to suffer.

For a good many years now the Bureau of Indian Affairs has tried to articulate its support of such
principles as the use of linguistic science in the teaching of English as a second language, the dignify-
ing of native culture and language, the employment of as many teachers of Indian ancestry as pos-
sible, and the production of learning materials relevant_ to Indian culture. It has spent a good deal
of time parrying accusations such-as its punishing children for speaking an Indian language or a
general denigration of Indian culture. It has contended that such charges are anachronistic, , going
back to an earlier and less enlightened era, and has pointed out that during the 1940's particularly, a
great deal of work was done in preparing bicultural education materials, many of which were bilin-
gual. From 1964 to 1966 it played a-significant if-not leading role in the establishment of a profession-
al organization known as TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages).- It has mount-
ed a streng ESL (English as a Second Language) program on the Navajo Reservation and a significant
one in Alaskaalthough I think it must be said that it has not done much elsewhere except in a few
local situationa, -such as the Choctaw Reservation in -Mississippi. It -has-added an-ESL- specialist
to its Washington Office staff; has fostered the development of some -of its teachers in this field in
Alaska and on the Navajo; and has hired as ãonsultants the Center for Applied Linguistics, a nation-
al organization, and experts from UCLA, the University of Seuthern California, the University of Ari-
zona and elsewhere.

None of this, or all -of- it-put -together-reeets- the definitioof bilingual edneation -as laid- down -bY
Gaarder and___Werner or many of -their colleagues who might have been quoted. --

_ _
_ Did Bureau- of Indian- Affaire OffiCials "have some _reason_-_fer. balieVing hey. hact-the suppeit of lini
guists when they _launched their current-ESL_ programs?: They may-have II-relight so.-In 1967-Miss
Sirarpi __Ohannessian, ( 20), representing the', Center for Appliect :Linguistk'isaued a= rt on The --
Study_ of the Problems of, Teacldrig-Englithh to-Ainericart Indians; In it she-Said m part
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this country, the setting of their cultural heritage is still where they live today,
and their problems are not the same as those of immigrant groups.

Lois McIntosh (17), writing in the first newsletter which the Center for Applied Linguistic produc-
ed for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, English for American Indians, Fall, 1968, said:

The greatest need of the Indian child, who Wings to his early school life his first
six or seven years of experience and training in a different language and culture,
is probably an adequate command of American English, the language in which he
will be formally educated. (Bilingual education, mcreasingly advocated by,thought-
ful educators, has not yet fully been developed. It will be some time before Indian
children can be educated in both their first and second languages, with the bene-
ficial results of membership in the best of two worlds.)

It is up to us, as teachers of the second language, the school language, American
English, to make sure that the learner's introduction to the progress in this new
tongue will be as effective asliwe can make it.

In October of 1968, however, Ohannessian (19), reporting the conclusions and recommendations of
a planning conference for a bilingual kindergarten program for Navajo children, struck a somewhat
different note, possibly reflecting the opinions of other consultants who had been called into the con-
ference:

The conference was in complete agreement in its endorsement of the concept of bi-
lingual kindergartens for Navajo children. The importance of -beginning the child's
education in his own language and in his own cultural background, building a sense
of security and 'nide in his ewn culture,- and the need for strengthening this sense
of pride were stressed again and again during the.conference. Indeed, the confer-
ence felt that to be truly,- effective bilingual-education should be extended into,the
elementarY school; though it1,Was__ realized:- that:attempts :to 'use Navajo-,-athigher
levela might increase the- already existing'problems in the'nae' of-Navajo aa-a,med-
_ium -of instruetion, the-teaching- of Navajo f,e-thoie Wile__ are nionolingual_iniEngr_
lish both in purely Navajo and mixed schools, and the preparation- of I materials
and teachers for instruction in and-through'the medium of the Navajo language._

_

. . . . Although-some participants felt that-,there_ was considerable evidence that
Indian parents_ appreciate bilingual-education for -r,their children; othera felt that
there was insufficient information on wliat Indian ,parenta ,7reallyl-thought
subject and- that further docurdentaticin ,and, Self-evahiatien_ of -the -eoirimunity
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very deeply, would be willing to concede that initial instruction in the native Indian language or dia-
lect, or concurrent instruction with English, might get better results but they have not been shown
very impressive empirical evidence to that effect But beyond that they feel that such considerations
as shortages of qualified teachers who are competent in the native language, and the ambivalence of
native people themselves on the question make the effort impractical in terms of either time or money.
Many also feel that if an error was made at some time in the past the hour is now too late to reverse
it.

The linguists on the other hand concede that the obtaining of enough suitable bilingual teachers would
be a problem although they have little patience with the educator's rigid certification requirements.
They also believe that with a crash effort materials and programs could be developed fairly rapidly.
They suspect that the present situation, having been caused by the insensitivity of educators and the
general public in the past, continues because of "foot-dragging" and lack of conviction. I do not
mean it to sound snide when I say that most scholars have not experienced the trauma of trying to
get public appropriations which most public administrators hayed endured.

Perhaps the differing emphasis can be well illustrated by statements made by our good friend Don
Webster (26) and our own Bill Benton (4) at the workshop held in Anchorage two years ago this
coming January.

Mr. Webster said:

Native languages are the most functional media for their way of life.

The human mind is not Like a spongehaving a saturation point with one lang-
uage. Rather, the more it is used, the more it can be used. The more languages
one speaks, the easier it is to learn yet another.

"When I know how to talk English and Eskimo, i like having two heads." (Es-
kimo Elder)

"We should not attempt to impart a disdainful attitude toward the Native lang-
uaie and culture of the students Linguistics and anthropology are clear with re-
gard to the worth 'of each. Our goal should be to Make the students bilingual and
bicultural rather than merelY having them switch language, culture, and allegiance
to their traditions." (Robert Lado)

The acquisition of a second language need rtc .1.; supplant the first Rather, true bi-
linguals are 'said to have- acquired two coordinate syStems.

-

. _

Mr. -Benton's comment
_
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were delegates. It was my privilege to serve as chairman of one of six discussion groups. While itcannot be said that consensus was reachedindeed, none was soughtclear ,focus was achieved onseveral points. Chief among these were: 1) a role for minority- groups in decision making concern-ing the educational programs which serve their children and, 2) bilingual education, including instruc-tion in the native language. Four -nations were represented in the group I chaited: Denmark, Cana-da, the United States, and the Soviet Union. Delegates were, for the most part, social scientists and
school official& It seemed to me that, for the most part, oninion divided among the group much a-long the lines I have described in the preceding section. Canada's experience has been much the sameas ours and Denmark is engaged in implementing in Greenland a bilingual education program enact-ed in 1967. The situation of the Soviet Union has- been different A generation or more ago theydid for their northern ethnic groups what many are now advocating we should do - or certainly shouldhave done But the Soviet delegate, a member of the Politburo and the Presidium, made it clear thattheir principal goal was competence in the national language. I believe that some quotations from pa-pers prepared by various delegates will be of interest to you.

Miss Inez Boon (6) of the University Press in Oslo, Norway, was one of the most fervent advocates
of the anthropological-linguistic point of view:

The language problem is old, and since a long time this problem has called forth
struggle A histolic review shows that between 1710 and 1870 there were shorter
periods with cultural humaneness and good will on the side of the authorities.
However, from 1870 until the last world war the authmities tried to "Norwegian-ize" the Lapps in a very hard way, and the Lappish language was absolutely for-bidden in the school.

The Lapp parents -considered the school an unneeessary eviL Accordingi to their
opinion, the children learned next to nothing there. On the other hand the child-ren did not get the opportunity to learn the far more important and usefil things
which their parents could have-learned (sic) them in theSame time at hoine.

1

. . However, from the-year-1963-4-bik-aliarike- of -Mentality- took place: 'At-first
with the authorities, later- with the Lapp population. The most important featureof the attitude of the authorities was that they rec-og*zed that it was iMpoSaible
that a :harnionic .develcipment-and 'ari-effeetive infermatien oould takeidace with-
out being connected to -Latip lang(iage ancr Culture;

. It was stated bY law that the Lapp language, CA:Mid be introduced al the
mentary_SchOol,--; both gig- a -.teaching ,language and as- a-subject

.. . Moreover, one_ ie planning a spcial bilingual course at the _teadher' training
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Province of Quebec for Eskimos and Indians in its northern latitudes, reveals an ideology and a zeal
sM-iilar to Miss Boon's and, like here, pretty much ignores any evaluation of the "outputs' of the pro-
gram. Her paper will be worth reading when it becomes available to you, as it will, for she deals in
some detail with what was done about the training of teachers and the development of materials:

It has been underlined that it was necessary for the child to be instructed first in
his own language because this language is for him the only way of learning to un-
derstand and express his environment

. In 1962, following a survey of*the situation, the Government of Quebec de-
cided to commit itsell deeply and globally in its Northern territory with special
respect to Eskimo and Indian Affairs in this region.

"For the child, language develops at the same time as the frames in his con-
ceptual thought and his first structures of logical thinking; even if language is not
a sine qua non condition of thought, it is its precious auxiliary at different steps of
its evolution. The sooner the child can acquire an easy manipulation of verbal ex-
pression, the sooner he will be free to benefit from the use of this precious _tool in
all the fields of its social and intellectual adaptation." To ask the child to learn a
second language at this moment in his development, would be to limit him to the
discovery of his personahty and his milieu. It would also remrd, if not prevent him
from reaching mastery of verbal expreSsion in his own language.

. For the above reasons, it was decided that all subjects in the first cycle-kind-
ergarten, first and second years - would be taught in Eskimo. The language of M-
struction in the second cycle-grades 3 to 6 - would be either French or English, with
Eskimo retained in the curriculum as a subject of, study. Upon completion of their
elementary course in grade 6, students-may-register for the third and final cycle of
the regularriorthein schoel system at the Region-al SchoOl of :-Poate-de-la-Baleine,
where studies-include academic subjects as well 'A.§ accelerated vocational:options._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

One of the basic background papers_fOr the conference- was prepared by Mr. Bent Gunther (13) of
Denmark, Education Advisor to the Ministry for Greenland. In 1967 Denmark PasSed a sort of "loc-
al option" law which pennitted -Greenlandie tominunities tO 'decide' whether :inStruction should be
in the native -language. Many of Mr., Gunther's' cemmenta are tyPical 'of the Public,official grappling
with difficult Problemi: ;

:One of the' greater problerns_of -the`schbOl_in -Greenland is the lackf of Greanlaridic-
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the subject Greenlandic being available at the school in question, submit to the
Board of Education to what extent Greenlandic shall be taught at the school in
question in the first and second school years, or whether the teaching of this sub-
ject should be postponed till the beginning of the third school year."

By this formulation it is, among other things, acknowledged that the number c
Greenlandic-speaking teachers is insufficient to cover the demand.

In view of this situation the school in Greenland must, as already mentioned, to
rather a great extent he expected to be based on teaching in Danish in the fu-
ture.

Just to give a "world view" to school achievement, Gunther says:

Levels of Attainment. In spite of the improved educational standard, especially
in the towns, the results obtained in general are still below the results obtained
by pupils on the same age level in Denmark

It appears from the investigation that the 4th and 5th grade pupils must, in
general, be said to be one year behind in the subject Danish compared with Dan-
ish pupils of the same age, whereas the difference at the end of the 7th grade is
given as 11/. - 2 years.

Comparative Studies

Have there been studies which compare the relative effectiveness of the monolingual mid bilingual
approaches to teaching EriglishT Apirairently there hatre bee-if oii1ST about a-half dozen. Bass, Cap-
lan,_and Liberty_(3) of the Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory in a proposal for A
Comparative Study of Four APProdehea- to -Bilingiial-Edilcation (So far aa I know the propOsal, de-
signed for the Navajo has not yet been funded or impleinented) describe the following studies:

There have heen:relatiVely few studies _comparing, the effectiveness of Monolingual
and bilingnal approaches.' One _by 'Grieiie and, Taylor (1952)_ in;. Ghana, hampered
by ,--tminathhed and ,researchlnaive teachers,, reports- findings SiipPortive-lbf:the-bi
hngual approach An iinPertant_..study_.,-donein the -Philippines, (Orate: 1953) , coni;
pared- experimental,groups -using' the nativeianguage=asthe.medinm-_of inetruction-
for -the-first ttire- years-and --Engligh- in- the third-year iiith'eentrel "gidtipalaifig-Only

The; ifildSr: repcfrts a notieáble supén6ritr iri S.ohiei,einent' by
the: experiniental -yeard When...they:were:tested inthe-native
lariknage,andIthe control" gr-' OuPsTiveie,_=tes,04.- iri_Enghsh:-_-InTthe"-IlificrSreei,-*hen
both.: greiim- were- teStedtin.lEnglish,-the experiineritel gionp_ still .1h-oiled ihigter; jiut
not 'signifiearitly',_ higher,-1,aChievenierit.7he canchiSiOnatifji*'studkji*v*freeinent-
ly been -`questioned:- beeatise:Wsketel*,-,,statiStical reperting,-= and-: the, possible, influ-
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received all early instruction in the national language. One of the suggestions for
further investigation coming out of this study is that similar research should be
conducted with other groups for whom the national language is not the mother
tongue.

Vera John, Vivian Horner, and Judy Socolov (16) writing in The Center Forum for September, 1969,
have the follomdng to say:

But while many of the arguments put forth for bilingual education are supported
by common sense and the testimony of those who have experienced the effects of
having to give up their mother tongue to become educated in an English-speaking
system, the relevant research in scant and is likely to remain so for some time.
Given present limitations in the social sciences, a research validation of the com-
plex interaction of language with the individual in his many roles presents a task
of formidable difficulty.

On the other hand, the claims for the pedagogical soundness of a bilingual ap-
proach in educating the child who is not a speaker of the national language are
based on constantly accruing research evidence- A number of foreign educational
institutions, drawing upon the experience of other polylingual nations, are for the
first time taking a serious look at the potential of bilingual education. In addi-
tion, some limited experimentation has begun in the United States aa well.

John and her colleagues then describe the Philippine, Swedish, and 'Mexican experiments as having
results favorable to the bilingual approach; they omit the experiment in Ghana and add projects in
the Coral Way School in Dade County, Florida and in the public schools of San Antonio, Texas:

Closer to home is a noteworthy bilingual program being carried out at the Coral
Way School in Miami, Florida. This program includes both Spanish-speaking and
English-speaking children, and has as its teaching goal the total mastery of both
languages-for all children.- The evaluation data now available, covering a three-year
period, indicate that while the children are not yet as fluent in their second lang-
uage as their first, they learn'egnally well in either. In addition, the results dem-
onstrate the bilingual curriculum is as effective as the standard curriculum in all
academic subject&

Another United States bilingual program in San fialiOnio, Texas, is achieving simi-
lar result& An experimental group of children of Spamsh-speaking background,
instructed in -both- Spanish ,and 'English dining their first grade in'school were able-
at the end of the year to-read., ,speak and write in'-both -language&- ,The children
scored-better on tests'measuring cogintive growth, communication skills-and social
and emotional adjustment,- then did their control peers-who wire tanght solely 'in =

English.- Tests,acLministered at the end of the- second year 'of their -bilingtlal in-
struction indicate shnilar result-El. _

_
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were afiddle class Cuban refugees from families literate in Spanish. Also some of the refugees were
professional teachers, Spanish language readers were available and there is a well-developed body of
literature in Spanish. There is a full description of the Coral Way project in the House hearings on
the Bithigual Education Act, previously alluded to.

The Rough Rock Demonstration Sch oi

Now finally we return to the Rough Rock Demonstration School for a closer look at the experience
there. The full story of the Rough Rock School needs to be writtenfor it has not yet been done
but this is obviously not the place to do it It must be said, however, that Erickson's (10) task as
he set out to evaluate it was a difficult, if not an impossible one. The school had received so much na-
tional pubhcity, all of it laudatory, from United States Senators and the news media on down, that
any criticism of its program was not only unwelcome but nearly intolerable to its chief advocates.
Nevertheless, Erickson and his assistant, Henrietta Schwartz (22) approached the task with an at-
titude that, while completely sympathetic to the Rough Rock goals and purposes, was highly profes-
sional. As Professor Werner (27) has written a special section of the report on bilingual education,
Mrs. Schwartz has written a special sect:ion on Teaching and Learning in General. Both of these
evaluators obserVed not only Rough Rock but also the Bureau of Indian Affairs Rock Point Schoolas
well. In addition, Mrs. Schwartz observed at the Bureau's Chinle Boarding School. The Rock Point
School had been used by the Bureau as a demonstration center for its developing ESL program on
the reservation and many persons in the ESL field had a high regard for its principal -and staff. Mrs.
Schwartz describes the Chinle School as a "run of the mill" reservation school which may be an aptcharacterization.

It is not easy' to synthesize or compare Schwartz's and Werner's evaluations. Werner brought to his
observation the perceptions of the anthropologist-linguist, Mrs. Schwartz those of the professionaleducationist and master.teacher.

Mrs. Schwartz was able to give much more time to the job:

At Rough Rock, no single observation lasted-less than two hours, and all teachers
but two (one in the primarY grades and one in "the upper gmdes) were observed
from one to five times.

. . Eight of Rock Point's ten classroom teachers were observed each- for at least
two hours and most for a day or more..

Werner, on the other hand, spent -three ,days in all; only a haliday at Rock Point where--he interview-
ed ten students but, 7 gather, did not .obseive -instruction. _

They did agree that the best -teaching at Rough Rock was-being done by-Navajo teachers in the pri-
mary grades and"that Navajo teachers haVe a -great advantage hri_teaching Navajo Children.

Otherwise,: Mrs.' Schwartz Clearly felt -.that the teichine ogziiitEcëkPiiit Wasi-suPérior.-
lieve her-Verbatim coM-mentS Show
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- from the new Anglo teacher who played it by ear ("I just ask the kids what they
would like to do each day, and we go from there") to an experienced Navajo
teacher who followed a highly structured and predictable program each day.

. . . We felt that the Navajo teachers in the beginners, kindergarten, and first
year classes were the most effective in the school, primarily for two reasons: (I)
they were all Navajo, and (2) all but one had either training or experience to pro-vide the techniques necessary for teaching at this level.

. . There was little uniformity or structure in the TESL programs in the Phase
I classes, but emphasis on language training in all of them. What we missed Was
any school-wide assessment of the effectiveness of one method over another, or
some attempt to integrate the program from one level to the next.

. One of two young male teachers interviewed felt the curriculum center should
establish some long-term skill and content goals for a time period in schooltwo
years or three years. Both young men noted their own inadequacies in knowledge
of how to teach reading. They felt that most other faculty members sensed thesame need. One of them said it was entirely possible for a chikl to go througheight years of schooling here and learn spoken languages very well, but not beable to read and write his own name.

. . . . The TESL program was conducted in each classroom by the core teacher,- but
without any uniform pattern in, the Phase II classes. However, it did seem that
students' dislike and poor performance pf phonics exercises prompted teachers togive less attention to this phase of-the program.

With reference to Rock Point:

In rooms where the coordinate bilingual program_ was being_ used, Anglo teachers..
were- give-ti-NaVajo aides. (There were no roOm mothers at Rock Point.)- Often it
was difficult to tell who was the teacher and who was the aide, for the aide wasthe teacher for the Navajo phase of the program In one beginners class, with the
helP of the principal -and with .cloie cooperation bet*een- the aidi-and the teaCher,
the program was-being run in fifteen-minute modules, One grouP of children-Would
work at one. end Of the roorn;- in English- with -the Anglo, teacher, the- other groUP-atthe ,opposite end of ,the room,- covering the same-material in:Navajo; under,the di-rection- of .the_aide. At the.erid of -eaCh fifteen ,minntes, the;. wroups would sWitch.
Thi-Children _were reminded that "in this part of the room we-speak English;',.thete,
we -talk. Navajo." The- effort and-enthusiasm 'of the -teaahei-arid: lier aide appi-rent
ly were-transmitted to the': childien.ti This_was One of the most 4k-citing elassroems
we had-seen-in- years-' At Reek Peint,.=tieliberite: techniques Weie. *Sect:AO_ inereese_
_the';ehildren'S, attention ---sjian-L'.When! riUj5ili became a :'bit restless;-.-they
"Just tWo, minutei more, and Ahen We will -have recess," or "Where the ,clock tooks'
likethiaPpinting, ypu Can go, to.lunch ;

. ... . The older Children a, Rock i,f,Oint .,were mere- responsive-Ahan--Ahose.at,-,Rough
Reek Vi,phirile,:: thotighleiti-resixiirsAre-ithare-4nost .` glo:cluldren . of the; sanie,fige:::_,
Eilakleacher:inteatvaie-,,ofF.110Vir- Ins,-.programt;-LmeshedWith--,otherak.--_Some4teachera-:
mainiained*inferinar tntering:;:.arrangenienta"lor'ili,M134;:rd>iindeni*,, rieedini:ih4R-f:'
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Werner describes his interview with pupils at both Rough Rock and Rock Point as follows:
The interview consisted plimarily of evaluating the children's understanding of thefollowing definition (adapted from Webster's Collegiate Dictionary): "A mu-corn is an animal of the fairy tales. It looks like a horse and has a horn in the mid-dle of its forehead!'

We asked questions like "what does a unicorn look like? How many horns does ithave? There is its horn? What is a fairy tale?" The test was less than successful.Children who did not respond to the English version responded equally negativelyto the all Navajo version. Monosyllabic answers were preferred in both schools.One girl at Rock Point knew what a unicorn wa& One boy at RRDS, we suspect,knew this too.

Werner has the following comments on the esults:

The English of pupils in an open ended casual interview seems roughly comparableat RRDS with Rock Point The RRDS children's response is very Navajo: oftenless than a whisper. The Rock Point children respond louder and clearer almostin American Middle class fashion. The main difference in the English of the twoschools seems to be loudnes& The higher performance demands (and/or the Ber-eiter-Engelman method?) placed on the Rock Point children may be responsiblefor this. The loudness carries over into speaking Navajo with stranger& Never-theless the RRDS children seemed on the whole a bit more willing to speak Nava-jo. Both groups of children liked the teaching of Navajo in school. One child ineach group had negative feelings about the Navajo language.
I have no way of judging that allegedly the level of the eighth grade at RoughRock is comparable to sixth grade elsewhere.

Earlier, we quoted Professor Werner's views on bilingual education. He has these additional cments:

The bilingual teacher has a very simple basic_imassailable advantage over the weak-er second language: he can make himself understood- and promote intellectuallearning. I suggest anyone doubting this assertion should try to learn Navajo.
. ESL the audio-lingual apProach now pepular on the Reservation), likeother instructional metheds,-, is---iinfcrtunatelk nut a_panacea to Indian educationalpreblem& The RRDS,:bilirignal,aPpreaeh-,needs anecialiMplementation of-the au-dio-lingual approach by:other:Methods (e.g.; meaning4rinslation).1", The ,teacher'scomplaint (and stUdents':Cornplaints,too) :about the dullness and repetitiveness-ofESIaia.seriotis :tem = This latter charge is, by the :Way,=-applicable--to the ESL'-ap
preach eVerywhere;--' '

Phially,_ he_ as seine recommendations for:ESL -far the-Navajo:
Mere= salentifie; knewledga:et:theStrUctura:'of the Navaja,language- is -necessary, Jar_ ,example, to assess theorderof difficulty of English exercises in the ESL programs

_ Livajoschildren.',.1Wo :do; notTknewe enough,' about -,NaVajo cto even:: guess
-Thia-_4sTtrue-,-af -a114-ESIerirdgranfablifthe'ReserVation:.
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Few if any of either Werner's or Schwartz's findings are quantifiable. It remains then, only to pro-vide a short digest of Erickson's report of achievement test data on pupils in the schools. First hereports on testing done earlier:

Through a cooperative arrangement in May, 1968, achievement test batteries fromthe California Test Bureau were administered to pupils at Rough Rock, RockPoint, and two other BIA schools (elementary boarding schools at Lukachukaiand Many Farms). The results for the test battery as a whole . . are presented.In all four grades in which comparisons between Rough Rock and Rock Point
were possible (Rock Point was offering only four grades at the time) Reck Point
emerged as superior. In one case, the extent of the superiority was the equivalent
of an entire grade-year, as estimated in terms of national norms. In the other three
cases, the differences were fairly small. No tests were performed to determine
which differences were statistically significant.

Erickson felt, however, that it would be more defensible to compare pupils on the basis of years spentin school rather than grade level and so after grouping the children in this way he again analyzedthe scores:

When boys and girls are considered separately in this way, Rough Rock emerges
as slightly superior in one comparison out of eight. in the other seven, Rock Point
is supeiior, though the differences are small except in the fifth year (roughly equiv-slant to the fourth grade ) in which sizeable differences emerged.

Partly because the earlier data did not permit him to make subject-by-subject comparisons, and part-ly because he wanted to include the Chinle Boarding School in the study, Erickson did some testingof his own in January of 1969. To his surprise he found no significant differences among the threeschools. He comments: _ _

If we take the test resultS seriouslY, -they are flattering to neither Rough Rock norRock Point in comparison with what is regarded as a run-of-the-mill BIA school.It could be, of course, that reading and arithmetic are areas of special strength at
Chinle Boarding, and ,there is some evidence in pur classroom observations, in fact,that arithmetic may have been. It is liossible, further, that Chinle is much betterthan it is touted_ to be. The, observationd de,not encOurage us to think so general-ly, .though a few _teachers at, Chinle Boarding were apparently 'very effective. -Itappears, then, that we , must siniply leaVe on therecordari interesting, unanticipat-
ed finding. It is inconclusiVe and difficult to interpret in the absence of further evi-dence. We hope further achievement test comparisons will be condueted withRough Rock, Rock Point, and Chinle Boarding. We Would like to knew What thesedata mein.

This "paper-has-not settled the issue of-bilingual 'educaticiivnor was it intended-to, althoitgli:I-htiPiithas illuminated it I think it does ,shciw tlfat'this_ponference, can keep itself -Usefully brisk fer the ,nextthree days.,
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A HISTORY OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN BIA SCHOOLS

by

Evelyn Bauer

A combination of depressing academic achievement-test results, and an interest in innovative pro-grams involving students that have much in common with our own, has led the Bureau of IndianAffairs to a serious examination of new approaches to educating Indian students. The most prom's-ing of these approaches is that of bilingual education, i.e., the use of some combination of the stu-dent's mother tongue and English to transmit academic content, and to foster the child's develop-ment in both languages.

We have exannned Florida's Dade County program closely and feel that although many of the prob-lems of Cuban refugee students are quite different from those of American Indians, much of what isbeing done can be adapted to our situation. The same is true of Thomas Horn's bilingual project be-ing carried on through the University of Texas and the San Antonio schools. We've looked at RotighRock School, where, although we have little as yet in the way of test results, we have a great deal ofpopular approval of the school's inclusion of native tongue and culture and its involvement mith thecommunity.

Of interest to us also have been the research findings- of Modiano in Mexico', of Grieve and Taylorin Ghana21 of Pedro Orate in the Philippines3 and of Tore Osterberg in Sweden4, all of which seem tosupport the superiority of at least initial mother-tongue instruction over the national language.
_ _

Interest in bilingual education, or at least in the Use ef the mother=tongue in _the elassrooth is not newin- the-Bureau- 7Reversing What had been-a long-established policy in the treatment:of -Anierican na-tives, i.e., their assimilation 'into _the mainstream culture_ at the cost of their-culture,- their language,-and -their separate identity, the Bureau, under the direction of Willard W. BeittY, et out in the latethirties to promote native-tongue literacy among Indian adults and-young_ people. At that time,-most nine out of every ten Navajos were non-El:WW1 speaking and the-need te_ convey::informationto- adult Navajos had become acutes. In addition:there-Was a growing aWareness of the failure of In.:dian children to adapt to an English-language curriculum at the beginning levels.-

An alphabet limited to the keYs feund on a mddern typeivriter (thereby- eliminating a number ofsymbolal,whicli'litid been Used Previonaly--and greatly simplifying the, diacritidal Markinge) :was"developecl _by. Oliver LaFarge, the novelist; and Dr John- P.-- HarringtOrt,- a linguiS-Civith the.: SfaithsenianInstitute: A preprirner; prinier,:and reader in English and Navajo-Aitled Little Man's- Family; withtext by J. B, Enochs, a= font:ter:Bureau teacher, 'Was folleived --!by. the Litile--gierder:-Steriei and thePrairie f, Dog FairY: Tale, by j"Arin:Nolan2plark; another Bureau teacheró Prep,arittion:_of the ,Navajotext =was handled --by -Robere,YOUrie
the fall of -1940,, Kennard.,--_----.YOUng'and :BitailY_j_begarCto,,iritiediide-, the ;reading ancr of.,-Navaje-I into,' feServation_ IlluStratiOiS7- far, the textS*cre done by! Gerald 'Nailor,'-'a NaVajobeen trained at ,what-ii-434:4 the Iiistitutg Arts iii7,SaritalTe;Ffa'13nrelif-hikli seheol7.-`Materials, prepared foeadulte hieludecraccounts OfAeChnical programs such as soircenservatiorOiVe.;steek management, water, developinent; health; sinitation,, and' disease ceirtioVz, Natike,Navaje-speak-era were'taught to read and Write:-Navajccrand We're7einploYed to work viithTdoctofs-; Scientists, teach:-ers, and other technician§ -as interpretere.

-=

1. Nancy Madiano"BilingOal Edueation for Children o inguistic Minorities Arnerica
- 2 D W Gr !eve -ond -A.- Taylor,--,,Media Of_ Instruition: Prelimipary,-Study- of Eel anyer.Merits EnVi nd S'African Vernacular-as Ter..-hing Coast 'Educatic;ni-1952,'f.:31752.,' '? ,3. Pedro T Orata, "The Iliolat Experiment In Ed6cation- Thrau h the_ Vernacular;',-Tbe Use-Uf yereacUiCir_i.anisee in Education.- Parisi-_ 9UNESCO, 1953, ;Ili-, 123-131. ,

4., Tore 70sterberg,_ Bilingualism, and,, the, First'Schial=Language;', yasterbottens`Trycheri'AB-Urriea, 1961-S. WillardiBeatty, "Intioducing-Viritten Navajo," Indian Educatlen .#46,-'November+1,°1940,--- -
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A monthly newspaper printed in -Navajo proved valuable in communicating to the Navajo informa-
tion on activities of the Tribal Council, as well as national and world news9.

A Navajo-English dictionary was also published at this time and proved valuable to native interpre-
ters in their attempts to understand the technical vocabularies they were dealing with.

In addition to the Navajo materials for students, bilingual readers were written and printed, for the
Hopilo, and the Sioux". In response to requests from Pueblo and Papago leaders, English-Spanish
texts were also prepared'2. Using these texts, it was assumed that reading and writing would be
taught first in the child's mother-tongue, and attempted in English only after control of oral Eng-
lish had been achieved13.

There is little to be found in the way of evaluation of this literacy program. In 1944, Robert Young,
writing in Indian Education, a Bureau field letter, found the results of the use of native language in
the classroom "highly encouraging." Teachers had lost their fears and misgivings, and people in
remote reservation areas were welcoming written Navajo and requesting that it be used for all forms
and regulations so that they would know what they were being asked to sign. Young felt there was
good reason to believe that writing would spread among the Navajo. He expressed hopes that the
Navajo themselves would ultimately become the authors and that the Navajo language would serve
their needs until such time as they no longer had need for it". Hildegard Thompson, a former Direc-
tor of Education for the Bureau, feels that the status of many of the present-day Navajo Council
members is due to their fluency and literacy in Navajo resulting from this program. She also points
out that the bilingual readers served as a valuable link between hothe and school Since children were
encouraged to take their readers home and read to their illiterate parents. It is likely that this might
well have been the begin_ning of a change in the feelings of Navajo parents toward the schools which
had always seemed so alien'4.

World War II, with its drain on personnel and funds seems to have been at least partially responsi-
ble for the end of the native literacy program. Many of the linguists and native teachers who had
been involVed were assigned-to-the-Armk Special Seivices Branch to teach Indians. It is interesting
to note that the Navajo language was used as an. Army codeone which was never deciphered by the
Japanese' 6. -

_ ,

A secona example-of a Bureau project which _made lige cif native language- is the Five:Year Piogrem
Whieh -began in the mid=forties. It mas not possible to accomodate in the immediate area all the Nava:7
jo children who desired schooling; and, as a, consequencei a large part of a generation was growing
up illiterate. Space was available in Bureau boarding schools in other areas which was made available
to Navajo youths from twelve-to sixteen years of age with little oeno Previous sche sling. Since most
of these students had no -English,-it -wee necessary to Mike eiterisive use of Navajc.- In the first three
years of this _prograin, -a teaching team consisting of an English-speaking -teacher and a native-speak-
ing iristraCtiorial gaVe initruetimi. ,Navaje and English' -Ideas 'were first introduced in Nava-
jo by the;indes, and .hillewed'up bY an, EngliSh presentation.: As- students progresaed, the amount of
English inareaSed. ,116iveyek, even after Engliph -became the' chief_ Medium of 'Instruction, Navajo was
still- eniploYed '10 -determine kiwi:well Students had _understood the material Presented te them in

":;y::";:- ': - -, i-:- :- ,',e .- : ,;--: -,. IA ' _r,,,',', .- ',, ,N - -.' ' 1-::-., . , ' , ' , . _ ' -,'-` - ' - " -. . -'
_ _-

The-FiVe7Year- Progranw eirpandect to an enrollment' of oVer 5,000 pupils _annually,' spread over . eight
schools, -, arid-1 was- highlyAsuccessful in' terms of-- finding_ieniployment _ for its- ,graduates.-: It isrfelt that
this, success mould not -haVe-,been posaible without,the heavy reliance On the use ,of Navajo Speakers

9.-- oil.-- at.,,Thiimpson. -; ' -- --' ' , __
, -- 10; -;.:Edwara ,6,,-1- Kennard,--"The SlilingLial,Edtioation N.-0'5ram, a paPet- presented at,-a conference oni,Stylei of Learnin4g_ .Indians a't Stanford UniirersitY,-August -8-10, 1968 . .,

11; ,Willaid--W.`'Beatai,: ySeridice- Publiaiatipn*s;"` Indian Ed'iiicidon #90, Octolaer -1, 1943.
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14. - Robert ,Young,,,-:,!'To - Read ona Nktrite%Native'Languages,-,-triiilem-Edliiatian-#98,-FebrudrV'15, 1444, p,
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_
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Although native-speaking aides have been responsible for some form of bilingual instructions in Bu-
reau schools for many years, it has only been in the past few years that planned programs of instruc-
tion involving mother-tongue and English and extending beyond the beginning levels have resumed
the trend initiated in the thirties and forties.

Several years ago a Title III-sponsored program at the Bureau Day School in Taos, New Mexico,
where their failure in teaching reading had been attributed to a lack of oral mastery of English, at-
tempted to teach reading in the native tongue firstTiwa in this case. Tiwa was also used as the
language of classroom instruction, with a period of oral English as a part of each day. A special ortho-
graphy incluchng the phonemes of both Tiwa and English was taught to beginning and first-grade
pupils, who began reading with a familiar Tiwa story. The plan included introducing Roman ortho-
graphy in the second and third grades with a continuation of the special script both for the introduc-
tion of new work and continued reading in Tiwa".

Other aspects of the program were the inclusion of Indian culture and the use of modern math curric-
ulum with emphasIs on maMpulation and concrete experience to provide the basis for later verbal ab-
stractions.

Because of staff difficulties and community conflict, the program was discontinued after its first year
and no satisfactory evaluation was made.

After experimenting with various ways of using Navajo in the classroomsmall group reading and
talking in Navajo with older children, math and social stuclies help in Navajo for younger children
Wayne Holm, Rock Point's principal and Dr. Elizabeth Willink, the school's TESL specialist, sub-
mitted a proposal for a bilingual program to the Office of Education for Title VII funding.

As a result, beginning in the fall of 1971, Rock Point will initiate a program in bilingual education at
all levels.

A contract with the Northern Arizona Supplementary Education Center (NASEC) in 'Flagstaff, Ari-
sone, revived the development of native literacy materials begun in the thirties. NASEC has develop-
ed bilingual piimary texts, filmstrips and tapes in Hopi and English. The stories 'used in the texts
were recorded frcm native informants and transcribed in-native tong-ae and English.

The interest generated by the Bureau's bilingual efforts of the past few years and, indeed, the nation-
al and international attention given to bilingual programs involving all groups who do not enter school
with a Command' of the national language, m e tha these programs will .contmue and ex-. _

pand. ,

On October 11, 12, 1968, the first of two project planning meetings for a bilingual kindergarten pro-
gram for Navajo children was held at the Center for_ Applied Linguistics in Washington, D. C. The
Center invited specialists in early childhood education, linguistics, psycholinguistics, anthropology,
ESL and related fields. The first meeting was devoted to the educati4inal; cultural and linguistic goals
of such a program, to curriculum content', to Problems related -to _the use of -Navajo as a medium of
instruction and' to the use and teaching of English in kindergarten Activities. The preParatiiin of
Navajo and non-Navajo teachers was discussed at the remaining sessions19. As a result of theae meet-
ings, 'a pilot bilingual- program for Navajo children, -involving six classes, ,was- begun. -This program
has now expanded to include six first-grade- classes, ahd projected'Plans include second-grade class-

The Juneau Area of the BIA is entering the third, year of a bilingurd kindergarten program in con-
junction with the University of Alaska. Six classes along the Kuskokwim River are using Yupiak as
the medium of instruction. Materials in the language are being developed by the University.

On- the-,basid of reiearcif.chndhefed VVitlfather'iien-English-SPeaking- gri-piiilje;'Whibli leads us , to belieVe
that a;child reads More easily in-A second -langnege if he-has first)iladel-the,aisociation. of -:thAwritten
SYrnbelsi...ivith. the Soinidal of hia_first,language,.,the-area2,of-,readingr research is high on the Bureau's
list :of prioritiesi. =A -ertiutiof the Probleins ofleaching English in-Bureau' Schools' done ,by the Center

L

18. Evelyn fkluer,_Field-Trip' Report, May,3,:1968:
19. Ruth E. Wineherg, "Information Exchange," En511;1; for American IndIans Winter, 1969,_ A; 1:4:).:3e-31.



for Applied Linguistics in 1967, made the recommendation that: ". . . three pilot classes in read-ing the mother tongue be initiated iin comparable schools, with children of the same age and approxi-mate ability who know no English and whose native languages are different, and that these classes
be matched with control classes whose introduction to reading is in English."" This project is enter-ing its third year under the direction of Dr. Bernard Spolsky at the University of New Mexico.

The problems of proxiding bilingual programs for Indian students no longer seem insurmountable, al-
though, certainly, time and adequate funding will be needed to lay the groundwork Some materialsexist for the Navajo, Hopi, Sioux, and Eskimo, but texts for other groups can be developed only after
extensive descriptive language work and the development of a suitable orthography.

The training of native-speaking personnel to assume major responsibility for classrooms will also re-
quire time and funds hut internship programs which make it possible for natives to further their edu-
cation and an increasing interest on the part of native aides in becoming professionals are making in-roads.

Decisions must eventually be made as to the type of bilingual program which is best for our stu-dents. Of interest is a comparative study made by the Southwestern Cooperative Educational
Laboratory (SWCEL) in Albuquerque, examining the effectiveness of four different combinations of
Navajo and English with Navajo children in grades one through three. In one approach, for example,
all aspects of the program would begin in Navajo and gradually shift over to English during a two-
year period. In another, the oral language program would be in English. from the beginning and con-tent instruction in Navajo with a gradual phasing into English over approximately a one-year period.
In this approach, reading, which would be begun after six months of the first year, would be entirelyin English21.

One of the major problems at this point, is, I believe, one of determining objectives which in turn willeffect our decisions on curriculum content and method. Whereas Dade County and San Antonio areeducating students for participation in truly bilingual societies with a strong possibility of students
receiving even post-high-school work in the mother-tongue, it is unlikely, at least in the near future
that even members of our largest group, the Navajo, will find themselves part of a truly bilingual
Navajo-English culture in the Southwest And, outside of the new Navajo Community College, locat-ed at Many Farms Arizona use of the Navajo language for higher education does not seem oractic-- -able.

If we were to define our goals for bilingual education with our Indian students at this point, which
may well be a premature one, I think mother-tongue would be considered most useful as an effectivebridge to eventual instruction in English as a means of avoiding both the progressive acadenc retar-
dation so common in our Indian students and the damage to the child's self image induced by the re-jection of his language and culture.

-

20. Sirorpi Ohannession, ed. Stud), of the Prahlems_of Teaching English to American Indians: Report and Recommendations. :Wash-ington, 0. C.;=_. Center for Applied Linguistics, 1967. . - _

,-- , -21. "A Comparative Study of pour-Approecheil to-Bilir4ualrfduccition "'a propesel submitted to-the:Ofiie of Eciatienlby the.South.
western Cooperative:Educational Lob-Oratory, Inc., May 15, 1968. - - N_ ,



THE BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT AND THEAMERICAN INDIAN

Edward A. Tennant

The "Bilingual Education Act," known in brief as Title VII, is a section of the Elementary andSecondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. This title was amended in 1967 and passed as PublicLaw 90-247 on January 2, 1968.

"In recognition of the special educational needs of the large numbers of children of limited English-speaking ability in the United States," says the act in Sec. 702, "Congress hereby declares it to bethe policy of the United States to provide financial assistance to local educational agencies to developand carry out new and imaginative elementary and secondary school programs designed to meet thesespecial educational needs."

For the purposes of Title VII, 'children of limited English-speaking ability" means children whocome from environments where the dominant language is other than English."
Anyone who has read Leibowitz' Educational Policy and Political Acceptance: The ImpositionEnglish as the language of instruction in American schools, will understand what a sweeping about-face of long-standing national policy this Bilingual Education Act really is.
Leibowitz' chapter on Indian education, which is included elsewhere in this bulletin, graphically depicts the harsh consistency of the "English-only" policy throughout the history of Indian education.The English language according to those who shapecl and sustained this policy was the key_that would'unlock the riches of wisdom, education, and civilization for the American native. Unfortunately, thisassumption proved false.

There is an ever-growing conviction among people concerned with Indian education at large that thisfailure to respect and build on the heritage of Indian cultUre - as underdeyeloped as it may have seem-ed to trailblazers of other words - has been the single, heaviest burden on the back of Indian educationsince the first treaty dealing with Indian education was signed-in 1794. If goYernment and private_.studies of the Indian situation today point to a dismal state of affafrs in general; they point to,an in-adequate and failing educational system in particular. The keystone of that 'system was the "Eng-lish-only policy,
.

This PoliCY, as a few Jena Voices were- conStantlY ZWarning,-cegldnot provide, demonstratedlynot provided, a viablo'edneational system fer__the American Indian One .ediicatiii-liiikdist'.who grewup on_ the _Navajci:.reserYsition testifiea, "I-have seen at a-- very -personal level the devastating: effeetfs.,,of -aned4eational systein: which:neglect to take intli-,:acconfit.thel, needs'±- etadente::whese initlyietongue is iidt'Eliglish:7-. .-.ink-,studies Partienlarly--in isCeiolitigUiSticS;I:hnve, nlade:the__a7f.ware _that -biling-uai andTbicultural 'win-Cation ii'imperative=if_Nivajo Childierv'ire'to be at all_sticcesi-ful in- tail schoole."- "

_ _ _ _
Title VII, althotigh 'it PrOvides ohlY" seed inoneY:for:bilinguali-p:rograina ptv a- cl000piora:prito. 1:?Eisis; has,-lauriched - education-. ih I a ne*:direction-- for ----thensirids of ,Children -,WheSa-Mother_longua is -nest_f.gbiglish.Tha_ limited-fUnds: aVailable -for TitleNIIineeessarily,Yeitiieftha:praiiain to7sCattered-Aim.*Rerimen---ttil:proje00._ -There is:More-than ; eaonomi6.-WiSderii
represent:a corriPleteireVarsat nitional-'061iCY need --tinie'-itPrfirid'aedetitance .rioticnly7by-,-teacherytand,,

_ _

adMinistrators but _by ',the Very comniuniUe& which;-,theY*-,-;arCOffered,:,: Sch-6611----; setting bilingUalPrograinkniider-,Title,,VIL'arefar Mor& than isolated _labnratormii choler ,tfti teit-= the -advantage& of a,shew_ cases fer-'every§ne',froin'AlialaWM-iiker&AlfsiTPaeied.lhel.
BilingUir-EdUcation.1-ACC tau:kw:14i_ a laiiguagei& up_rto-these sehools:,10-rconyince-Jiarints,-= teaChers, 1school boards, statesmen, and the= Office=,--of -EduelitionAhat bilingual edaceticei really:1a bitter for tle child;-fdr7;the; community, arid fer;

_

the" count

defined by the _Office -of Education-, istlie,- use" of two Jnguage, --. one of 'whicis_-English;-"as_ mediums efinstructioU for Ihersalile pupikpopulation-nr_awell:orgamzed Programiwhich,encompasses part or alrof ;the eiirri.caliiin,-afia includes the study±of the-hiatdry and cultUre-assiiciiited,_
_



with the mother tongue The purpose of this-bilingual ins ruction is to develop mdniaintain a child's
self-esteem and legitimate pride in both culture&

In order to achieve these _goals, grants are made covering a wide variety of services and activities.Some of these are: the planning and development of bilingual programs: research projects; pilot pro-
jects; development and dissemination of special instructional materials; pre-service training for teach-
ers, counselors; supervisors, and aidea; in-service training for teachers and aides; acquisition of neces-
sary teaching materials and equipment; provision of bilingual instruction; providing students with aknowledge of the history and culture associated with their dominant language; efforts to establish
closer cooperation between the school and the home; early childhood education designed to improve
the potential of children of limited English-speaking ability_ for profitable learning; related- adult
education, particularly for parents of participating children; bilingual education activities for dropoutsor potential dropouts; and bilingual education activities in accredited trade, vocational, or ftchnical
schools.

American Indian and Eskimo Projects under Title VII

Although there were several developing bilingual projects for American Inclians in both BIA and pub-
lic schools before Title VII funds became available, they were largely the result of personal initiative
and private funding and were limited mainly to four Navajo projects in Arizona and a small Chero-
kee program Ln Oklahoma..

In 1969, the Office of Education funded five Indian language programs: Cherokee in Gentry, Arkan-
sas; Porno in Ukiah, California (thie program is more bicultural tharkbilingual); Navajo and Keresan
in Grants, New Meximq Cherokee in Tahlequah Oklahoma; _and Navajo in 13Ianding Utah. These
programs for four Indian languages were all in public schools since BIA schools and private, non-profit .
schools Operated by Indian tribal organiiations did not become eligible for Title VII. funds until the
spring of 1970 when amendments were made-to the Bilingual Education Act

In 1970, five new Indian prograins were funded while four of the previous year's projects received
continuation funding'. The Cherokee program in Gentry, Arkansas VIM discontinue& The new pro-
grains included Yuk in Anchorage, Alaska. Navajo in Rough Rock Arizona; Ute Mountain Ute and

ip Cortez. Colorado; Crow, Cree and Northern Cheyenne in" Hardin Montana and Chock-
taw in Idabei, Oklahomi:,

Of these fiVe programs, all were in.publie schools except for Rough -Rock, Arizona; a former BIA
school now under contract as a private- school to the _Ding Biolta, a Navajo tribal _organization, and
one BIA-Sehnol PertiCiPatifig- in'the NOrthern- Cheyenne 'cc:Op:merit of_ the tterdin Montana project.

All Of 'theie Progrinne'receiVeil 'Continuetien" ftinding ih 1.971';-. The Navajo Coitipenent, hoWever, of the
GrantS; Ne* Mexice, PrOject Ca no longer, funded_by Title AgI, so that the Keresari CoMponent can _

_ be'develOpert more effectiVelY: The Navajo project 'Will Continue but *WI-Other funding

Six new Iiidian4angliage 13r-ogre-Ms wera.-appitrived for the, 1971-72 school year. These include, a
Navajo 'project in the' Sannifee-Toadleni:40hoels of -,Wiricle* Reck,- Arizona,- and ,another -Nevalo- pre-
jeet in Rocklz.Pointiiiiiana:- A PrOjeet-for:OisieineqUeday=waalaPPreVei1for Alignstit; Mairie:'.A:third
Navakirprojeet was initieted-in..Raniak7NeW,-Mexice: and a joint Zuni=Ndiejoi-rproject,- wa approved,:
foe Gallup, Nei4 goth-- Dikote;'; the Loneirain''_Sehedl-reeeiVed ?finicls ler a'
laakbtii (Sieux) Proleit:: ,M`ennWhile theterei-,7corePonent nf r;the':_1,16.rdir Montana: piejeet be-CaMe in
dependent hi- 1971 'Enid receiiissi rate-ifkinding.'

-2-
, -Of the' six new programs, ;:,,three'are',.in'BIASchools,:,,Sanostee.Toadlena anit Rock-Point in Arizona,

and Lonemen SC -Col iii:Sonth.Dakotil.-The tQo Ne*Meirien Projeeta en&the one in' Maine:are in -pub:-
schools2-

..4, ,.
' '... ,r:g ,,,,

,-
Summing _up r, Inchen.,perticiPation 4yi .'altleWII:_tii:Ogr4ing, there-are, at present, a' ixteen Projects: with

. Indien, _or . Eskiino linguage._coniporienti., ,Theie,;-projectsInclude -eleven:Indian:and -one -Eskimo lan
guage: -Cherokee ChocktavviCree-f Crow- Iekote_ (Sionx )' Porno, Navajo, 'Northern 'CheYenne; ,Passa-
maquoddy;--Ute Mountain UteYuk,(Esmo)andZurn ;

-- =4_ '_.=-.. .7, ,.. r ::1-1- N21, ;.74:-..,-.; -',..4 ,...,.. , -1,,. -k ,

SinCe tbead ih.ejeasi"e:tkiw constant stat of,- . -1,..- -- 4", zi jiC.- -,,,-.f _'.%in& and refmerei_



month, rather than give a detailed report on each of them or even a brief abstract which would run
the risk of being outdated by the time this report comes off the press, we will include here only a sum-
mary list of basic information on each project, including the name and address of each project di-rector who can furnish further up-to-date information to those who desire it

Current Indian Language Projects under Title VII

1st Year Funding Project Director and AddressLanguage

Cherokee

2. Chocktaw

3. Crow
Northern Cheyenne
Cree

1969 Mr. Herbert Bacon
Northeastern State College
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464

1970 Mr. Pierce J. Martin
McCurtain County Superintendent of Schools,

Courthouse
Idabel, Oklahoma 74745

1970

7. Navajo

8.' Navajo

Mr. John Dracon
Hardin Public Schools
District 17-n
522 North Center Ave.
Hardin, Montana 59034

Mr. Robert Mmie
Rocky' Boy District #87
Rocky Boy Route
Box Elder, Montana 59521

Mr. Arturo Mendez
Grants Municipal Schools
P. O. Box 8
Grants, New Mexico 87020

Miss Carla Fielder
Loneman School
Oglala, So. Dakota 57764

1969 Mr. Lynn Lee
San Juan: School. District
P. O. BOx 218

:Moütétalô,Utah 8455
1970 Dr.,& Roby Leighton

Dine, Inc:
Rofigh RocieDemonstration School
thin1e:"Arii6n1186503-`

Navajo
9

1971_ _.MtirielL-deCarli",--..;
ariaitie Bo-aiding: Sciiiiel ..

Attie Wateri-NeWAtlexico-87420

. 1971- _i -: Dr:Miziltbetlf'Willink
_.- ._ ., -7RockzPoirifBaiii-dirik'Saliobl---1`_

' Iiinle7Ariircifie86503;--,- -
-,-,

10. _ Navajo _

:

Navajo-



Language 1st Year Funding Project Director and Address=
12. Passamaquoddy

1W Porno (bicultural)
Spanish

14. Ute Mountain Ute
Navajo

15. Yuk

1971 Mr. Meredith A. Ring
Supervisor, Indian Education
Box 291
Calais, Mainel 04671

-

1969 Mr. Josde la PeSa
Ukiah Unified School District
School and Henry Streets
Ukiah, Calif. 95482

1970

1970

Mr. Robert Warner
"Project Sun"
P. O. Box 1420
Cortez, Colorado 81 21

Mr. Gary Holthaus
State Operated Schools
District I
650 International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, Alaska 99502

Miss Gloria Carnal
Bilingual Project Director
P. O. Box 1318
Gallup, New Mexico 87301

Any local educatioriaragenby 'Whiah 'fulfills the requirements for a Title VII project may submit aproposal to the Office of Education either, alone or jointly with an institution of higher learning.The major requirement to qUalify for a'grant'ig having a target student population whese_dorninantlanguage is not English and who:borne-1MM loW-ineome families. Other criteria and details on howa proposal should be draWn up can bel found..in the Manual for- Project' Applicants and Grantees.Since these guidelines are constantly being revised, it would be-best to obtain the latest copy directlyfrom the Office of -Education by:,-writing to:. Director, Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers,U. S. Office of Education-,-s400,Maz*land:_Ave; S.W., Washington,_D. C. 20202.

Since_the sehools under "tha,Enteini---otIndian--:Affairs beeanie eligible for-grants only in mid-1970 andsinie theSe -schools ,-are,directlk -under the - Central -Education , Office of thei Bureau in Washingtonrather than arState-Eddcation:Ageriey';,(SEA); it `was necéisary for the Office of Education in=the De-partment of Health,',Educationi and -_Welfare,:to draw, up a,memorandurn of agreement concerning the
partibipationtof-2BIA,,schools:in4iTitle;fVII-r_prbgrams, After a ,serfes'of Meeting's, the, final _memoran-dum wag' drawn- uP'-on Thcak-reeiriefit coneists of ten main points that- are of key im-pertance to, any -.BIA:schoole presently, conducting,a Title VII 'project or planning-one for' the future.Since ;tins iriter-departinentak.nieniorandurn=9f agreenienityhas_ not completed the final,- proceduralsteps ag of-_this=writingi: if is ,p4OSible:that-',fOrther additi6na-or -revisions maSi.atill' be added. The mainpoints of _the workink agreenfeire-are as ffinavirs: .

I. The Bureau-of lndia.nz Affairs Office- of; Educationi-Programs (BIA/OEP), Departinent of theInterior, will perforrn4lie"-functions afje State Educatiin 'Agency: (SEA)._ for ,the Purpose-a-of _the -par-ticipation of BIA:sehorila'ar-coniortiai.ofischpols in the TitleNILprograth. _ _

=The Office ófEdutioi (OELvilL inform BIA7OEP of jibe= gubniigsiim 'dates for nrelimin-ary .-PicsOialinandi3roVide,:copieeiofthelManiiai, farTioject'Appliefints_-_and:Granteei,-_ the :Calendar" OfJiVenta:for the Title yIr:ProgranTiiiid;..etitiO4iient =revision's. BIA/pEP-_ wilt-notify, those ,;BIA= schoolswhich:it belleVes.haVe`;lhe:intereaVand;Capability-'to -develop preliminary proPosals._ _ _
- - - , = . _



_

3. -Ten copies of the preliminary proposals will be submitted to OE Fr copies will be submit-
ted to BIAJOEP. If preliminary proposals are received by OE which have not also been sent to
BIA/OEP, OE will make copies available to BIA/OEP.

4. All proposals submitted by BIA schools will be reviewed by BIA/OEP and a priority rank-
ing, together with any other pertinent information, will be sent to OE by the deadline established in
the calendar of events for the receipt of recommendation from the State Education Agencies.

5. At the same time, proposals from BIA schools will be reviewed by OE staff and outside
readers and tentative selections for further development made.

6. These selections will be discussed with BIAJOEP and differences, if any, between OE and
BIA priorities will be resolved prior to the announcement to Congress and to applicant schools.

7. OE will hold developmental conferences for selected applicants in which representatives of
the local BIA schools and BIA/OEP will participate. OE Title VII staff and BIA/OEP staff will co-
operate in providing technical assistance in the development of fonnal implementation plans.

8. OE will communicate with local project staff and will monitor projects in 'MA schools on
the same basis as it does with all other Title VII projects. BIAJOEP staff will normally accompany
OE staff on site visits. OE will consult with BIA/ OEP concerning program and budget decisions
and will provide copies of correspondence to BIA/ OEP.

9. BIA/OEP will provide OE with copies of all reports and other information resulting from site
visits to Title VII projects in BIA schools or received from BIA schools in Title VII projects.

10. Funds for approved projects in BIA schools in accordance with agreed-upon budgets and
implementation plans will be transferred to the Department of -the Interior on a project-by-project
basis. These funds will be paid out periodically to the grantees upon their request.

The above memorandum of agreement also states that all reg.-illations regarding the Bilingual Edu-
cation Program and the procedures outlined in the Manual for Project Applicants and Grantees are
expressly incorporated by reference in the memorandum unless exceptions have been made by agree-
ment between the Office of Education and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Any BIA school or group of schools can obtain further information regarding bilingual programs or
technical assistance in developing such programs by contacting Mr. Robert Rebert, Chief, Language
Arts Branch, Division of Educational Planning and Development, P. 0. Box 1788, 123 4th St, S. W.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.



WHAT CLASSROOM TEACHERS SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Miles V. Zintz*

PART I

Cross-Cultural Educ tion in he Southwest

The child whose cultural heritage is different from the school culture is in need of special educa-tional services that will bridge the cultural barriers end meet his language needs before he can takeadvantage of the course of study with which he is apt to be confronted.

Each child coining to the school is expected to become oriented to certain values emphasized in thedominant culture. Some of these values are: (Zintz)

1. He must climb the ladder of success, and in orde
competitive achievement do this he must place a high value on

2. He must learn time orientation that will be precise to the hour and minute, and he muslearn to place a high value on_looking to the future.

3. He must accept the teachers' reiteration-the
al phenomena.

4.. He must become accustomed to change and Must anticipate change. (The dominant cultureteaches the "change," in -and of itself, is.good and desirable!)'

there is a scientific explanation for all natur

. I-le must trade hi shy, quiet, reserved and anonymous behavior for socially approved aggres-sive, competitive behavior.

6. He must somehow be brought -to understand that he can, with some independence, shapehis own destiny, as opposed to the tradition of remaining en anonymous member of Ins society.
,

Too Many teachers are inadeeutitelyt prepared 'te Understand or te :accept-,these dissimilar cultural
values- Teachers come from _homes Where-the drive-for:success-and ittehievement has-been' internaliz-ed early,- where "work fer ,work's sake" is ,rewarded,:and where'timer:and-energy are spent_building
ferthe future The Indian child,_ tar _ektimftle, -ecirriee tb__ the: Clatierboin with a -aet of Values and- a back-
grotind -Of ekperience rediaelly different from that Of--,the .usual _School child To teach-Jhe Indianchild successfully, theiteaeher Must-be cogiiiiant,cif,theei differences and `,Inust--ahove'alLelie seek to
understand, without diaParageMent, _those -idees,,f,valuek-and,Prectices-different from his-own::

Robert -Roessel,:formerlf/ireCtor of the-Experiinent 'Education:PrOgrern' a-t_Rtnigh'Reek; -Arizona, forNeVajo'' childieni etterripts to '" give his staff ''erileWareneeifef the peciilier;texture; eV-Nava:hi 'life. -2 He _hopea to Avert just such epiiodes ae,the-small7scalettiekedyr,reperted,beloW,LthatreanIted-frbm a teach- ,
er's_ inexperienee -it -a _reservation schbel. The- teacher vies-freim- the East == (Conklin)_ _

Her- aredentiale were eicellent,_hnt she had-- neVer taught- NeVajo Children;before.
She,noticed one morning that the,face and Arms Of, one of .the third,-grade boys was

' cc:IV-erect 4k, oinethint: thaf-lOokedZIWeliOW'jh 'hie; hait was 4t-enbatalifeeTthat:1-e!_einblect grease With a normal ;respect-lei_ cleinliness,:_the; teacher askiclithelS6Sr-to"'
-wash himself. '= When `-he.' refiised,'-shez-;.ponk himto 2lheiWashidoin ,and,Waahed mx

five-chapter study-- (March, -1969), the three-chapters- most-pertinent-to Indian-bihngual seWiral of his select_bibliogrophieq
*Miles- V Zintz is Profesior of Education at the University of New MeAco. e -are reiiruclucingzhere_ from his

_ _ ._ _



The boy never returned to school. It turned out that his family had conducted an
important healing ceremony on his sick sister, the "soot" and "grease" being a part
of the ceremonial painting. With her soap and water, the teacher destroyed the
healing powers of the ceremony. The girl died and the parents could not be shaken
in their belief that it was the teacher s fault No member of the family has set foot
in a school since.

Kelley, in the ASCD Yearbook, Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming, describes the behavio
functioning self in present day society:

We live in a moving, changing, becoming-but-never-arriving world.

(The child) needs to see process, the building and becoming nature of himself. To-
day has no meaning in the absence pf yesterdays and tomorrows.

The growing self must feel that it is involved, that it is really a part of _what is g
Mg on, that in some degree it is helping shape its own destiny-

The acceptance of change as a universal phenomenon Wings about modifications of
personality. . . one who accepts change and expects it, behaves differently .

He -sees the evil of the static personality because it seeks to stop the process of
creation . . . Life to him means discovery and adventure, flourishing because it is
in tune with the universe.

But the Indian child has likely already learned that nature provides. Man's objective is to remain in
harmony with nature.- -The- dances, the rituals, the seasonal prayers, and-the chants are learned per-
fectly and passed from one generation to anotherhoping to maintain and restore harmony.

Indians believe that time is always with us. Life is concerned with the here end now. Accepting na-
ture in its Seasona they will get through the years one at a time.

So, too, the Indian chila is early made to feel that he is-involved and personally responsible for doing
his part so that'all of lifein-the villagen the natural_ orderall the coarnic forceawilL be kept
running smoothly and harmoniously. But, not with the- goal of changing Ins deatiny deterinined for
him by the older and wiser ones. He best fulfills his destiny by ,remaining an anonymous member of
his social group: He accepts group sanctions; placing primarK eriiphasis on conforinity.

The child will be able to understand the Values -of his teacher much better if the teacher has somederstandingand acceptanee of his.
,

Cultural Diffeiences,and English Language Learning

In ilie:publication- Educating the Children,of 'the Podri (Frazier)) it is peinted out in .iiie task ahead" ,
q that- adequate - theorY requires !=a-ri ; integration -of; -,-6r L.'Weldine_tagethert ofr, OW' wisdàmof
and psychologiSts So that, environniental factora an-fk persenality--variableS _Niel each-- get-proper ''atten--
tion. Applied enthrepplogy isi also a_, very _important ,Iportion-:of ithe'itotak aPpraisal _of the child--; His
calitiiarhelitagOlitcludeb:rarthe Valnes,;ideals,;EiSpiratielia; anxietiestaboos,:_and Morea-?that strUc-
tUre bre fiiiidainental habita Of behaVing., '.!, ',..; 1- . .,,.-: ,

, , ' 1 - '1'1 ,i _ -
, --,, ,--,,,= ,

-' '' ' ' " '-r..- :'-' -.! , r , -,

Some excerpts froth ilie liieraiiire ivill'iriake._ Clear the- antbropOlogical cdniribirtion-to understanding
. behavior. -' ' , = = ---. '-._

,

Salisbury related-a_ratlier"Soberirig!stery._iif _the'--AlaSka
ArigloIoriented:COUrSe[ef.Stiidy ''''" "'" ' *4-

f 1.4ie
_ -e4 native . child', reaebeSi4 er,',:p.ge;,..0:,severii--fIiiii_toulturoi -arid language,

patterris_haVeg-been set -and -hisl7parenta `_are,',:reqiiired:--bY;_la*-46;sendhiMto. SchOol.;-,-
Until thig time he is likely to speak only Iis own local dial6ef of Indian, Aleut or _

Eiskifrici;' or if:hian,Parents-ihaVe,had.Serrie
mg-Enghsh:



He now enters a completely foreign setting - the western classroom situation. Histeacher is likely to be a Caucasian who knows little or nothing about his culturalbackground. He is taught to read the Dick and Jane series. Many things confusehim- Dick and Jane are two gussuk (Eskimo term for white person. From Rus-sian Word, cossack.) children who play together. Yet he knows that boys and girlsdo not play together and do not share toys. They have a dog named Spot who
comes indoors and does not work. They have a father who leaves for some myster-ious place called 'office each day and never brings any food home with hnn. Hedrives a machine called an automobile on a hard covered road called a street whichhas a policeman on each corner. These policemen always smile, wear funny cloth-ing and spend their time helping children to cross the street Why do these child-ren need this help? Dick and Jane's mother spends a lot of time in the kitchencooking a strange food called 'cookies' on a stove which has no flame in it

But the only bewildering part is yet to come. One day they drive out to the coun-try which is a place where Dick and Jane's grandparents are kept They do notlive with the family and they are so glad to see Dick and Jane that one is cer-tain that they have been ostracized from the rest of the family kir some terriblereason. The old people live on something called -a larni,' which is a place wheremany strange animals are kept - a peculiar beast called a 'cow,' some odd lookingbirds called 'chickens' and a 'horse' which looks like a deformed moose. And soon. For the-next twelve years the process goes on. The native child continues tolearn tins new language, which is of no earthly use to him -at home and which
seems . completely unrelated to the world of sky, _birds, snow, ice, and tundrawhich he sees around him.

Evvard and Mitchell have analyzed the concepts in the stories in the Seott4bresman Basic Readersand found many conflicts with the youhg NaVajci Child'ai &incept of himself, his family; and his Com-munity. They have ,contrasted beliefs and valnea encountered in_ the_ Scott-Foresman :Bathe -Read-era for the, primary, gradee with the beliefs and values of the traditional Navajo child:_ ,
-.;

Middle-class, Urban Values:

Pets have human-like personalities

Life is pictured as child-centered

Adults participate in children's activities

Germ-theory is implicitly expressed

Children and parents are masters of their
vironment-

Navajo Valdes:

Pets are distinct from human personality

Life is adult-centered

Children participate in adult activities

Good health resints freta harniony vtdth nature

-
Children are 'energetic,- outgoing, :ohNieuS
happy

en-_ Children- accept-their -environment- and-live withTi

-=Many:, toys and much- ckithmg
ed value

Childre -d'pass.ve :unexpresswe

_

e,.and_bland

mterzihzes o way fbivngb y, e'deman a;placed uppritAtnkbYhia-CtiltUre.-__
_ ef.cultnte-instillk',group-,go ,-iinotesi=;_ _b:OOS,1_,7-ialuee;*.i4-z,leyelOit asiiiratnin,_--The-,'actitudo-i-eafthe _

cheir,'`!'of-seciiii*W-,ist --iiital--s)in',;theie -reireilinSfaii,e0--.,--tutireig:06;'44,0110:kJ-Ailtie0tialhd-Jindeia
4..catUdeiie-VIWinciatTleatiilEiigliall-liii=d:se&InticlingnaggiaafelnI3tilUiesurit -12.1riti ItircitA'Ouiitead of competence:and inakea'ariernieeirfatfadi-6EfriaiidEi3Or:-the:Erigliii

.... gnagei-
tur _- MOres;, abita;- ya1ues and charactéristics ln
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This interference is aggravated by the lack of knowledge which educators have about others' cul-
tures. Culture represents communication, and without culture there can be no communication. Per-
sonality affects communication. Home enVironment contributes to the success or failure of accul-
turation and language acquisition. Most of all, the desire and need to accept the new language and
its cultural ramifications determine the success of the language learner's endeavors.

The basic problems M the Southwest are biculturalism, not bilingualism Language expresses the values
of a culture; culture, by determining behavioral practices and goals, limits the connotations and de-
notations of the language. The scope of bilingualism is illustrated in the use of the word father in Ang-
lo-America and in Zuni Indian culture. For the Zuni child, the word father represents his mother's
husband - a man who enjoys his children as companions. He takes no part in disciplining his child-
ren, nor does he have any concern for their economic security. In his matrilineal society, the mother
owns the property and her brothers assist in the rearing of and disciplining of the children. Further,
it is said that she may divorce her husband by leaving his shoes and ceremonial garb outside the door
while he is away and that this act will be his cue to gather up his few belongings and return to his
mother's house. Family organization is of an extended nature, and the marriage does not decree that
a man-wife love relationship is more important than the consanguinal and mother-son or sister-brother
relationship. In short, in a matrilineal, consanguinal, extended family, father may mean a specific set
of behavior patterns such as described above.

Father, for the Anglo middle-class child, represents the legal head of a household who is held respon-
sible for the rearing and deleiplirdng of his children. His marriage to his wife is based, at least the-
oretically, on a 'conjugal, or love relationship; and even if dissolved in a court of law, he may still be
held accountable for her full support. For- this child, father ia a full set of meanings derived from
a patrilineal, conjugal, nuclear family relationship. (Zintz, "Cultural Aspects of Bilingualism")

The interdependence of language and culture for the young child has been well stated by Davies:

To change a clUld's medium of instruction is sure y to change his culture; is not
culture bound up with language? And if rile language should disappear, can the
culture remain? Everyone must have his own orientation to life, and language pro-
vides the most natural means of reacting to life. In the deepest things of the heart,
a man or woman turns naturally to the mother tongue; and in a child's formative
stages, his confidence in that tongue must never be impaired.

It is hoped that the child holds two psychological values about his language and his family that speaks
that language. First, he should feel that his language is a, good one; that it expresses his ideas and
wishes adequately; and that he may be justly proud to use it. Second, all of the people in his ex-
tended family use the language which he has learned as his firet language and he derives his ego
strength and sense-of personal worth as a member of that partieular ethnic -group. If the school
teaches; however, that English is the only acceptable language there and that use of another language
even during free play on -the playground will be punished, the chilct can only conclude that his school
feela that his language is inferior to the one that must be used all the:: time during the school day.

If the teacher reacts negatively to the child's first language, the child-will further conclude that only
people _that speak English are adequate in his teacher's, aye. In the Sorithwest for_raany.:yeare,,both-

_ of these- things Were 'done -to- children. TheY- were denied the use of their Criin language and subtly
taught that their language and their people wereinferior.- To -eite 'one-very_ bad- example of this kind
of teaching, a dormitory counselor in a bordertovyn- dormitork, for Indian_students is reported to have
met a- bus load of boys and girls at his- school in the fall of the year, and' askod them to group them:
selves around him so that he might say' a- word:to them.- He then made the following announcement:
"The first thing I want you_ to do here is_ to ,forget that you are _an Indian, and :the second thing I
want-to tell you is: that-we ,speak -onlY- Engligh around here."

For Spanish-speaking children, Jrilingual schools-taUght in Spanish" and English would be natural, Work-
able solutions :in inanY Schools:- in the Southwest-Since Spanish-- is 'a _major_ lairguage of- the world,
beoks, newspapers, and- periodicals 'are _readily ava.ilable in, that langeage.',',:-Many nations in the
Americas 'have some 200,000,000 speaker's cif the language with 'libraries; government, business, and
schools functioning in Spanish.-'--

,

The question of young Navajo children receiving instruction in school in the Navajo language is an
entirely different question - though -no _less imp:41.mA. ._Although there are no libraries and_there is



no indicated future use, the two psychological values already discussed are just as valid for the Nav-
ajo as for the Spanish child.

Maybe, even for him, at age five and at age six, the school should spend up to two-thirds of his day
in the Navajo language with planned, sequenced, intensive teaching of English as a spoken means of
communication. Learning concepts and reading readiness in Navajo would save the child some time
later on. Hopefully, by age seven or eight, he would begin to learn to read in English and use it as
his medium of reading and writing instruction. Yet, by the behavior of the adults at school during
his first three years there, he would know that the school valued his language, and in turn his cul-
tural heritage, and he might well participate in a Navajo conversation class throughout his school
life.

The following paragraph has too accurately and for too long expressed the viewpoint of too many
Anglo-American teachers toward the Mexican-American students and their parents:-

They are good people. Their only handicap is the bag full of superstitions and sil-
ly notions they inherited from Mexico. When they get rid of these superstitions,
they will be good Americans. The schools help more than ,snything else. In time,
the Latins will think and act like Americans. A lot depends on whether or not we
can get them to switch from Spanish to English. When they speak Spanish they
think Mexican. When the day comes that they speak English at home like the
rest of us, they will be part of the American way of life. I just don't understand
why they are so insistent about using Spanish. They should realize that it's not
the American tongue. (Madsen)

Summary

Teachers must be continually alert to the differences in languages, values, customs, the whole cultur-
al heritage, and seek to understand the students they teach as real people with all the feelings, atti-
tudes, and emotional responses that make them behave the way they dck Most important is the real-
ization that one way of life or one language for communication is not better, nor superior, and not"more right" than another.
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PART II

Problems on Second-Langua e Learning

Linguistics is the scientific study of languages. It encompasses the sounds of language (forty-four
phonemes in English) which is called phonology; the meanings in words which is called semanticsand the order of words in sentences which is called syntax, or structure, or the grammar of the lan-guage.

The linguistics of English language can be discussed meaningfully only in the context of the cultural
values, practices, attitudes and ideals which are expressed through language. Chapter I containedsuch a discussion.

Linguistic Principles and Teaching
English Sentence Structure

There are several linguistic principles that impinge directly on the work of the classroom teacher.
Many teachers are undoubtedly aware of these; others may need to study them carefully and reflectupon their meanings.

I. Language is oral. It is speech before it is reading or writing. Spoken language is the "natur-
al" expression commonly used by the native speaker with its contractions, idiomatic and slang expres-
sions, and one word answers. "How are you?' is sure to be spoken "Howasya." "Itza book" will be
the oral expression for "It is a book."

2. Language is habit It is learned behavior. Native speakers are not conscious of each sound
or word they say nor of the sequence of the sounds of words. They are primarily conscious of the
ideas or thoughts they -are trying to convey. The stringing together of sounds in certain positions
is an 'unconscious act. The language habit is automatic for children by the time they start to first
grade. Because language is learned behavior, it is learned through the repetition of producing it.
When children learn the first language in a free, relaxed, trial-and-error atmosphere, there is time forerror, correction, and repetition without conscious effort When any language is super-imposed as
a second language, there is much interference between the two sound patterns and much guided
repetition, correction, and drill are indicate&

-

3. ,Language is arbitrary. It has 'a specific, prescribed structure. Young children learning Eng-
lish in a classroom:were heard coMposing sentences about "things" visibly around them. One child
said, "This is a boOk." Another ,said, "This is leaves." Another said, "This is children." The teacher
accepted the contributions and went on to -something else. She should, of course, accept the contribu-
tion of, each child and encourage him. But, he must either learn the first time to say, "These are
leaves" and "These are children" or he will need later to 'try to :unlearn .something that he thought
"his teacher taught him." ..

4. Language is personal. Language reflects the individual's self-image and is his only nvenue
to expressing all-that he is, all that he-has as a heritage, and all that, he -aspires to be. Just how per-
sonal is perhaps well illustrated in the way in_which _the _Paraguayan people have for centuries now
had Spanish-as the official language of business and 'govern-Mei-it, but hair& te this day retained Gua-
rani, a pre-literate Indian dialect, as the language of the horne and family in which they express their
most personal thoughts,. It is said that Paraguay is our most bilingual country.'

_ . .

;

The language. Of a given`_grotip of peePte -is neither ="good" nor "bad", it ia--CoinnuinicatiOn.
Reference tor-dialeats of English other than "standard" English are best ref.eried to ne'.1i-7standard"rather than'"sub-standard."

6. Language is_ more than words. This is evidenced by the ,fact' that the spoken languagean
reveal more Meanings than the written language. ,The suprasegmentals of pitch, :stress,,,arid:junc-
ture as well as facial expression, gesture; and bodily_ Movement-add a:great deal-to meanings and inter-_

pretation of language.
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7. Lanuage is culturally transmitted. (See use of "father" in two ultures, p. 42)

Learning English as a Second Language vs. Learning It as a First

Teaching English as a second language is not at all like teaching English to English speakers al-
though teacher preparation in most colleges for teachers ignore this very important fact Most teach-
ers find themselves totally unprepared when they go to teach in areas where large percentages of
children enrolled in school are learners of English as a new language. On the other hand, the fact
remains that no one can "help himself" in our English-speaking society anywhere until he can speak
the language of his peers fluently and spontaneously. The audio-lingual approach to second language
learning can prepare boys and girls for much more profitable forma/ school experiences.-

The learning of English by the native speaker may be contrasted with learning English as a second
language in several ways:

When learning English as a native language:

1. Time is not a factor, the child has six pre-
school years to master the sound system of the
language of his mother.

2. Infants are usually richly, rewarded for each
imitative effort. Trial-and-error works very well
with much time in a friendly, supportive, inform-
al atmosphere.

Parents and friends are veryl patient and ex-
pect to repeat, reward, and reinforce.

4. The child grows up in an environment where
he enjoys a maximum opportunity to repeat and
to remember everything he hears.

5. What the child doesn't remember today, or
whatever mistakes he keeps making today, he
can unlearn or relearn in the weeks or months
M the future.

When learning English as a second language:

1. Time is a crucial factor. One may have eight
weeks in the summer; an intensive course; or one
must continue an academic course of study in
English while learning English.

2. The student must "Listen, repeat and mem-
orize."

3. The student is "expected" to speak the lan-
guage of the school. He must have a course of
study that is organized, sequential, and efficient.
Those who have the patterns internalized are
often impatient vfith older students. rTeachers
must repeat, reward and reinforce.

4. The classroom situation is conducive to much
forgetting. What one learns during one hour, he
has all clay, all week-end, all vacation periods
to forget One tends to forget almost all of what
he studies in a "formal" manner.

5. Drills - cannot be -avoided.- Students Must
have many rePetitions, and carefully spaced re-
views on all patterns they need to learn to use
automatically.

CoMpOnents -of Language

Grammarians and linguists haVe given us words to use:to describe the language. Phonology is ,the
study: of sounds of the language; morphology is the study of -the structure of words; syntax is the
grammar of the language, word order, kerneL sentences, and modifiers which-give variety to the sen-
tences we use; -and semantics is the sttidy of meaninga connnunicated through languages. The , chart
on the following page will help the reader to visualize elements of each-of these four ways to de-
scribe the language.

The aural-oral method of le-irning a language is a Method of instructicin that places emphasis, espec-
ially in the beginning, on hearing and speaking the- new language rather than on learning grammati-
cal structure, translation, reading or writing. The emphasis- is entirely- upon hearing and speaking
the language first When this method is correctly followed, the learner says only what-he has heard



(with understanding), reads what he has said, and writes what he has heard, said, and read.

1. While Spanish uses only five vowel sounds, English uses many more to distinguish meanings. Prac-
tice must be given to develop auditory discrimination of these pairs of vowels. Heat - hit; met -
mate; tap - tape; look - luck; pin - pine; hat - hot; sheep - ship; mit - meet; eat - it; late - let; bed -
bad; fool - full; coat - caught; caught - cut.

2. Consonant sounds can cause trouble, too. Pig - big; pig - pick; thank - sank; then - den; place -
plays. Also, clusters like "ts" in hats; "lpt" in helped; "lkt" in talked.

3. Minimal pairs. The phoneme is the minimum element of expression in a spoken language by
which one thing that may be said is distinguished from any other thing which might have been
said. Thus, bill and pill differ only in one phoneme. They are, then, a minimal pair. Minimal pairs
are two words that have only one phoneme sound that is not the same. Auditory discrimination prac-
tice is important in second language teaching to help learners clearly distinguish new phonemes.

Pick-pig sheep-ship map-mat

big-pig force-fours death-deaf

niece-knees lacy-lazy bus-buzz

price-prize witch-which hit-beat

age-edge taste-test boat-both

pain-pen dip-deep tuck-tug

A picture may be more useful than a written word for beginning students.

Phonologically, children must learn to hear all the phonemes that are used in English that were not
used in their native language. For Spanish-speakers learning English, there are several substitutions
likely to be made such as "thumb" or "sumb"; "path" as "pasi." Variant vowel sounds need to be
heard clearly as do the several consonant sounds often substitute& This requires the ability to dis-
criminate minimal pairs with practice. Minimal pairs are two words that are sounded ez..cept for one
sound that changes the meaning. Ending consonant sounds are often troublesome. For example,
"pick" is spoken as "pig"- "map" is spoken as "mat."

4. Modifiers do not follow the noun in English:

The blue sky, not the sky blzie.
The juicy apples, not the apples juWy.
Also,
The bus station is not the same as the station bus.
The packet watch is not the same as the watch pocket.

5. Intonation and stress are very important in conveying meanings:
. .

Wilich book did you buy? Are you going back to school this fallfi
Which book did You buY? Are you going back to school this fall?
Which book did you buy? Are you going back to school this fall?

Read each sentence emphasizing the underlined word.
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6. Juncture: (Inflection determines meaning.)

Mary was home sick. Mary was sick at home.
Mary was homesick. Mary wanted very much to go home.

Was that the green house?
Was that the Green house?
Was that the greenhouse?

I saw a blue bird.
I saw a bluebird.

Bob said he saw a horse fly.

Was it a green color?
Do the Greens live there?
A place where plants are nurtured the year around.

The bird I saw was a blue color.
It was a bluebird.

The horse had wings.
Bob said he saw a horsefly. A fly that bothers horses.

And in these:

I scream
Ice cream

7. Structure Words:

Words that have no referent are called "empty" words or "structure ords. It is estimated that
there are no more than 300 such words in English Lilt they comprise nearly half of all of the running
words in elementary context This underscores the need for mastering them as service words as early
in the reading process as possible: They are termed "markers" for the type of structural element

Send them aid
Send the maid

Night rate
Nitrate

lighthouse keeping
light housekeeping

them precede:

Noun markers: a, the, some, any, , three, this, my, few
Verb markers: am, are, is, was, have, has, had .
Phrase markers: up, down, in, out, above, below . .

Clause markers: if, until, because, that, how, when .
Question markers: who, why, how, when, what, where .

These little words have been called in addition to "empty" or "structure" words, ignal" words,
"glue" words or "service" words. In and of themselves, they do not convey meaning and they do not
fit any linguistic pattern ,fGr teaching. They must_be_taughLearly because they are . the necessary
connectors. They play a signific.qn t: part in helping the reader to anticipate meanings which verbs or
nouns following will carry in a given sentence structure. (Newsome)

_

8. Gesture: The Unspoken Languaws.

With a quick twist of the wrist, a Lebanese taxi driver can convey utter contempt for a traffic police-
man. A South American may show adiniration for a beautiful woman by opening one eye wide with
thumb and forefinger. An Amencan Indian warrior could indicate sadness by making the sign for
heart, then drawing his hand down and toward the ground. He_signified "friend" by.putting his two
forefingers together, symbolizing brothers-in each other's company ("Gesture The Unspoken Lan-
guage").
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PART II

The Bilingual School

The term "bilingual" implies proficiency in two languages and the ability to participate in two cul-
tures. Thus, the primary objectives of a bilingual program are language acquisition and cultural plur-
alism_ Learning a second language is one method of increasing understanding across cultures. The
contrasts between the Apache, Pueblo, or Navajo Indian, Spanish-American, or Mexican cultures and
the dominant Anglo culture are clearly observable. Cultural diversity has contributed to the dif-
ficulty in formulating concise and unambiguous goals and objectives for a bilingual program.

In present day America, understanding the dominant culture is necessary. However, this understand-
ing need not be viewed as the destruction of a minority culture, but rather as the harmonious con-
trolled interaction between two cultures.

Children uf minority ethnic groups, as a total popuiation, have the same mental abilities as other
children. Socio-economic status has proved to be an important variable in acculturation.

The major objectives of the bilingual program are:

1. The learner will become more proficient in his own oral and written language as well as
in the second language.

The learner's achievement and aspiration levels will be raised through the program.

The learner will be recognized as one who represents 'a culture within a culture."

The learner will be more capable of accepting democratic principles as a social process.

The school environment will become more adept at encouraging the bilingual to demon-
strate the values of both the new and the old cultures.

The school will provide programs for children of different cultures.

The learner will become more proficient in oral language development in both languages.

A plan for optimum individual development will be provided through various types
teaching techniques.

The school environment will provide an atmosphere of understanding which encourag s
. the learner. to develop all facets of his personality.

10. The guidance program will aid the bilingual in seeking and preparing for success in
both cultures.-

11. The learner's self concept will be constantly considered by the school.

12. The society which the learner accepts as a second culture will recognize the value of
bilingualism.

Principles Which Relate to Bilingual Schools

1. Instruction in the first years of school should begin in the mother tongue. This has been the
practice in most countries around the world. (Monographs About Basic Education)

There is general agreement all over the educational world that the child should
begin his education in his mother tongue or. . .the language he most easily ullder-
statids. (Haarhoff)
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Language is a physical, social, and cultural phenomenon that reflects intimately the psychology, thesocial situation, and the culture of the individual that uses it. Around the world, there are manygroups that need to acquire a second language that has national or international importance if theirpeople are to be able to communicate broadly relative to economics, education, and welfare of thecitizenry. At the same time, the beginnings of education can well employ the mother tongue andthe curriculum of the school be designed to introduce the second language at an appropriate timein the child's education. Choosing the language for school beginners is most significant because ofthe interdependence of language and culture. They are inseparable. The child's initial involvementwhich he feels at school must grow out of the acceptance of his language and culture in the schoolsituation. To these, he can relate.

2. Bilingualism need not adversely affect school achievement. It is that the achievement test re-sults for the past four decades in the Southwest have demonstrated that boys and girls from non-English speaking homes fall further and further behind in achievement as they progress through theschool. (Zintz, Education Across Cultures) However, Arsertian reported, after a broad survey ofmany studies, that bilingualism neither accelerates nor retards mental development. Natalie Darcyconfirmed these findings. If the problem is not one of limited intelligence, then it becomes the re-sponsibility of the school to find the causal factors and iliminate them.

Several studIes listed in Part IV evaluate the problems of language learning for bilingual studentsand offer support for the establishment of truly bilingual schools.

3. The emotional feelings about one's language are very important_ Language is personal. A fittingexample has already been cited of the way in which people use one language as the language of gov-ernment and economics and another language for the most personal exchange of ideas in the bilin-gual situation in Paraguay. While Spanish is the official language, almost all Paraguayans also speakGuarani.

4. To preserve a language, it needs to be used as a medium of instruction in the schools. Withoutinstruction in literacy skills, each succeeding generation has less and less use for the original lan-guage of the group. If the minor language is widely used in another geographical area, there will beliterature available, libraries, and the language will be used as the language of government and econ-omy. This is true of the Spanish language spoken by many Southwesterners. South of the RioGrande, there are some 200,000,000 Spanish speakers. Spanish is one of the twelve most used lan-guages in the world.

5- While the members of a minor language group must learn the major language in order to func-tion in the basic institutions of that society, (government, economy, education, welfare), the reverseof this is not true. The members of the majority language group do not have the same economic andsocial need to learn the minor language.

6. Native languages of minority groups are apt to be lost if: they serve no purpose in economicsand commerce; radio /and TV programs are not presented in that language; they are not used in theschools- there is no piinted literature of importance in that language; and if progress in school placesno reward on knowing that language.

What is a Bilingual School?

Few programs operate in public schools in the United States as bilingual, that is, putting two lan-guages to work in the conduct of the school.

A bilingual school is one in which instruction during the school day is afforded in more than one lan-guage. This means that content subjects will be taught in both languages. One might study hismathematics in- English and his history lesson in Spanish in a Spanish-English bilingual school. Thisis to be contrasted with studying Spanish for one period of the day as a foreign language with littleattention given to that language except in the class period.

The only test results of educational achievement of the bilingual school in operation have been re,ported by Malherbe concerning Dutch-English bilingualism in South Africa. In statistics released i1946, he reported that students in the secondary_ school divided themselves into three -groups: thos
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who were educated in English-speaking schools; those who were educated in Afrikaans-speaking
schools; and a relatively small number educated in Afrikaans-English bilingual schools.

Malherbe tested about 18,000 students in three types of South African schools: Unilingual Afri-kaans, Unilingual English, and Bilingual Schools.

Some of his conclusions are:

The main point . . . is that the figures show a clear advantage in favor of the bi-
lingual school in regard to language attainment in both English and Afrikaans atall intelligence levels . . the gains, though seemingly small, are all statistically sig-
nificant.

. . those children with a bilingual home background who attend he bilingual
medium school top the list, while light at the bottom of the list come the children
with a unilingual home environment who attend a unilingual medium school.

In geography the pupils m the bilingual school were, on an average, about four-
fifths of a school year ahead of those in the unilingual school. In arithmetic they
were half a year ahead.

Adverse sectional discrimination is from three to four times as great in unihngual as
in the bilingual schools. The children with bilingual home environment display
the least adverse discriminating . . . The consistency of our data on the main issue
leaves no doubt about the fact that in bilingual medium schools, where pupils of
both sections mix and associate freely, the children display a comparatively low de-gree of intercultural antagonism (Malherbe)

Davies writes about second language learning and describes one situa ion in Wales.

"The supplementing of second language teaching by the study of another sub-
ject through its medium, is the only way in which the second language will ever
come to life in unilingual environments, in South Africa or anywhere else . . The
mastery of a language must become subeonscious, and this can never be achieved
merely by studying that language in the language lesson only . . World Geo-
graphy is a possibility."

A pleasing feature of parallel-medium or "two-stream" schools in Wales is their
complete lack of separatism. The Primary School, Aberystwyth, reo-rganized in
1948, has 340 pupils, of whom 225 are English and 115 Welsh-speaking. The staff
is bilingual, and the spirit of the school on the whole is Welsh, with Welsh the lan-
plays of the staff and staff meeting& English is used as the medium of instruc-
tion for the English-speaking section throughout, with Welsh introduced as a
subject in the second year and taught in every subsequent year. For the Welsh-
speaking section, English is introduced during the second half of the first year,
the time devoted to it being increased during the second and subsequent years;
by the third year, the medium of instruction has become 50% Welsh, 50% Eng-
lish, and by the fourth, equal fadlity in the use of both languages is aimed at.
(Davie

Peal and Lambert demonstrated that bilingual children are superior on both verbal and non-verbal
intelligence tssts when compared tidth monolinguals. They compared monolingual and biligua
groups of ten-year-old children who were sttidents in six French sch00% in Montreal, Canada Their
groups were matched on age, sex, and socio-economic state. They concluded that their bilingual sub-
jects had greater mental flexibility than did the monolingual children and in addition demonstrat-ed a superiority in concept formation.

Rojas reported at the end of the 1964-65 school year about a bilingual school in Miami:

The bilingual school has two groups of Spanish-speaking pupils and tliVo of Eng-
lish-speaking pupils in grades one through four with eight native Spanish-speaking

.
_
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teachers and eight native English-speaking teachers. English is the medium of
instruction for all pupils for approximately half of each day; and Spanish, the
medium of instruction for all pupils during the other half. Next year the fifth
grade will be added and the following year ,the sixth. The expectation is th-t at
the end of the sixth grade both groups of pupils will know the two languages well
enough to operate effectively in both.

Modiano did a comparative study of two approaches to the teaching of reading in the national lan-
guage, Modiano studied reading achievement to native Indians in the Chiapas highlands in southern
Mexico where some of the Indian children are taught to read first in their native Indian lan-
guages while others are immediately Laugh, in Spanish. In each of three tribal areas studied, the
researcher found significantly better reading ability among children who were first taught to read
in their original language.

Mocliano's findings are applicable to all schools, and to test this hypothesis she urges experimental
programs to begin in regions in the Umte-. States having large linguistic minorities. No school sys-
tem in the nation now [1968-1969] employs the native language first approach.
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Andersson, Theodore. "Foreign Language and Intercultural Understandin
tary Principal. 36:32. February 1967.

The bilingual needi to be proud of his heritage. The techniques studies in several school
systems revealed that there Eire signs of better communication and improved attitudes to-
ward non-English cultures. The bilingual children studied in these school programs seem-
ed to become more literate in both the Spanish and English language&

Benham, William J. "Liaison: Key Word to School Program Completion." Journal of Amer-
iaan Indian Education. 5:26-39; No. 2. January 1966.

'Benhain itiidied the extent tO;1,wliich pOblic.:schoOls that, serVe Indian students are involv-
ing community and_ parents _in relationship practices'. The results indicated that better liai-.son practices are needed. .

Bernardont, -Leuis C. "Apache Parents and Vocational Choice." Journal of American IndiarrEd-
.ucation., 2:1,9; No., 2. _January 1963. I, r_ .

The historical, cultural, and environmental factors which affected the stated vocational pre-
ferences of male White Mountain -Apache Students waS studied here. Less thin half of thO
sarhPle consisted of ;boy's having both parents- assuming. t40 15-m1T/ital._ role Those parenta

, who hoped -their sons2would leave,the leaervationerepignificant1K-more acculturated than
those .parents who desired their-sons .to remain on c_the---- reservation. The conclusion - stated
that '"Apache parents play a minimum role in' vocation ieleetion."
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Christian, Chester C. Jr. "The Acculturation of the Bilingual Child." Modern Language Jour-nal. 49:160-165; No. 3. March 1965.

Here the effect that insistence on spoken English had on bilingual children is studied. The
problem of confusion and frustration which exists when a child learns one language and cul-ture from his parents and then must learn another language and culture when he entersschool is discussed. The author maintains the term "acculturation" refers to the destructionof one culture to gain a second culture. He suggested that education should attempt to in-volve the culture of the child in his education instead of forcing the child to strip himself ofthe minority culture.

Evvard, Evelyn and Mitchell, George C. "Sally, Dick arI Jane at Lukachukai." Journal of Am-erican Indian Education. 5:2-6; No. 3. May 1966.

In attempting to find if the Scott, Foresman Basic Readers are adequate tools to teach Nav-ajo children to read, Evvard and Mitchell discovered that these readers reflect middle classvalues of the white man. Differences between white and Indian concepts and values with re-spect to animals, pets, human personality, human expression, games, toys, and home causeminimum comprehension and maximum confusion. These concepts, alien to the Navajo,hinder content comprehension.

Fishman, Joshua A. "The Status and Pro pects
Language Journal. 49:143-155. 1965.

Cultural pluralism may determine the success of this country. In this study, bilingualismand biculturalism are discussed. The author suggested that a commission on bilingualismand biculturalism be established at the federal, state, and local levels.
Haugen, Einar. 'Problems of Bihngualiim. Lingua. 2:271-290, No

Social_ pressure becomes language pressure when one moves from one linguistic communityto another. Linguistic conformity takes place when the learner has acclimated himself to thenew environment. This article points out that the bilingual, in the process of learning, goesfrom "erratic substitution" to "systematic substitution" as he becomes more proficient in thenew language.

Johnson, G.B. Jr. "Relationship Existing Between Bilingualism and Racial Attitude." Journalof Educational Psychology. 42:357-365; No. 5. May 1951.
_ Johnson measured the attitudes of bilingual male students toward the Anglo ethnic- groupand found that- a profound knowledge of the Anglo cultur& or no knowledge of it yieldedthe least cultural prejudice.

Spang, Alonzo. "Counseling the Indian." Journal of American Indian Education. 5:10-15; NO.1. _October 1965.

The cultural iiSpects that must be taken into :account when co-tinseling Indian students arereviewed here. Indians have little-drive toward changing their lot.= ,They_ have,- as -a group, alack:of information no-role modelS; and no reason for achieVement: there is ne desire_to earnmuch money because relatives will move-Jill-I.-Int...Jens are present-time oriented "and- have alack of dine-consciousness-. The:counselor, muit be, careful not-- to _foreeT his value systeMution the Indian.
,

Tanakav Yasmuasa and Osgeed,--C.,E.--"CrOsa-eulture, Crosa-concept, and 'Cross-subject GeneraP-ity- of AffectiVe Meaning -Systeins." Journal= of Personality and SoCial PsYCholohl:153; No; 2. August 1965.
-

,

Subjects with contrasting linguistic backgrounds were asked Aei_judge twenty,four-Perceptual
signs -ori,tenisernaritie--'differential:Sdalefi: Four-i-seniantiC -,ffaCtors ilynamisni;---evalnation;warrath, 'arid weight were found to be the Moat :Salient, for parceiitual 'Sigriei"."- The 'strUCtureof raeaning-spaeeA fOr. percePtual- Signs differs frointha-structure-of:those-for_linguistib'si_ . 7



Scales relation were stable across groups, however, between sample consistency was higher
within language-cultural boundaries than across them.

Ulibarri, Horacio. "Social and Attitudinal Characteristics of Migrant and Ex-Migrant Workers
New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, and Texas." ERIC. Ed. 011 215. 1964. p. 44.

Ulibarri studied the feelings of the migrant worker or the bilingual person who has not ac-
quired a great deal of formal education. This attitudinal study was conducted with migrant
workers in regard to family, health, economics, government,, children, religion, and recrea-
tion. These conclusions were: drawn:

1. "The sample showed present-time reward expectations in all areas.

2. Great timidity and passivity were shown in the areas of education, health, and econ-
omics.

3. Satisfaction was shown in family life although the nuclear family had, in most
replaced the traditional ea tended family.

4. They were futilitarian about the education of their children.

5. They showed tendencies of resignation to their economic status.

6. The sample showed aefinite ethnocentric tendencies."

Ulibarri, Horacio. Teacher Awareness of Sociocultural Differences in Multicultural Classrooms.
Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Graduate School, 1959.

Teachers and administrators need to be aware of sociocultural differences as they affect the
bilingual. Ulibarri's study showed a general lack of teacher sensitivity towaial, sociocultural
differences.

Witherspoon, Paul. "A Comparison of the Problem of Certain Anglo and Latin-American Jun-
ior High School Students. Journal of Educational Research. 5 295-299; No. 8. April
1960.

Witherspoon found a general lack of teacher sensitivity toward sociocultural differences of the
bilingual also. There are really more likenesses than differences between Anglos and bilin-
guals, but teachers, counselors, and administrators need to be aware of the main problems
involved in the differences.

Zintz, Miles V. The Indian Research Study
New Mexico, 1960.

Zititz attempted to identify the cultural, environmental influences of Indian children which
must be understood for effective teaching curriculum teacher preparation, and parent un-
derstanding. Through teacher interview3, questionnaires, and diagnostic tests it was found
that the Indian child in pUblic schools is retarded culturally, verbally, and in _scholastic
achievernent. Forced acculturation -causes unacceptable reactions./:ConflictaieXisted between
cultures, environmental interpretation, values, and language concepts.

C. An Annotated Bibliography of Studies in Methodology
Cline, Marion. Improving_ Language , Arts of Bilinguals ,Through Audio-Visual Meo4s. New Mex-

ico Highlands University. Printed in- Santa Fe, New:Mexico bY tha euithor, 1962.,
Improved teaching may_result from the use of audio-visu-al aids in working with bilinguals.
The results of a two year sti_idy using a supplementarY audinstial abnroach ShaWed that
the experimental groups gained More than the Control grOups, except in sPelling. Fewer dis-
ciplinary problems, a high level of interest, and longer_retention seemed to, bp the greatast
imprevements 'throughl the audio=Vi' stial.:apprOak.h.
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Decker, Samuel. "Adapting Audio-Visual Techniques to Language Instruction." Modern Lan-guage Journal. 42:69-77. February 1958.

Popular music and classical music were used to help teach vocabulary and patterns of a sec-ond language.

Finocchiaxo, Mary. "Bilingual Readiness in Earliest School Years, A Curriculum DemonstrationProject?' ERIC. Ed. 012 903. p. 28.

Two New York schools, one in a poverty area and one in a middle class area were chosen asthe samples in a study by Finocchiaro. A two-year experimental program was conducted todevelop 'bilingual readiness" in kindergarten and first grade. Efforts were made to choosekindergarten and first grade classes composed of equal numbers of Negro, Spanish-speakingand "other" children. Ability and I.Q. were not considered. In an environment where Span-ish was used 65 percent of the time, the children were encouraged to respond in both Eng-lish and Spanish. The Spanish-speaking children gained more self-confidence and culturalaWareness. There was also greater acceptance by the children and their parents in secondlanguage learning.

Harter, Helen. "English is Fun, or the Rhythm and Song Approach to the Teaching of Eng-lish to non-English Speech Beginners." ERIC. Ed. 015 035. 1960. p. 92.
An interesting approach to teaching English as a second language to beginning students isoutlined in this study. Mills, songs, games, dances, and nursery rhymes are utilized.

Herr, Sehna E. Effoct of Pre-first Grade Training Upon Reading and Reading AchievementAmong Spanish-American Children." Journal of Educational Psychology. 37:87-102; No. 2.February 1946.

Herr worked with two groups ef five-year olds. The control group did not attend schoolwhile the experimental group went to school an extra year with emphasis on language, andvisual and audual perception. Within a two year period, the experimental group showedsignificantly greater reading achievement.

Johnstone, Marjorie C. and Ferreira, Stella L. "Useful References for Teachers of Foreign Lan-guages." Modern Language Journal. 41:309-312. November 1957.
Various types of reference materials such as records, books, reports, journals, film strips,charts, music, games, and vocational opportunities are available,. as well as information onother countries in working with teaching foreign languages.

-

Lancaster, Louise. "Introducing English, An Oral Pre-Reading Program for Spanish-SpeakingPupils." ERIC. Ed. 013 454. 1966:

A twenty-eight unit program for teachers of four and five year.olds is presented.of this material resulted in the children gaining command of spoken English.
_

Mentes, -Phillip, et.,, al. "An Evaluation of Operation -I-lead 'Start Bilingual Children,1965" ERIC. Ed: 013, -607. :,1966,,a-
This study showal that, in California the Spanish-American is two years behind the Negrosuid three and a half years behind the 'Anglo _in Scholastic achievement Assimilation inn::our culture is made almost impossible due to the divergerick-of the SpaniSh culture in termsof the middle_class values.

The use

Summer

,

Morris, Joyee. :The:Santo Domingo Progran -Of-Concept and LangUage?DeffeloPment AlbliqUer-quei The- Graduate Schciol; University ef New`Metico, 1063. -Doctoral-Dissertation.
r=-2,;::,`t

Morrile ittidy _was- based 'Orf-_-tlie- preraiiie tha-t-,NeW:MekiCan,'Indian --ebilciten_;are :failing toachieve at a leirel :cienimensurate -with:their - inna ---_ ability because- of iriadeqUate- language



skills and a meager experiential background. Concrete experiences were provided so these
students could relate concepts to the curriculum. Fifteen field trips were planned to trans-
port eighty primary school children to illustrative places mentioned in primary grade social
studies and science courses of study. The airport, a train ride, an apple orchard, the TV
and radio stations, the telephone offices, Zip Potato Chip factory, Seven-Up Bottling Co.,
Winrock Shopping Center were included. ESL lessons were written for practice both prior
to and following the field trip. Morris' primary concern was making use of pattern practice
in teaching the subject matter of social studies and elementary science.

Rohn, Ramona. Improvement of Oral English in the First Grade in the Santo Domingo School.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1964.

The greatest need of the Indian child in New Mexico's schools is to become more articulate
in English. Two Indian groups (Zuni and Santo Domingo) were given the Common Concepts
Foreign Language Test The Santo Domingo children were taken on field trips and expos-
ed to new materials and procedures and then retested. Improvement of vocabulary and other
gains were observed. Teachers must understand the difference between cultures and also
understand the conflicts that arise because of these differences.

Spencer, Richard E. and Sequin, Edmond L. "The Relative Effectiveness of Earphones and
Loudspeakers as a Means of Presenting a Listening Test in a Foreign Language." Modern
Language Journal. 48:346-349. November 1964.

Two different methods of presenting a foreign test were observed. The experimental group
used earphones with individual volume controls and the control group was instructed
through the use of a loudspeaker. The per formance on the listening test showed that the
group using earphones did significantly better than those being instructed via the loudspeak-
er. No significant gains were made on the reading test Serious consideration should be giv-
en to the communication media in which a language is taught and tested.
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LITERACY IN THE VERNACULAR: THE CASE OF NAVAJO

Bernard Spolsky and Wayne Holm*

After a lapse of almost six months, the Navajo Reading Study resumed act 'cities in January,
1971. Among the activities now in progress are:

Language analysis: The difficult task of correcting and revising the concordance of the speech
of six-year-old Navajo children, which, when completed, will provide the data fa rthographic
and lexical studies;

Language census: Reliability, validity, and individual accessibility sub-studies and an attempt
to complete the much more extensive six-year-old language census we began last fall; and

Writing materials: An initial exploration of some of the problems of writing Navajo-language
reading materials from several different theoretical viewpoints.

The report presented here is essentially an expanded version of an earlier paper by Spolsky.1
Summing up the language maintenance study of 1970, it goes on to place the Study in its gen-
eral context as a contribution to Navajo literacy.

Modem technological society demands literacy: non-literate peoples who wish for modernization
must either work to develop literacy in the vernacular, or face the probability of ultimate language
loss and consequent lose of identity.- An unwritten vernacular language is most vulnerable to de-
struction when the legislative and-educational systems, the economic life; and the mass culture are
an conducted in another language.- As 'Kloss (1966) Points out, the only factor that by itself Seems
to guarantee the maintenance of a minority language is religious and soCietal isolation, something
which occurs when a religious group shuts itself aWay.irom the -rest,of society,, rejecting not just the
language and the values, but also many-of theAnvention of the outside world., Such is.the case with
the Older Order Amish and some other German speaking groups in the United States..A second class
of factors influence but do not _decide language maintenance: a, key item -in this group is the exis-
tence of a .language island. In recent years, with increasing social and population mobility, and the
increasing effect of mass communication only 'very-large-islands have chances of survival.- Thus the
Spardsh-speaking language island of northern New Mexico, the French-screaking one in southern_Louisiana, and the Gerinan7speaking areas of PennsYlvinia and North an South Dakota, were for
a long ,time sufficiently large to maintain language without the support of other factors, but they
are no longer able to-do this. The absence of extensive-literacy -in the vernacular may well 'have been
a factor in .langOage loss in these areas, for, even though' in each case there Was a literaey language
available -(and-c one udth high status, required,for foreign travel or Pli.D study), it, failed to be main-
taimed in-the schools, the cultural life, the politics and the- comrierce of the areas 'once there was

ilar contact with the dominant language, and was soon 'replaced bk English, at -least in those do-
mains.2

, .

*Bernard 6polsky Is Professor of Linguistics at the University, of New Mexico. -Wayne-Holm, principal-on-leave of the Rock Point Board
ing School on the Navajo Reservation is-presently completing his doctoral Work at-the same university. This progress report was oub-
lished in,March, 1971.
1- An -earlier version Of -this paper, with the title "Literacy in "the Vernacular; the- Navajo' Reading Study," was read by Bernard

SPolsky at the Council 'on:Anthropology and Education' Symposi6m,on Cixj-nitive and Linguistic Studies, 69th Annual Meeting of the Amer-
_iccin Anthrepolegical Association, San Diego,' November 19,-1970. ----- ,_ . _ -

2. :In -other -domains, too-,.- probably:. -.Tucson -six-yearields,; spea king. Spanish,--give.English color names whensasked for.their:favorite
colors more than Spanish ones, and many. Nakrics six-year-olds use English-number-names-as Navajo words, despite the existence af an
extensive base-ten number vocabulary in: Navajo. But color and number may be particularly susceptible to borrowing. , - - ,--,, ---

_ - ,--
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With North American Indian languages, the process of loss has been even clearer. Failing to developas literate languages they have also failed to hold their own in other ways.3 Acculturation and lan-guage loss have gone hand in hand, The case of Navajo seems to fit this paradigm. Virtually all writ-ten activities are conducted in English. Tribal Council affairs are cond.ucted more in Navajo thanin English although it is now recognized in most communities that a non-English speaking Council-man is at a disadvantage in Window Rock. But all records and all legislative documents are in Eng-lish. Chapter meetings (something akin to the New England town meeting) are conducted in Nava-jo. But all records and requests are written in English. Formal Tribal Court sessions are conductedin Navajo unless one of the parties requests otherwise, But, again all records are kept in English.Thus, despite what is probably the largest absolute number, and liirgest relative percentage, of na-tive-language monolinguals of any tribe in the United States, the written business of the tribe goeson in English. In official life, then, there is acceptance of Navajo as a spoken language but all writ-ten activities are in English.

The communication media present a similar distincidon. Mose radio stations on the peripheries of theReservation broadcast at least an hour or more in Navajo. The transmissions consist of countrywestern music (in English of course) with some news and announcements in Navajo and many ad-vertisements in Navajo. The Navajo-language announcers, however, work from English scripts,translating as they go. The Tribal newspaper, on the other hand, is entirely in English and even themore recently established unofficial papers use English almost exclusively. Navajo words are usedvery seldom and, when used, are as often as not misspelled. A letter written in Navajo to the Tribalpaper congratulating them on having run an advertisement with a few words of Navajo, was neverpublished.

The institution most concerned with literacy, and thus the principal agency of the destruction ofNavajo on the Reservation, is of course the School. Mass education is relatively recent on the Nava-jo: as late as 1948, less than half of the school-ale population attended school. It is only in the lastfifteen years or so that enrollment has consistently been 90% or better. But, because the averageage of the Navajo population is young, 17.5, this means that considerably more than half has now beenexposed to education in English.

And it is school that is still the first main source of English for the Navajo. Most Navajo children stillcome to school speaking little or no English. (Spolsky, 1970). From our survey, in which we ob-tained reports on 65% of the children in BIA schools,4 we found that 90% of the six-year-olds werejudged not to speak enough Eneish for first grade work And in data covering just over half of thechildren in public schools, we still found a predominance of Navajo_

Overall, then, most children come to school speaking little or no English, but ahnost without excep-tion, classes are conducted in English. There are relatively few Navajo teachers and not all of theseare encouraged or allowed to teach in Navajo.5 There are only two schools, the community-control-led school at Rough Rock and the BIA school at Rock Point, which even approach a school-wide pro--
gram of instruction Ln Navajo-language literacy. No public school does so. Together the two programsmentioned may reach 1% ofthe Reservation school population.

3. Chafe (1962) estimated that-only 40% of the 300 languages- or dialects extent had more than 100 speakers, and more thanhalf of these have speakers only of very advanced ages.
4. 'There are now something like 55,000 schaal-age Navajo ehildren; aboat- nine-tenths-of -whom are actually in School. Of those inschool about 4552 are in'81A-schbolv=50% in .public:scnools,'and the-lin-mining 5% in ,mission"and, private schooli.- Public schools arerelatively new on.;the Reservation,,'having begurita exaand 'chili:in -the =mid -50's. By, joint agreement -betWain the Tribal -Council andthc Bureau, public.schoolvtisually.enrall those children Within-a mile-and-a-half ,(or a mile) of thiesehool.Or.istablished &chop! bUs-routis.The Wide dispersion of the niral-'papulation and:the ielatiVe- kick:Tot roads, caUies the -ublic schools-to-dieW-larger nurabars'of studentsfrom the emerging:towns ahd from :goVisinthent-eompounds, and 'smaller nurebeis of Students- from rural aieas.'- Even the_lattevfahd to_be those nearerzpapulation ceniers and/er paved 'wadi. Thus the ptiblic Schools enroll earnest all of the small'numbers of non-NoVoiostudents and a larger proportion of- the more'acculturated Nainijo,students; the Bureau schools tend to enroll len- acealtUrated ifedents-
5. A= racial census taken bir the U. S'Office of Civil Righis reports roughly one' Indian- leaiher 'for every 200 Tindiori'children-in thePublie Schbols ef New Mexico---89-,-/-17,721`'-(New Mexico Review,- NoVember:1970).--,-BUr-these-89 indian teachers are not alf NOVisjo.Nor is there any.assurance_that_the Indian teachers-are teaching -childrerief their own leinguoge: Ass-can be Seen by an anelysis of-cam--parable figures from the_Npvajo Area, Bureau of Indian Affairs. There one finds a ratio of -roughly_onelodien teacherfor_ every 240Navajo children, but, toUgbly one Navajo:leacher for everY1A50 NaVpio ehildien91Prici=49 /..21,942,respectively.- Pin another way,while perhaps 'one of every..nine. teachers 7(and onit',-Ofieverk:Iour.cidminlitrOtor4 13 en-Indian, only'eine- of:every ,fiiiiiirifk:Thiiiiihers (indone of every nine administrators) is a Navajo. We have no data-for the-Arliona-or Utah Flublieiehoolebin_knovi'O'f no ,reeson to thinkthe ratios Would;be signifieantly'different from-those afzNew Mexico.- The, Raint:',IVJhat despite 4e-, real: inerease in the nurnber 'of- Natiajoterichers; there 'are still,- absolutely'-or:lsroportionally,T. relatively.few:in,,the-lossroom -with Navaja-childreni; It iv to be,hoped that theincreasing number of Navajos in callege-(oVer,1200 this'year) Will begin Sie-change this pla'ture.
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Even when the educational system is ready to start programs in Navajo, the absence of written ma-terials serves as a major barrier. Why there is no material becomes clearer when we look at the
historical picture.6 There have been a number of attempts at developing Navajo literacy. The earliest
were the efforts of Roman Catholic and Protestant missionaries; by 1910, each had developed a sep-
arate writing system and had begun publishing materials. The Bureau's lay literacy program of the
late 1930's was part of the Collier administration's new program of respect for tribal integrity which
replaced the earlier policies of forced assimilation. For some time, it had been apparent that the
children were not succeeding with a curriculum entirely in English, and it was also apparent that the
vast majority of the adult population could not speak English. A practical alphabet was developed
using for the most part the same symbols as the English alphabet?' A first primer was prepared in
Navajo and other readers in Navajo followed. In 1940, the teaching of reading and writing of Navajo
became part of the curriculum in some schools at least Admittedly, the main purpose of these bilin-
gual readers was to teach _English, but, for the first time Navajo was permitted after the child's entry
into school, and was even encouraged in the classroom. Children were often allowed to take their books
home and read to their parents who got a new vision of schooling when they understood the reading
of the Navajo text.

At the same time an adult literacy campaign began. The demand for teachers far exceeded the sup-
ply; nevertheless there were soon pevle in many communities who could read their own language,
and it was proposed that forms and regulations be written in Navajo. The government began to
translate articles for conservation, livestock management, and health. In 1946, a Navajo language
newspaper was started that continued publication until 1957. Through the newspaper, concepts such
as "sheep unit" were explained, and news of Tribal Council affairs, Tribal laws, and the outside world
was published in Navajo. The second World War took much of the impetus out of the literacy pro-
gram. For the first time, large numbers of Navajos came into sustained contact with non-Navajos
as servicemen and working off the Reservation. For the first time they saw that their lack of Eng-
lish placed them at a disadvantage. A public demand grew for more and better education and for
education in English. This, in the context of a nation-wide distrust of differences as being un-Am-
erican, and a governmental policy of transition to state Public schools, was fatal to the relatively
modest Navajo language programs. They had all disappeared by the late 50's.

The Special Program for Navajo Adolescents, initiated by the Bureau in partial answer to these de-
mands after World War II illustrates the place of English. It was noted that nearly half the school-
age population were over twelve, and that there were great numbers in this age group who had had
little or no schooling. Intensive short-term programs (five-year, and later six- and eight-year pro-
grams) were set up in ten off-Reservation boarding schools to teach these students "to speak, read .
write, and think in English" with the basic purpose of making it possible for them "to obtain and hold
a permanent job away from tbe Reservation." At first, interpreters were used in teaching but it was
clear that Navajo had its place only to help in the teaching of English. Since there was little avail-
able material designed for the teen-age reader with limited English, a bilingual series, the Navajo New
World Readers, was developed_ Basic -emPhasis was on preparation for, leaving the Reservation,
something which called for a mastery of English; the use of Navajo was only means to this end.

But, by the mid 1960's, these programs for Navajo literacy were virtually dead, except for some
adult missionary activity in adult literacy. The Wycliffe Translators have prepared primers, charts .and teaching aids, educational as A,ell as religious he aims

Against this background, we may look at the effect on the language situation; Inadequate as most
school programs aimed to teach English have so far been, there has then been steady loss of Navajo.
We have tried to measure the extent and rate of loss in- a study we made of the language spoken by
six-year-old children-coming to school in the fall of 1969. Recognizing the importance of schOol itSelf
as et factor affecting language loss, we chose .to look at the six-year-old jpefere he had been -contam-
inated by P.,e school situation. - Whatever other measures of language maintenance may be used, one
of the most important,js the parente,choice of language:,to speak to _their_ children. ,..Foreinstance,
while one mayefind parents with -strong ethnic or national_ or religious ties choosing to have their
children learn an ethnic language in-school or churche the-fact that they, theniselves choose to` sp

_

This sedan draius On an essay_by.rennY Mufphy (14741._
7. The unfortunate ex:options 'were the "slashed 1", the nasal hook-, .and the'grave accent which do not occur on-English typewriters.

,

B. A list of Navajo reading material:available is given_in Spolsky, Nairn and Murphy _ _ -
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English to their children at home is the best guide to their basic attitude. Similarly, when one finds
a tribe expressing interest in having its language taught in Head Start programs and elementary
school one is tempted to see this as evidence of a strong desire to maintain the language; but in fact
this may reflect the situation that English is now the first language of the children. Official tribal
policy in such a group may be language maintenance but the real home policy is to switch to English.
Sirthlarly, one finds another tribe refusing to have its language used in school, reflecting not the re-
jection of the language but a strong desire to retain it uncontaminated for home and in-group use.
Home language decisions are more crucial than publicly expressed opinions.

In our study,9 we used a simple questionnaire completed by teachers in schools on or near the Reser-
vation. The teachers were asked to judge each Navajo six-year-old in their classes on a five point
scale, as follows:

N: WIten the child first came to school, he or she appeared to know only Navajo, and no
English.

N-e: When the child first came to school, he or she appeared to know mainly Navajo; he or
she know a little English, but not enough to do first grade work.

N-E: When the Child came to school, he or she was apparently equally proficient in English or
Navajo.

n-E: When the child came to school, he or she knew mainly English and also knew a bit of
Navajo.

E: When the child came to school, he or she appeared to know only English, and no Navajo.

The data gathered from these questionnaires were then correlated with two measures of accultura-
tion, the type of school and the distance from the nearest off-Reservation town.

The results of our survey permitted the following generalizations:

1. Overall, 73% of Navajo six-year-olds in the study (virtually complete for BIA schools, and
including several of the largest public school systems)2 come to school not speaking enough English
to do first grade work.

This first generalization results from treating columns N and N-e of the questionnaire as the criteria
for determining a child's lack of ability to do first grade work in English. When our entire sample
(including BIA and public schools) was tabulated, the results indicated that 88% of the 1510 child-
ren in the Bureau saMple were judged incapable of beginning first grade work in- English, and 57%
of the 1383 children in the public schools were similarly rated by their teachers. Still anther way of
looking at these figures would be to say that in Bureau schools, less than 1% of the children are
English- monolinguals, and less than 3% are -English-dominant Even in public schools less than
10% of the children are English monolinguals and less than 20% are English-dominant Those who
are not English-dominant (E _or n-E) are Navajo speakers; most of those can be assumed to speak
Navajo at home. Thus we found clear evidence that a large majority of Navajo children are still
speaking their language at home.

2. The farther a school is from an o f-Reservation town the more likely its pupils are to speak
Navajo.

This second generalization follows the establishment of an index to indieate the relative ease of acces
of the various sclio-ols involve& to, off-Reservation towns. We determined our accessibility figures
using- Map No 2345, "Indian Country," published by the Automobile Club of Southern California.
Distances eau improved roads, were- taken 'at face valtie, but .those on iravel; graded dirt, and ungrad-
ed dirt were multiplied by two, three and four respectively- on the assumption that the poorer the

- ,9. The study: reported_in Spolsky (1970), was supported by the United States Department ,of-the Interior,- Bureau of ;Indian Affairs,
Navajo Area Office, Contract No N00 C 1420 2848. The_folloW-up studY referred to below is being partially suppOrted by a second
contract, No. N00 C 1420-3462 and by a gift to the-University of New Mexico from John Nuveen and Company I -,-
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road, the less convenient and the less certain the accessespecially in bad weather. When we com-
pared the accessibility figure for each school with an index of the amount of Navajo spoken by six-
year-olcls in the school, we obtained an overall correlation coefficient of .517. Considering there are
many other potent factors accounting for language retention, this is quite a respectable correlation.
This factor of accessibility also seems to account for the difference in amount of English spoken ineach of the five Agencies, and probably also for a portion of the differences between the Agenciesfound in academic achievement on standardized tests.

3. The farther children live away from Reservation population centers and/or paved or all-
weather roads, the more likely they are to speak Navajo at home.

Generalization 3 also deals with a kind of accessibility but is best explained by the way a child is
enrolled in a public school or a BIA school. The data bore out the hypothesis that public school child-
ren speak relatively more English and less Navajo than their Bureau school counterpart& As noted
earlier, despite overlap and inconsistences, the enrollment of the public schools tends to be drawn
from Reservation population centersfrom the emerging towns and government compoundsand
from along the paved highways and other all-weather roads. They draw, M other words, from just the
population one would expect to be more acculturated. Public schools themselves vary greatly: the
number of non-Navajo students in the school and the number of Navajo students whose home lan-guage is English are probably both a function of accessibility. This fMding contradicts Sasald and
Olmsted (1953) who discounted differences in types of schools: "Regardless of the type of school
attended. . ., it is the Navajo with the longest attendance at school who have the greatest profic-
iency in English. . (p. 98). There are several reasons why they had to disregard such differences
and we cannot The one is that in 1955 on-Reservation public schools were in their infancy; none
of the adults in their sample had attended public school (p. 96-97). The other is that in studying
only 86 adult males, with great clifferences in age, military service off-Reservation work experience,
length of schooling, type of schooling, and English proficiency, ody the correlation between length of
schooling and English proficiency showed up. In our study, where differences in length of school-
ing were at a minimum, a correlation between accessibility and English proficiency became appar-ent And as type of school tends to be a function of accessibility, a correlation between type of school
and English proficiency also appeared. Sasaki and Olmsted do cite something like accessibility by
way of partial explanation of the apparently much higher level of English language skills at Fruit-
land than on the Reservation as a whole.

There are a number of questions unresolved in this preliminary study that we will attempt to coverin a later survey. First, we did not reach the entire six-year-old population. We guess that we
have data on about 65% of the children in BIA schools, and 55% of those in public school& TheBIA schools missing are generally in less acculturated areas, and we did cover the two largest and
most urbanized public school system& Second, we did not allow for the effect of preschoolprograms.
We asked for, and obtained information about six-year-old& More and more children are entering
school earlier each year: the Bureau has a small number of kindergartens, and the Offiee of Navajo
Economic Opportunity conducts pre-schools in most Chapters on the Reservation. Some of these
are beginning to reach children younger than five. Attempts to determine which children have had
prier school experience are extremely difficuft, for teachers in the larger schools often don't know
much about the child's home community: Thus the figures for six-year-olde include a- significant

. number of children who have had some prior pre-school experience; if anything- the language ratings
exaggerate the amount, of -English learmed at home. Third, it can be- argaled that because-very few
of the teachers are Navajo or speak the language their judgement of -their pupil's proficiency in Nav-
ajo is unlikely to be adequate. We -are new studying the-effect -of this: we-believe there are equally
plausible reasons for arguing they will over-estimate or underestimate knowledge Of English:

Finally, as noted above, there is some overlapping and inconsistency 'in the essentially dual 'school
system of the Reservation. Some children may ride some -distance past a Bureau school to attend
public school. Some children may board at a Bureau school whkh is some diStance farther from
home than the nearest public school. That the accessibility correlation is as high as it iF" is rather
persuasive evidence of its explanatory power.

Navajo, we found then, is still the main language of the area, but as more roads are built, as more
children complete school, as the Reservation is more exposed to the outside world, there is steady in-
crease in English. And the absence of Navajo literacy is a potent factor, in this shift

Let us consider some of the factors that may explain ,the relative slowness of- the_ developthent of
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genuine bilingual programs or of Navajo literacy. When reading and writing is an alien thing andassociated with alien elements of the culture, it is not surpzising to find reluctance to associate themwith one's most precious possession, language. But that this need not be so is evidenced by twostrong vernacular literacy movements of the 19th century: Cherokee and Maori. In both cases, re-ports suggest that once the peoples were given the opportunity of learning to read and write in theirown language they did so with great rapidity. In both cases there was an extremely high standard of
adult native literacy. In New Zealand, for instance, over a thousand items were printed in Maori be-tween 1815 and 1900: in 1872, Bishop Colenso wrote a text book for teaching Maoris to read Eng-lish remarking in the preface (which was written in Maori) that seeing they could already read theirown language so well, they should have little trouble in learning to read a second one. But schoolpolicy soon destroyed this promising development Maori was banned from schools soon after 1870and not tolerated again until 1930. Only in the last few years have there been any signs of encourag-ing its use again.

In the Cherokee Nation, the use of Sequoyah's syllabary spread with great rapidity. Within a de-cade or two, 90% of the Western Cherokee were literate in their own language. By the 1880's, theWestern Cherokee were not only highly literate in Cherokee but also more literate in Eng lich than
were the English-speaking population of the adjacent states, Texas and Arkansas. Extensive publish-
ing in Cherokee continued until the government's confiscation of the press in 1906. Within the lastdecade there has been a revival of interest in written Cherokee and renewed religious, educational,and publishing activitv.'°

The literacy movement for Navajo at no stage developed the impetus of these other two move-ments; the pre-war campaign was too closely associated with the stock reduction program, the post-war program too closely associated with relocation to develop any genuine popular support Liter-
acy in Navajo remained an alien concept

But there have been more recent attempts at reviving Navajo literacy. These newest attempts havemore promise of success, for two factors are converging to support them. The first is the change
in educational- climate. There is groWing evidence to support the notion that teaching reading iseasier in a child's strongest language. Thus, it is possible to persuade educators that children shouldbe taught to read in the vernacular. Evidence from such studies as Nancy Modiano's has convincedmany educators that it is worth trying. With this sort of encouragement, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has been prepared i o offer some degree of minimal support to two or three pilot programs. But evenhere, the limited amount of research data, as Venesky (1970) points out, leaves the issue in reason-able doubt Faced with a situation where so many children still speak Navajo, there are two mainstrategies: native language literacy, or effective standard language teaching. Some reading expertstend to feel the solution is standard language teaching; while many of us with language teaching back-ground find native language literacy more promising. Presumably, this suggests neither of the tech-niques has yet been shown to be effective.

The second factor is probably even more important, for it involves pressure from within the Navajopeople rather than from outside. It is exemplified by the community school movement: there is in-creasing ,pressure for the Navajo communities to control their-own schools. The, examples of RoughRocluDemonstration School and now of the Ramah Community High School are applying pressureto rthe BIA and state school systems to pay-much more attention to- the wishes of the -community.And the newly, developed , Dine BiOlta AssOciation is starting to- become a force.in education on theReservation. So , far, these Navajo groups , have stressed the importance of the Navajo , language.
The _programs-are,new and Amdeveloped, but there is-a firm commitnient to the-use of Navajo through-out the school, to the teaching of reading in Navajo, and language maintenance.

For the first time, then, there are signs of pressure from the Navajos themselves for literacy in the ver-
nacular: -thealext few years will tell whether the combination of educational need and growing nation-alism -will be enough to produce permanent results, and td lead-to, widespread literacy in Navajo.

10. See Walker (1968) and White (I 962).
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PLANNING CONFERENCE FOR A BILINGUAL KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

FOR NAVAJO CHILDREN

Conclusions and Recommendations

October 11-12, 1968

INTRODUCTION

In May 1968 the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of the Interior commis-
sioned the Center for Applied Linguistics to organize and conduct two separate meetings of specialists
in early childhood education, linguistics, anthropology, and related fields as the first phase of a pro-
ject for the organization of bilingual kindergartens for Navajo children in the care of the BIA. The
meetings were (1) to outline a bilingual kindergarten program in which the Navajo language would
be the main medium for kindergarten activities, with oral English being introduced as a subject; and
(2) to provide guidelines for the preparation of teachers for such a program. The present report
constitutes the summary of the first meeting, held October 11-12, 1968.

The meeting was the direct outcome of the recommendations of The Study of the Problems of Teach-
ing English to American Indians conducted by the Center for Applied Linguistics for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs in 1967. This is one of the four interrelated projects designed to improve American
Indian education through giving special attention to the teaching of English to American Indians. The
other three projects involve the preparation of a series of articles for the classroom teacher, based on
contrastive studies between English and three languages spoken natively by children in BIA schools;
a newsletter for teachers and others involved with the teaching of English to American Indians in
BIA schools; and the organization of a conference of specialists in psycho-linguistics, the study of child
language, child psychology, Indian cultural anthropology, and related fields to outline feasible re-
search projects to investigate the ways in which the styles of learning employed by Indian groups
may be related to the school achievement of the Indian student

The first planning meeting was held at the Brooldngs Institution, Washington, D. C. October 11-
12, 1968, under the chairmanship of Sirarpi Ohannessian, Director, English for Speaiers of Other
Languages Program, Center for Applied Linguistics. Consultants at the meeting included Milton
E. Akers, National Association for the Education of Young Children; Herbert Blatchford, Gallup
Indian Community Center; Vera P. John, Ferkauf Graduate School of Humanities and, Social Sci-
ences, Yeshiva University; Nancy Modiano, School of Education, New York University; Rose D. 01-
ver, Department of Psychology, Amherst College; Muriel R. Saville, Department of English, Texas
A&M University; Rudolph C. Troilre, Department of English, the University of Texas at Austin;
and Oswald Wemer, Department of Anthropology, Northwestern University. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs was represented by Evelyn Bauer and Torn R. Hopkins of the Curriculum Branch; Wayne
Hohn, Rock Point Boarding School, Chink, Arizona; and Fara lie S._ Spell, Navajo Area Office, Win-
dow Rock, Arizona. The meeting was also attended by A. Bruce Gaarder, Richard L. Light, and
Mrs. R. George Mylecraine of the Office of Education, and by Daniel P. Dab:), School of Languages
and Linguistics, Georgetown University. Observers from the Center for Applied Linguistics includ-
ed John -Lotz, Director of the Center, John- H. Hammer, Alfred S Hayes and Patricia A. Johansen.
Recorders were Dorothy A. Pedtke and Bernarda Erwin of the English for S ers of Other Lang-
uages Program.

_ The morning of the first day of the meeting was devoted to diseussione af, relevant background to the-
-cenfereride. : After, weleoming rernarka bk: Di. _Lot-z,':-_ Misi_ Ohannessian- .outlined the -- purpese of the
Meeting and- gave:a,Stiminary'_of Ahe Center's involvenient in: MA; projects.7= Mrs.-'Bauer theri-outlined
-the develoPthent-and current±Statirs of the: BIA 10040karten pr-Ograin-;-NeXt, Dr.-Akera daseribed,the
Dilcon project, a kindergarten teacher training program undertaken fer-_, the, MA :in .-the.,-'sam-
mer of 1968, bk the NatiOnal-' Aiseciatien- for_ the Edueation of Young _Children-1r The :Brengel-
nian7Minnirig kindergarten 7_ Project-- ,:in --Fresno Caunty,',Califernia,- *as_ then presented by' Di. Sa-

,
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ville.2 Two studies carried out in Mexico, one of reading comprehension and one on cognitive and
personality development, were then summarized by Nancy Modiano.3 Mr. Holm then reported on
materials preparation currently contracted by the BIA to Robert Wilson of the University of Califor-
nia at Los Angeles end to Mary Jane Cook of the University of Arizona. Mr. Holm and Dr. John
also reported on the Good Samaritan bilingual kindergarten in San Antonio, which combined both
Bereiter-Engehnann and traditional kindergarten approaches. Mr. Holm briefly described the teach-
ing of reading in Navajo at Rough Rock Boarding School. He next described bilingual classrooms
at the beginners' level at Rock Point Boarding School. Mr. Blatchford commented briefly on the
Navajo Community College. Dr. Dato began the afternoon session with a report on his research on
the free acquisitions of a second language by young children. The rest of the session was devoted to
a discussion of the educational, cultural and linguistic goals for a bilingual program, to the specific
goals and content of the curriculum, and to problems related to the use of Navajo as a medium of
instruction and to the teaching and use of English in kindergarten activities. An informal evening
session for the consultants was devoted to further discussion of goals and approaches.

The Saturday session was devoted to the preparation of Navajo and non-Navajo teachers for the bi-
lingual kindergarten, to the special needs of each as well as to common needs. Recommendations on
the curriculum and on the preparation of teachers as well as methods of implementation concluded
the afternoon discussions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conference had a particularly challengirig task in drawing up recommendations for the planning
of bilingual Navajo-English kindergartens since both the idea of kindergartens and the concept of
conducting any classroom activity in the mother tongue of the child were very new developments in
the BIA educational system. This lack of precedent made it necessary not only to consider the var-
ious theoretical and practical aspects of planning a program, but also to include discussions on pol-
icy. Although the main task of the meeting was to consider the linguistic aspects of such a program,
it had been considered essential in organizing it to draw upon a number of disciplines in order to be
able to present a viable and balanced program to the BIA. Consultants therefore included specialists
in linguistics, psycholinguistics, Indian culture, early childhood education, child psychology, and the
teaching of English as a second language. In addition there were representatives of the Office of Ed-
ucation as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Because of the diversity of background, experience,
and interest among the consultants and participants, there were often sharply differing points of view,
although there were also wide areas of agreement. The recommendations in the following pages are
based en the areas of general agreement, though division of opinion, where relevant, is reflected in thediscussions preceding the specific recommendations.

I. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING GENERAL POLICY

The conference *as in complete agreement in its endorsement of the concept of bilingual kindergar-
tens for Navajo- children. The importance of beginning the child's education in his own language andin his own cultural background; building a sense of security and pride in his own culture, and the
need for strengthening this sense of pride were stressed. again _and again during the conference. In-
deed, the conference felt that to be tnily effective bilingual =education should be extended into theelementary school, though it was realized that attempta to use Navajd at higher levelsmight inerease
the already. existing -problems in:the use of NaVajo as a Medium.of initniction, the teaching of Nava=
jo,to those who are monolingnal in -Engliskboth in purely:Navajo:and mixed- schoolS, and the prepare- .

tion- of materials and .teachers'for inetruction -in and-: through the medium ' of, the Navajo language.
Theie problems will be diacussed in later -parts of this report as they relate to the planrang of the
various-aspects of bilingual kindergartens. ,

.. _ _ , _

... , .,. ..

The conference was m equal agreement on_ the-vital imperial-ice of involving Navajo Tarents and the
Navajo community in the: 'education 'of -their, children and in the -decisions as to'the type of edlication
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that was needed, though it was pointed out that the acadennc community should not absolve itseff of
all responsibility. It was also poliated out that there was a great variety of attitudes among Indian
parents and leaders towards the teaching of Navajo language and culture in the schools, and that
many felt these were better taught by parents at home. Although some participants felt that there
was considerable evidence that Indian parents appreciate bilingual education for their children,
others felt that there was insufficient information on what Indian parents really thought on the sub-
ject and that further documentation and self-evaluation of the conmmnity were needed. Partici-
pants felt strongly that the principle of choice for the Indian community should be taken seriously
and that provision should be made for elasticity of program and variety of selection whenever pos-
sible and that the stated needs and wishes of the Indian community should be taken into account
in planning for them.

Members of the BIA present assured the conference of the Bureau's policy that bilingual kindergar-
tens would operate only in areas where they were requested by the local chapter, school board and
parents and would be entirely voluntary. Since the project was experimental in nature, the confer-
ence felt that it was essential to make every effort to make it a success because on its acceptance
would depend not only the future of bilingual kindergartens but also the possibilities for bilingual edu-
cation at higher levels. The conference agreed that it was essential to provide as much information
as possible to parents and the Indian community on what was being planned and to enlist their
cooperation from the very start It was suggested that a publicity drive be launched to explain the
purpose and nature of the bilingual kindergarten to the Navajo community. Participants, however,
felt that the project shauld not be presented as a panacea and that care should be taken that the
publicity be strictly informational in nature rather than a selling campaign.

The conference was also in agreement that general information on bilingual education especially
for the early levels, would be very helpful in planning bilingual programs for Indians. Within the
United States several institutions are collecting information on bilingual programs. In Canada the
International Center for Research on Bilingualism at Cite Universitaire in Quebec is a repository for
such information. There are also bilingual programs carried out by such countries as Denmark (in
Greenland), the USSR, and Mexico. The conference considered that having information on such
programs would be of great importance in the planning and carrying out of prognuns such as the pre-
sa.-atly contemplated one.

Specific Recommendations on Policy

1. The conference recommends that the BIA sponsor a community-wide survey of the attitudes of
Navajo parents and community leaders towards goals and needs in education of their children
in general, and towards the concept of bilingual education in particular, especially at the kin-
dergarten level.

The conference recommends that information on the purpose and nature of bilingual kindergar-
tens now being planned for the Navajo community be widely disseminated among the Indian
community through (a) a series of three articles commissioned by the BIA to appear in Navajo
newspapers; (b) the use of Navajo radio; &nd (c ) addresses ty Navajo professionals to chapter
meetings.

The conference recommends that if it is not already being done, the BIA sponsor a project for the
collection of information on international progranis for bilingiml edunation- at kindergarten and
early school levels in countiies where a situation similar ,to that of American Indians obtains./

IL RECOMMENDATIONS , CONCERNING: THE BILINGUAL CURRICULUM
=
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during the conference, it was stressed that elasticity and provision of a number of models to choosefrom should be aimed at.

The conference saw many advantages in the use of the mother tongue as the primary medium of ac-tivity. It would make the transition from home to school far less traumatic than if the child wasfaced with a new language as well as a new environment; it would provide the child with a teacherwith whom he could identify both in respect to language and culture; and because of this identifica-tion and rapport with the teacher it would provide for greater success in learning even if the teacher
were less qualified than one who spoke only English; it would spare the child the burden of acquiringknowledge through a language insufficiently mastered at this critical period in the development of hisintelligence; and it would provide a more favorable setting for concept development and cognitive
activity in general. As one participant put it, it would keep open the channel of Navajo while it built upthe channel of English for the transmission of intellectual information.

A. Goals and Content of the Curriculum and Language Problems

The conference was fortunate in having the preliminary draft of A Kindergarten Curriculum Guidefor Indian Children developed by the National Association for the Education of Young Children atDi lean, with Dr. Mary Lane as coordinator. The Guide served as a background and a point of de-
parture for the discussions on various aspects of the curriculum such as language and concept develop-
ment through curriculum experiences, the development of natural and physical science concepts, andof social living and mathematical concepts.

Perhaps the most important point that was made during the discussions was the necessity for relating
kindergarten actisdty to the linguistic and cultural background of the child. Classroom activity, itwas stressed, should begin with what the child brought with him as experience in situation and con-tent and should be related to the recurrent events of his daily life. There was general agreement thatthe curriculum should be so planned that it proceeded from Navajo to English in situation and contentrather than the reverse, with a caution against Starting from a middle class white curriculum andadapting it to Navajo. For example, aspects of the child's culture such as kinship terms and patternsof behavior toward paternal and maternal sides of the family could be used in the development ofsocial science concepts. In teaching the concept of classification one might start with the Navajoverb system in which verbal forms relating to the movement of objects, for instance, involve eleven ormore classes, each distinguished by separate groups of stems, including those used for roundish, bulkyobjects; non-compact or fluffy objects; slender, still objects; mushy substances; single flat, flexible ob-jects; things bundled together to form a pack, and so on.4 The subtle spatial relAions in Navajocould be used in teaching mathematical, especially geometrical (topological); concepts and the no-tion of 'set' could be based on familiar objects in the classroom and the child's experience. There wasgeneral agreement that the curriculum -should be so planned as to dignify Navajo life and culture,and enhance the self-concept of the child. As the year progressed, curriculum content might graduallybe broadened to include activity through the medium of English as the child learned the new lang-uage.

In view of the Urgent necessity to plan a bilingual kindergarten program for next year, it was consid-ered very important to give immediate thought to the preparation of materials along the lines suggest-ed above, and under the guidance of specialists. Before recommendations are made, problems relatedto the use of Navajo as a medium of instruction, the inclusion of Navajo culture in the curriculum, andthe teaching of_English will be concidered. _

_ (a) Problems Related to the Use of Navajo -Lankaage
_ .
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building on the resources of Navajo to create technical vocabulary for curriculum development and
for the preparation of materials. The conference suggested that consideration be given to the use of
tape and video tape as an integral part of materials preparation.

Since the preparation of matenals in Navajo presupposes a writing system, the problem of Navajo
orthography was discussed at some length. Although some people maintained that only the spoken
language should be used at the kindergarten level, others insisted that to communicate effectively
with the teacher it was necessary to resort to some written material. Some participants suggested
bringing together a number of specialists who had worked on the language to work on a writing sys-
tem. Others said it was too late to advise another new system and that there were two very similar
well established writing systems in both of which there was a considerable body of published ma-
terial.5 It was finally suggested that a solution could be reached based on existing scripts and the
necessity for adoptirig an acceptable urriting system was agreed upon.

There was some discussion as to whether the curriculum should include a reading readiness compon-
ent, and if so whether this should be for Navajo or English. The conferences assumed that Navajo-
speaking children should first learn to read in their own language and that some attention should be
given to pre-reading activity at the kindergarten level.

(b) Problems Related to Incorporating Navajo Culture in the Curriculum

Beside the necessity of basing teaching on the cultural background of the child through adequately
prepared materials, the conference was in agreement that there should be deliberate teaching of Nav-
ajo culture in the kindergarten. Although it was pointed out that some Navajo parents felt that its
teaching could be left to the home the conference was in general agreement that a systematic pre-
sentation of the various aspects of Navajo culture would be very desirable in the kindergarten. For
this purpose it was considered necessary to have written and taped materials on Navajo culture for
the Navajo teacher. The question of Navajo culture will be discussed further in the section on the
preparation of teachers.

(c) Problems Related to the Teaching of English

As an integral part of the bilingual program the teaching of English to Navajo children was discussed
both from practical and theoretical points of view. As mentioned before, the proportion of time to be
devoted to it was briefly discussed with the conclusion that each kindergarten would have to make its
owm decision based on local condition& The attitude of parents, some of whom were said to attach
considerable importance to the learning of English, was also discussed, and some participants express-
ed their own convictions that English was of great importance to the Navajo both for his further
education and as a means of competing in the mider American community if he so wished.

One practical problem was the fact that children would come to kindergarten with widely varying
amounts of English some with no English at all and some as monolinguals in English. However,
it was felt that even monolinguals in English might need instruction in the language since often they
could command only limited levels of it, having acquired it from parents and siblings whose English
was faulty. -

The area in which there was perhaps least agreernent wad the problem of how to teach English at
kindergarten level. There were those among the participants- who believed in a "play" approach to
second language teaching at the early 'childhood level, relying on expesing children 'to the teacher's
language and providing them with experiences, songs,--games, and other play activity that would elicit
-language and participation in activity._There wero others_ who believed in' More formal initruction,
presenting-language through linguiaticallY structured' Materials _with- a :certain ainount of repetitive
drill, -refrains etc., -but -also relying On_the,Sitdatifinal approach 'and on,song&-garnes and Other=activi-
ties. In such-adtivities Ihe:liifigufig6,pKeiefited could- be systematically based' on Alio sounds, struc-

= tures and,yocabtilary;of-Englisk:to be:tatight, at the_same time'taking- account of problems -of.interfer-
- ence ,from Navajo. There' were.yefothers who:felt strueturingshoUld'take pjace at a higher level and
_ that tliel presentation 'of materials- sheuld be contrelledOn this-baSis,- but it was not made Clear what

classroom techniques *ere being adVoeated for,thii approach. Since comProniise seemed difficult to

-
5 The-systems mentioned.were thOseiused by ,Robert-W."-Yeang and William ,Morganancl,the- almost identical orthography of "God Bi=

_zaad, the Novato translatien of the Bible; -4," - - .



attain it was suggested that several models be worked out, offering alternative approaches. Thmodels, if put into practice, could form part of a long-term experimental project.

It was the general feeling of the conference that very little was known about the process of secondlanguage acquisition at this early age. It was noted that the few existing studies appear to incli-cate that the learning process is systematic though intake may seem random and each child may ap-pear to be learning differently. It was felt that major research was badly needed in this particulararea. The suggestion was made that what research and information is available on second languageacquistion at the early childhood level be brought together and presented in simple terms, perhapsin a handbook for the teacher and layman.

One area on which there was agreement was the necessity for drawing up a list of English structures
and vocabulary items to be covered during the course qf the kindergarten year, vbd.th indication of in-terference problems from Navajo at phonological, morphological and syntactic leveLs. The list couldperhaps be incorporated in a handbook for teachers and form the basis for the preparation of mater-ials for teaching English to Navajo children. Such materials were judged to be very necessary. (The
teaching of English to Navajo children will be taken up again in the section on teacher preparation.)

Specific Recommendations on th,e Curriculum

4. Since written material in Navajo will be necessary both for purposes of curriculum developmentand teacher training, the conference recommends that the BIA appoint a small committee oflinguists and qualified Indian educators to agree on an orthography that may be ado ted for usein the BIA educational system. The conlerence suggests that existing scripts in winch a sizeableamount of literature exists be considered for adoption or adaptation.
5. The conference recommends that as a first step towards the development of a cuniculum in whichthe Navajo language will be the medium of instruction at the khidergarten level the BIA appoint

a Navajo Curriculum Committee with representation from the Tribal Education Committee andincluding specialists in linguistics, Indian culture, and early childhood education to guide the de-velopment of such a currIculum and eventually the preparation of materials in Navajo.

The specific tasks of the Cominittee would be to appoint a number of sub-committees to work on thefollowing areas arid to guide their work:

The drawing up of a hit of terma and technical vocabulary that may be needed for use in the var-ious areas of the curziculum, and to agree on the adoption of various terms.

(b ) The development of curriculum content in the several areas of kindergarten work. The confer-
ence urges that the work be based on the linguistic &rid cultural background of the child and becarried out on the lines suggested in the discussions above.

c The development of materials for each area of the curriculum for the use of the teacher, withaccompanym' g suggestions on techniques of classroom presentation and, where necessary, tapesand videD tapes.

The conference recommends that the BIA take immediate steps towards the development of anEnglish curziculum embodying a -list of structures and vocabulary items of the language thatshould be covered in the_first year pf oral English for the Naircijo kindergarten child The con-ference believes that preParation'id actual Materials-for Oral English based ou ihe:specific prob-lems of Navajo children, with suggestions for , classroekm activity to the_:teacher, would, be of lin-mense help to the kindergrten program. It, suggesta, that such prepiration be undertaken assoon as pessible.

The cenfOrence ribecininienda _ that_ thk-AIkSiOnSor--- ii-long--, _ rni researOh:- -and:experimentation
- -= projeet: Orli the "Probleincif leCond'IlliinguagO;acquiiiition'at -!_the'early";-Childhocid leVel.=';-- Sinee ;Stich'research is':of ,vital irePortanoe_ or all- bilingual :. projects t in-thef,.'eptintryi 'the -:conference=, suggests'
---: that haida-.lie-libifght fritircr Other govCriirhent denèiesnd deartments such as the:Office:of Edu-

,eation,2-ible TOffiee;Pf:Econ-Canie Ophifittii*iity;--ras 'Vriellitirivate:tiotiic6i =Setic aii foinidaticini::,
The -edailerenee-recoMmendaihat



acquisition by pre-school ch_ildren be collected and presented in non-technical language for the
use of teachers.

IlL THE PREPARATION OF IMACHERS

The Conference assumed that it would be necessary to prepare two categories of teachers for a bilin-
gual kindergarten: the first would be prepared to teach through the medium of the Navajo language
and to be responsible for the teaching of Navajo culture, and the second to teach English and con-
duct some teaching through the medium of English. They are referred to as "Navajo" and "non-
Navajo", respectively, in this report6 The time envisaged for the training program was approximately
six weeks in the summer of 1969.

Discussions ranged over a very wide area, concentrating mainly on the various components of the
training program, but also including the problem of staff for the trairung program, policy matters
of recruitment and selection, and follow up. The discussions were not always realistic in terms of
what could be achieved within the limited period of six weeks of training and with the resources pre-
sently available for such training. In summaiizing the discussions the following paragraphs will again
concentrate on the linguistic and cultural aspects of the training program, but will also attempt to pre-
sent some points of view regarding other policy matters.

Components of the Training Program

(a) The Navajo Language

The Navajo Teacher. Discussions on the curriculum made it evident that one of the first require-
merits of the Navajo teacher would be literacy in his own language. His training, therefore, should in-
clude the development of a high degree of literacy in Navajo. For this purpose the conference felt
that it would be necessary to collect or prepare graded reading materias. (The suggestion was made
that such materials could also be used with groups of parents who wished to become literate in their
own language.)

In addition, the conference felt that the Navajo teacher should study the oral form of his language
and acquire some sophistication in its grammatical structure, not only to gain an understanding of
how it works, but also to develop a sense of introspection about it, and to enhance his pride in it

The Non-Navajo Teacher. The conference felt that all non-Navajo teacheis should be given instr.uc-
tion in the Navajo language. The purpose of this would be:- to give them a means of communica-
tion with children and parents; to subject them to a language learning situation which would help
them to gain insight into the feelings of the Navajo child learning a new language; to show them
techniques of teaching a new language which they could then apply to their teaching of English;
and to help them acquire an understanding- of the way the -Navajo language works. The conference
felt strongly that a knowledge of Navajo on the part of the non-Navajo teacher would have very
beneficial effects on the children, the other members of staff and the Navajo community.

(b) Navajo Culture

Most participants felt that foniial instruction in Navajo culture should form, part.of the preparation
of both Navajo and non-Navajo teachers since the former would have the responsibility of ,teaching
it, and the latter would need it for an understanding-orthe lia-ckgroinur of the children they taught

, . , _The conference was in general agreement.that- te' be :able --to-- present his , Culture' systematically and_ -
,

.6. The- relative poiiticin, :title, and res6ionsibility" of_the -Navajo and -non-NaYolo teachers in actual kindergartens after training came up
many: times' during the disceisiOns and there was", considirable ..:ocillatiorf;c1S:Jd -Who:Wisuld':filll what loeiition; :it 'Wei assumed 'that:the
'person_With'greater- reiOonsibiliti in general 'rthe Navajo teacheeluwenld, lie the _"'teacher":=and'Ine` one:with~ less ' responsibility-!the-

aide (The -Oassibi I ity = of having ---,"resoarceinterrik, ,:_ Men tioned:) HoWever;-- it was reelizedjhatibere,_would;,be p`roblems of
relative ameiints of Oreyious edyfatian3rofeSsional .eit;aining,:. civil serviceistati,S-;and othier-1,fociers to 1;i6 ,token_intojeccount:LIn each por-_ _
ticular case .:. ft wai poinied otit-thdfihere:Wiiuld baa _Cartairilini6Zirit -"Of ,!idriatiarV,in: is:at-tern, Ain-d.rthat itaff_:_in_both:caiegenei Might he
meM bees Of ,,the 'Noy:01a communIty This report refers to people being:;riraii10:feir- e itheil-Opteg rY: as --teaelidis'%:or''''tiotriees',1

_-5X, self-instructional ,book,Orii Navajo.; literaCy is new _I-seing-irepare hY;Oswold Werner , and 'ass'ocietes. _ It will, be"lsaseci On' experience
i!reireremedj'Gy(dis- fo`,NavapiTransir_iptIon-Which-, wok' picky:id for graduate students in onihroOology by Kenneth--__Y=7 Begi she.

Jecihriette Frcink'_:and,OiWold Werner.'" at 'Tiegr Trading ,PeieTonolee;Arizenb,---'-iri1967 ;



effectively, the Navajo teacher would need assistance because of his own concept of this culturemight not necessarily be broad or deep enough. The conference was also agreed that it would be nec-essary to prepare materials systematically presenting Navajo culture (with accompanying tapes andvideo tapes), perhaps in the form of a handbook for teacher& It was suggested that such materialscould be based on existing information and could be gathered from members of the Navajo communi-ty in various areas of the reservation.

It was also agreed that a bibliography listing sources of information on Navajo culture for both teach-ers and lay people would be useful. It was reported that at present there was an extensive TribalCentennial Bibliography at the Navajo Tribal Museum at Window Rock. This bibliography, whichat present contains thousands of entries, could form the basis for a list of materials specially selectedfor teachers which could include information on the availability of titles in paperback editions.
(c Language Orientation

Although there was some division of opLnion as to whether teachers should be given any instructionin the basic concepts of linguistics and their relation and application to problerns of language useand language teaching, there was general agreement that both Navajo and non-Navajo teacherswould benefit from a general language orientation course, with a carefully chosen minimum of theorysupported by practice. It was suggested that a suitable model might be William Moulton's A Linguis-tic Guide to Language Learnine and that practical work could in part be based on a comparison ofEnglish and Navajo so designed as to give some understanding of the major interference problemsfrom Navajo for Navajo learners of English, and from English for those trying to learn Navajo.
(d) The Teaching of English to Navajo Children

The conference was in agreement that the methodology of teaching English to speakers of Navajo atthe kindergarten level should form an integral part of the training of the non-Navajo teacher. However,as noted above, there was considerable division of opinion as to how a second language should betaught at this early level. The conference hi general was reluctant to recommend any one approach.It was realized that between the two extremes of a completely. unstructed "play" approach and thevery rigid approach that relies solely on structure drill and no other actvity there was a variety of Tos-sible approaches that could combine elements from both. However, some participants maintainedthat rather than compromise, those in charge of the training of BIA kindergarten teachers shoulddevelop several alternative approaches to the teaching of English to young speakers of Navajo. Theuse of several alternative approaches in the same training program was also suggested. It was realizedthat there would be problems of materials, personnel, _and time, as well_ as_ finance for- such a policyand it was suggested that the BIA make long-term plans for _the development of flexible and alterna-tive approaches to the teaching of English in the training of its kindergarten teachers.
The suggestion was also made that for the immediate needs of the next summer one or two peoplewith training and experience m English as a second language with young children and an understand-ing of the structure of the Navajo language be called upon as resource petsons to develop a short-term methodology course for use in next summer's training program It was urged that the course berelated both to the curriculum content for English recommended-'above and, where relevant, to themethodology used in the teaching of Navajo to the non-Navajo teacher.

) Early Chiltilhood Education

There was full agreement that a course in the principles of early childhood education would be neces-sary both for the Navajo and non-Navajo teacher.- In- the presentation of Such a course it was sug-gested that attention be-given to child 'rearing practices among the Navajo.'
The question that aroused most interest-WaS whether, this '_ciaurse _skOuld -be offered in Englishe or inNavajo. It -Was assumed' bY- moat_ participaets 'that Sande Navajo _Worild- be Usedin:discussions of _cur-riculum -content and:in connection;with classroom-procedures; but, rhanY thought itWould'be unreal=istic to try t6 use-Navajo in- the presentation of the-principles- of: early;childhood education consider-ing the lack of Materials _and Personnel-16- d6 thiSeeffectiVelY; -Participants sirfavor of NaVijOTniiiin-tained that formal terininologyeoffers barrier_ teethe_ Consideration ,of ehild eleVelcipreent ping-thins_

7.- vvillicirn G _MouIton A tinge Ic Guide t Lnnguug e Learni,ng, New York:... odern inngua6o As; dation of Am rico;,1'9-66.



could be presented in very simple terms, with no complex terminology. They held that the course
would be more a question of eliciting than of formal instruction, and that it would be as easy to pre-sent it in Navajo as in English. It was also felt that expressing these concepts in Nav:_ao would pre-
pare teachers for answering questions of monolingual parents. This question of the use of Navajo
in teacher training is discussed briefly in the section under staffing.

(f) Practical Experience

The conference recognized the necessity for practical experience for both Navajo and non-Navajo
trainees. Such experience should include guided observation of both video-taped and actual class-
rooms, lesson planning and preparation and actual classroom teaching by trainees. Classroom teach-
ing should be followed by careful analysis and evaluation of techniques and procedures used.

B. Staffing the Training Program

It was assumed that each of the first five components of the training program discussed above would
need qualified and experienced professional peoPle to offer the courses and supervise the practical
work related to them.

The recommendation by some participantito use Navajo as a medium of instruction in the train-
ing of teachers raised some very difficul fing problems. Although most participants agreed that
such use would have many advantage a number of them had grave misgivings about the practicability
of it for next summer's training pro n. The lack of matexials and of an extensive terminology for
formal education were grave enou problems, but they also pointed out that it would be very diffi-cult to find qualified professio # Navajo-speaking people to be responsible for the various compon-
ents of training, and even if sci people were available, it would still mean a dual program, one in
English for the non-Navajo speaking trainees and another in Navajo for the Navajo speakers. In-deed, some participants felt that attempting teacher preparation through the medium of a languagein which there was as yet no established terminology or literature might still be premature and too
ambitious, and noted that failure could prejudice the success of future bilingual education for Am-erican Indians in general.

Some aspects of the training program would, of necessity, involve the use of Navajo as poirted outin the discussions above on early childhood education. It was also suggested that if funds and quali-
fied personnel were available, courses such as those on Navajo culture could be offered in two lang-
uages.

The conference suggested that the BIA make long-term plans for the preparation of Navajo prefession--
al personnel to conduct te. acher trainin. g in- their own language through provicling opportunities for one
or two years of professional training in kindergarten work to promising Navajos in institutions with
recognized standing in this field. A consortium of universities which could maintain sustained inter-est in the area was suggested. It Was alio suggested that the new Community College on the reser-vation might in time develop into a teacher training institution.

. .

The conference was in full agreement with the DIA representatives that whenever possible qualified
and experienced Navajo personnel should be used for the various aspects of the training program.

_

A number of participants felt` that parent invelVement in the training pregram would ,be desirable, but
that it had accompanying woblems related to budget and planning their involvement. The advantage
of such involVement, it was maintained, would-be -to give _the ehildren confidence in _the scheel andto create ajeeling -of mOtual_respectiandiaccomOdation parents 'and teacher& ,Though the
conference *as in general agreement that the ties' between:the:-home- and_the_ scheOl -life, Of :the childshould =be-kept _ close, no speeific task- *as 'on-tithed_ for parenta, as parf,ef the training 'program.,

C. -` Recruitnient and Selection Of Traineei

The conferenee'Wasin, agreement that, theNaVajci -cornmunity-2- should -. be 7' involved in : S ilecting the -
-_ _teachers 2 to _be trained, especially:_the',Iittiiij9 AeachArkfc,4:*as:,' agreed -tlicit- bothrtheJecar-a-ialifer- and ;-:

the seheol laciardshould be involVed-in'the seleelion perhapa,thiongh'partieipatifik in- a, 1041= adViiorY-
2_ board:for 'eadi-ikitidOte4rfen.,,-ItwaS,Suggestedthato-guidelillek beidiawn uPtfoassist,IthelconnininitY-1:
-_- in :Idier 'ieTgaicin:'1--:-
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Criteria suggested for the selection of both Navajo and non-Navajo teachers for training included thefollowing: the teacher should have a native or near native proficiency in the language in which he wasexpected to work; he should, if possible, have a B_A. in elementary education (but not to the exclu-sion of other fields) or the equivalent in teaching experience; he should like young children andhave ability to communicate with them aud members of the community in which he worked; he shouldbe interested in curriculum development and curriculum reform.

It was realized that there might be problems in the recruitment of Navajo teachers for training sincethere was a shortage of suitable candidates to choose from. It was pointed out that there would beproblems in choosing teachers from outside each community and that there would also be practicalproblems of civil service regulations which would have to be taken into account in the movement ordismissal of teachers. One source of recruitment suggested was teachers now employed in kindergar-tens of the Navajo Reservation.

For the recruitment of non-Navajo teachers it was suggested that graduate students from universi-ties wih interests and involvement in the education of young clnldren be considered. Other sourcessuggested were Peace Corps volunteers, the Teacher Corps and VISTA workers. It was suggestedthat the American Anthropological Association, the National Education Association, and departmentsof education at various universities be asked for help in locating suitable candidates.
The conference urged that the recruitment and selection of trainees take place well in advance ofthe summer.

D. Follow-up to Training

The conference was in agreement that follow-up on the six-week summer trairing would be neces-sary and that it would be important to have at least one workshop organized during the following year.December was suggested as a suitable time. More intensive, sustained, in-service training through-out the year was also recommended.

Specific Recommendations on Teacher Training
9. The conferente recommends that the BIA sponsor the collection or the preparation of gradedreading materials to 'be used in a Navajo literacy eourge for the preparation of teacher&

10. The conference recommends that the BIA sponsor the preparation of materials presenting Nav-ajo culture hik a systematic way for_ the use of kindergarten teacher trainees and those respon-sible for their training. It auggeets that such materials have accompanying tapes and video

11. The conference recominends that the BIA sponsor the preparation of a bibliography on Navajoculture for the use of the teacher trainees and those responsible for their training. It suggeststhat such a project use the Navajo Tribal Centennial Bibliography as a basis which is regularlyupdated, by the staff of the Tribal Museum.
12. TEe conferenCe recommends that the BrA encourage experimentation in the methodology of

. _

second language teaching through the development and use of several -approaches to ,the teach=, _ , .
_'rig of Efiglishin- its kiridergarteris.

_ - _
13. The conference -reCeinreenda---:_that `the'_i3IAT immediately':appOint: One' fir._t-Wo speealista with rex-perierice inZnglish nia'aecond:languageand'ah:-iiiiiierstand,ing=-af tho- strOcture of thell, Navajo -_language to develop a lnethodoloty:CoUrse .in,_the,-,teaChing of :English ',to -,yOuneNaVajo-,',-ahildien,,---for- use-in- the training being-plariiied`fOr' iamb-der:Of:1969.

=

14. _The conference rebOrnmends-thatithe BIA provide,optiertnnities- fer-lorig- raining:dergarten work tO prcanising' Navajos:at institutions v9ith-2reognized- atandin
=

IMPLEMENTATION.-OF RECOMMENDATION
The- conference,iecommends thatl-the',BWaef tiri=i;aciieduie of 'OetiVitlea for faaks thatcomplished_in preparation-_ for=, the 1969



The tasks that need immediate attention are embodied in Specific Recommendations 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3,10, and 13.

The conference recommends that the BIA decide, as soon as possible, which of these tasks can be ac-
complished by its own staff and which need consultant help, and take immediate steps to recruit andappoint consultants for those tasks that need assistance from specialists outside the BIA.



SECOND PLANNING CONFERENCE FOR A BILINGUAL KINDER ARTEN

PROGRAM FOR NAVAJO CHILDREN

Conclusions and Recommendations

May 23-24

On May 23-24, 1969 the Center for Applied Linguistics conducted the Second Planning Conference
for a Bilingual Kindergarten Program for Navajo Children under contract with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA). The purpose of the conference was to review developments in preparation for the kin-
dergarten and teacher training programs, to refine the set of recommendations made at the initial
conference held on October 11-12, 1968% and to make further recommendations for their implemen-
tation.

The meeting was held hi Washington at the Center for Applied Linguistics. Paiticipants included the
following: Evelyn Bauer, Division of Curriculum Development and Review, BIA, Washingtan, D. C.;
Bernarda Erwin, English for Speakers of Other Languages -Program, Center -for Applied Linguistics,
Washington, D. C.; Waytie Holm, BIA, Rock Point Boarding School, Chinle, Arizona; Mariana Jessen,
Division -of Curriculuiii Develephient -and Re-View,. BIA; Vera P. john, DePartment-of Educational
Psychology and Guidance, Ferkauk Graduate School, -YeShiva-_ University, Nevi York,--,New York; _Sir-
arpi Ohannessian,-English for Speakers of Other Languages Program, Center for-Applied -Linguistics,
Washington,-D. C., Chairman; Dorothy A. Pedtke, English for Speakers of Other Languages Program,
Center for Applied_Linguistics; Washington, D:..C.;-Anita_Pfeiffer,- Rough Rock Demonstration School,

Arizona; Mary E. Ross, BIA; Navajo--,'AreatOffice;=Window-Rock; Arizona; _Muriel-R:Saville,Department of ,Enghsh, College,Station,Texae; Faralie S. Spelli-BIA, Nay-
-ajo -Area -Office,-MiridoW-Reek;;=:Arizona;7Rudolph-C.---Troike;:Departnient-of--nglish;-University`-Of
Texas, Austin, _Texas; OsWald Werner; Departnient of,--Anthropology; NorthWestern University, Ev-
anston, Illinois. - ,_--

Plans for Teacher Training Programs for .Natiajo-:Kindeigtirtens
,

During the adadernic year ,1969770, the BIA ,is planning to,:open,!36 new kindergartens, for :Anierican
Indian children in addition to, the34--naii_ in -operaticin:1-- Of.- the435,--,Fit -is expeeted that 14;'will be -for
Navajo children.--Present.-plans- are to provide---two-'-training 'programs- fee-tea-Cheri- of ell': 35:kinder-
gartens._ The:two' training:programs ,willitake'plaCe--2-Ainiultinvotiely
and training:schedule.

The main:training-program,, will be organized; or. the f,,-majori ers- an
-lyayiijo.--telieliens-,17,--firid; aides A special training program is being planned for a small group of (Nairnjo

withIspecialfemphasis-onk:the) airajolanguagelancrriteiue e\'as-iitinedium of insirdetion4,ar
11: bel'iosiiiile4O-Inceiiide.ttieriniiiet6,11AChersliiiicleitideS-FotfiiirgireliIbilinkir
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the training program scheduled for the summer of i969, and of such aspects of the recommendationsof the October 1968 conference as had been or were in 'the process of being implemented; and madefurther resolutions and recommendations.

The first part of the conference was devoted to a preliminary but detailed reNlew and discussion ofthe recommendations of the October 1968 conference. Each of the recommendations was examinedin the light of new developments and present circumstances and discussed at length, with sugges-tions for its endorsement, refinement, or restatement. Reports on projects that had resulted from theimplementation of some of the recommendations were heard in the afternoon.

The afternoon session began with a review of preparations for the two training programs. MarianaJessen reported on plans for the main training program, going into some detail on schedule, staffing,and location3. She also reported on the workshops that had been held in January (Phoenix, Arizona)and April (Albuquerque, New Mexico) as follow-up to the training program of last summer.

Mary E. Ross and Faralie S. Spell reported on plans -for the special bilingual-bicultural training
program. They outlined the schedule of training and indicated the personnel to be responsible fn,each part of the training program&

The conference then heard reports on projects implementing those of the recommendstif.irla of theOctober 1968 conference on which the BIA had taken formal action. The first reperc was by MurielSaville who under a CAL contract with the BIA is preparing a cuniculnm.guide for :eaching ,Englishto Navajo kindergarten children. The next repert was by Mrs. SPell,-who reç ted on the prepara-tion- of a Navajo curriculum 'guide-for the kindergarten.level; by Dr. Saville ue.rtar a Contract betweenthe BIA and Texas A&M University. OsWald Werner-then gave a brief stzary of the recommenda-tions of the conference held in Albuquerque on May 2-3 on an orthogra h.v Dor the Navajo language5.Other' action that had-been taken on vhriOus recommendations was ---c--3crt.,cit on informally during thediscussions.

The-remainder of the time was devoted- te general discus9koli ii_varieus aspects of ihe,pilot kindergar-ten project. A number of imagiiiative and_ practical f-Pli'OZ-tstions,,wre_brought forth.; ancLan attemptwas made -tol-werk -them out-,_in as -much praetical aet,c7.1 as possible. . Throughout the-disensaiori rep-reseatatives of _the BIA-, especially the Navajo Aki,e Office, emphasized their appreciation of all sug-gestions and their desire to be able to take fur'ther recommendations back to the field.
.Brief accounte of the reports and discus..klona are given in the n t section. ._

II. RESOLUTIONS'AND,'RECOM.r4ENDATIONS

The Conference wak tined: by-the efferte that had been, made,teimplernent_tche recommendations=_ - .'Of. the:October -196=9--ci5hterenee; and Vonirhended-theBIA: taken`prj-a nuanbei-cit tbarn_Theli*edfifeiteik-;a-' gretified:*e::ttear-,,that',theReitiert-:a-that--Coiifereiice-had-'bebn
iiaVajci Area ._gffica-,411 the 2,,prep4ratfpns-for the-iegecial,:kindergarten pregrere;I*'.'Wee-jIckeTgeneratt7.,e--thi*f.6C-thccalferefice---6 invearliei!iat'art,76tr1hp.,pkifileiiie`iiiiitiori',.,offilia---,-ieCmurien-da-lcii§

esibleto,- effeCtiVe:-_-planniriv:fer- themfeasible-
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R eco leadation 1

Milt conference recommends that the BIA sponsor a corainunity-wide survey of
attitudes of Navajo parents mid community leaders towards goals and needs inthe education of their children in general, and towards the concept of bilingual edu-cation in particular, especially at the kindergarten level.

It was reported by the representatives of the Navajo Area Office that an informal survey of the atti-tudes of parents towards bilingual kindergartens had been conducted on the reservation. However,the survey had not been uniform in nature, and a variety of individuals and methods had been used
in the collection of information. A compilation of information was in progress. The Area Office hadplans to carry out a more thorough survey. It was negotiating a contract with the University of NewMexico to this effect°.

The conference endorsed the idea of a more thorough and systematic" survey, but suggested that a lim-. .rted, preliminary survey carried out in the summer of 1969 would still be verY useful. It was there-fore recommended that a few furloughed teachers and other BIA personnel be used to carry out a lim-ited survey in three different but typical communities -during the summer of 1969. It was suggestedthat these communities be (a) a community in a peripheral _area, (b) a conservative community onthe reservation and (c) a community that had had some exposure to bilingual instruction, such as theRough Rock community. It was suggested that parents with kindergarten age children be the mahitarget group in this survey. _ .

Oswald Werner and Wayne Holm were asked to prepare a-short questionnaire for use in the surveybased on a questionnaire developed by Joshua Fishman for a bilingual study of the New York Barrio7.It was suggested that the questions be phrased so- that simple and clear- ansWers would make feasi-ble the easiest possible collection and analysis of data, and that the questionnaire be translated intoNavajo for uniform use by survey workers.
:-It was also suggested that a filinstrip, based on activities of this summer's traiming program and

giving Mformation on bilingual education, be prepared for use bY the people con uctmg the survey,since it was not easy to explain to NaVajo parents what was meant-by it exactly. It was agreed thatthe Navajo Area Office viould be responaible for the'organization-Of the Snrnmer 1969 survey.
-R ecornmend ation 2

The conference-recommends that infonnation on,the purpese and nature et bilingual
-kindergartens- now being Planned 'for- the 'Navajo ,donininnity be WidelSi.dissemin-ated among the Indian cermininity _through -(a)_ a SelieS of thiere'artielei cornmis-sioned by the BIA.to appear hi Navajo riewspaperi; (b) the',O-Se;OUNairajii, radio; _and (c) addresses by Navajo- Professienals to -chapter meetings. _

Information *as received froni the BIAIICentraPOffiCe-shoitlYbefore the -ineetinwthat-- only 'ener, arti-cle had:'been _Prepared 'to _:aaiii;---ana.,ttiot,--Tiii8-?.b6iiieelear6iiffor publication
-The NaVejo Area,- Officer_Witi,prt-naring=-One7article.; -There
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project for the collection of information on the international programs for bilingual
education at kindergarten and early school levels in countries where a situationsimilar to that of American Indians obtains.

After some discussion of projects presently collecting information on bilingual education such as thosebeing carried out by Yeshiva University under the direction of Vera John and by Theodore Ander-sson and Mildred Boyer under a contract with the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,
the conference reiterated Recommendation 3 with the same condition.

Recommendation 4

Since written matexial in Navajo will be necessary both for purposes of curriculum
development and teacher training, the conference recommends that the BIA ap-
point a small committee of linguists and qualified Indian educators to agree on an
orthography that may be adopted for use in the DIA educational system. The con-
ference suggests that existing scripts in which a sizeable amount of literature existsbe considered for adoption or adaptation.

Recommendation 4 had been implemented through the BIA's commissioning the Center for AppliedLinguistics to convene a conference to decide on an orthography for Navajo. The conference hadbeen held in Albuquerque on May 2-3, 1969. Intended uses and desirable characteristics of an ortho-graphy had been discussed, and an orthography to meet these requireznents had been agreed on. Areport of the meeting was expected to be completed by June of 1969.

Recornmendatón 5

The conference recommends that as a first step towards the development of a cur-
riculum in which the Navajo language will be the medium of instruction at the
kindergarten level the BIA appoint a Navajo Curriculum Committee with rep-
resentation from the Tribal Education _Committee and including specialists in ling-uistics, Indian culture, and early childhood education 'to gaide the development
of such curriculum and eventually_ the preparation of materials in Navajo.
The specific tasks of the Committee would be to appoint a number, of sub-commit-
tees to work on the following areas and to guide their work:

The drawing up of a list of terms and technical vocabulary that may be need-
ed for Use in the various areas of the curric4lum, and to agree on the adoptionof various terms. -

(b) The developmefit of curriculum content in the several areas of -kindergarten
wprk The conference Arges_that the work be' basedon. the linguistic and_cul-
tural background -of the-child and be earried-bizt 'on the-lines suggested in-thediscussions above.

_
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education, to be effective, should be continued into the first three grades. It therefore urged that anintegrated, sequential Navajo curriculum be prepared for kindergarten through grade 3 and that ev-entually classroom materials for all these levels also be prepared.

In order to ensure continuity in the development of such an integrated curriculum and materials de-
velopment program, the conference strongly reiterated its previous recommendation that a Navajo
Curriculum Committee be established with the tasks outlined in Recommendation 5.

It was suggested that the development of the Navajo curriculum and Navajo materials be carriedout under the auspices of the Navajo Area Office. It was urged that immediate action be taken forthe setting up of a Navajo Curriculum Committee and of the necessary machinery to enable the pro-ject to get an early start.

Further recommendations related to the development of a Navajo curriculum included the following:
(a) It was recommended that all work related to the development of an integrated Navajo curricu-lum be closely coordinated through the services of a central, neutral, outside agency such as the Cen-ter for Applied Lhiguistics. Aspects of such coordination would include acting as secretariat to the
Navajo Curriculum Committee; coordinating the work of the teams or sub-committees; working onvarious aspects of the curriculum; being responsible for the hiring of personnel; visiting sites; seeingthat deadlines are met; preparing progress reports, and other stated functions.

Summer workshops for teachers and others working on materials development were suggested. It wasfelt that teachers from Rough Rock Demonstration School, the Navajo Community College, andother institutions with experience in the teaching of Navajo should be Mvolved in the project and thatthey should be given time off for this purpose.
-(b) It was recommended that a permanent Navajo Curricidum Center be established to act as arepository and clearinghouse on all materials on the Navajo language and culture, on research and

other experimental work related to the teaching of Navajo and through the medium of Navajo. Such
a repository would house materials developed under a large variety of auspices and serve the_entirecommunity: The lotation of Stich a repository Was discussed at length. It was agreed that it shouldbe located in the Southwest Suggested places inchided:_ the _Navajo_ Community_Gellege; the BIAcenter for Materials -at-Brighain -City; the Albuquerque office of the BIA; and the _Navajo TribalMuseum at Window Rock.

Recommendation .6

The 'conference recommends that the BIA take immediate steps toWards the de-velopment of an English curriculum embodyirig a list- of ,strectgree and vocabulary-
items- of the language-that should be coVered:hi,,the first_ year_:of otiar English-for
the Navajo _Iindergarten,- child. -.- The Coriferencebelievei- that preparation of ,_actual -
materials- fier.--oral English baSed specific,-Problema-ef 'Nav.ajo-_ children, with _

suggestions' for- classroomactiiity_,..to'i:the teacher;, Would- be ofiinmense:help to_ the --kindergarten program:- It suggests that- suchrpreparation---,be undertaken ,as, soonas pessible:- , _ _ _ _

_
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Some of the discussion related to Reco _endation 6 em hasized a study of actual interference prob-lems in the spoken and written Englisn of Navajo stu ents, to compare with the theoretical predic-tions of contrastive linguistic analysis.

The problem of who was to handle the English component of the kindergarten curriculum was dis-cussed at great length. It was agreed that both teacher ar,d aide could be Navajos in a bilingual kin-dergarten. It was felt, however, that a native speaker of English, or a Navajo with a native com-mand of English, should teach the English component.

Various suggestions were made as to how this might be possible with the present lack of completelyqualified personnel. It was suggested that if the school had a trained ESL teacher, that person mightcome in for the English teaching period. Similarly, intern teachers might teach English under super-vision. Representatives from the Navajo Area Office agreed to look into these possibilitie&
It was further remarked that it would be a good idea to screen in some way the language facility ofall teachers in both Navajo and English. Native speakers as well as non-native speakers had beenheard to teach erroneous patterns, and this was something especially to be avoided in this pilot pro-gram.

It was also urged that in the teaching of English and Navajo (and when these languages were beingused as vehicles of instruction) as far as possible they be 1:--lpt separate so that teaching proceededeither in one language or the other, but not in a mixture of the two. However, occassional explana-tions in the mother tongue were not ruled out of the English classes.

Recommendation 7

The conference reconunends that the BIA sponsor a long-term research and experi-mentation project on the problem of second language acquisition at the earlychildhood level. Since such research is of vital importance for all bilingual pro-jects in the country, the conferznce suggests that funds be sought from other gov-ernment agencies and departments such as the Office of Education, the Office ofEconomie Opportunity, as well ai private sources such as foundation&
. , . . . . . .

The Washington offiCe of the BIA is considering 'funding a proposal by the,Universit3i of New Mexi-co to study the effects of beginning reading in the .native language (Navajo) versus beginning it in.

a second language (English). This is expected tn be a three-year research project.
It was also reported that interest in conducting research on second language acquisition in youngchildren had_been expressed by-Dr. Daniel Dato of Georgetown University and it was being givenconsideration by the BIA Washington _office.

The conference strongly,rerated,iti belief in ,the importance of, research in- all 'aspects of secondlanguage acquisition; and_urged. that every effort-be made' to carr3i out such- research-not,only: at the ,early -childhood' level', biat- at the elementary sChooLleVel iis Weir'. , , , .,
It was pointed out 'that 'SU& 4-eseareli :need net Tliecesairilk be On a large _ scale or:need kiieitt _deal- ofexpenditure_The -ndrifereriCe auggeste4:that'ilieIBIA"-f-inakC..;greinte available to, graduate students in
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The conference wished to reiterate Recommendation 8 very strongly. The dearth of information on
second language acquisition, it was stated, made it imperative to make available to teachers and ad-
ministrators any existing research on any aspect of the field. It was also suggested that some of these
reports be translated frac) Navajo.

Recommendation 9

The conference recommends that the BI A sponsor the collection of the prepara-
tion of graded reading materials to be used n a Navajo literacy course for the pre-
paration of teachers.

No action was reported on this recomm ndation except that some existing materials would be used
in next summer's training program

The conference reiterated its conviction that specially graded materials directly aimed at problems
of reading Navajo should be prepared for use in teacher training program& It was further noted that
it would be good to produce general reading materials of interest to Navajos, both adults and child-
ren.

It was suggested that the recommendation of the conference on Navajo orthography be consulted in
the preparation of such materials, and that preferably they be produced in non-permanent form until
such time aS a standard Navajo language and spelling system developed.

Recommendation 10
1

The conference recommends that the BIA sponsor the pmparation of materials pre-
senting Navajo culture in a systematic way for the use of kindergarten teacher
trainees and those responsible for their training. It suggests that such materials
have accompanying tapes and video tape&

(It was suggested that "aspects of Navajo culture" repinee "Navajo culture" in this recominendation.)

There was considerable discussion on the teaching of Navajo culture and mythology. The general
consensus was that Recommendation 10 should be reaffirmed and the need for materials pointed out
again. It was suggested that Navajo consultants be used in the preparation of materials related to
Navajo culture and that the Navajo language be used iiii materials related to Navajo mythology.

It Ayes reported that an information kit on aspects of. Navajo culture had been prepared by rDr. Alan
Kite, including visual aids, and is available in a traveling -van: It was suggeSted that thii material 13-6
made use of in the-training pre-gram birtthat eXPLanatiiine be given in Navajo rather than in English.
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It was suggested that those hi charge of curriculum development in the teaching of English as a sec-ond language in both the general kindergarten and the special bilingual-bicultural project write blief
rationales of the methods they advocated in the classroom presentation of the curriculum material.

Recommendation 13

The conference recommends that the BIA immecliately appoint one or two special-
ists with experience in English as a second language and an understanding of the
structure of the Navajo language to develop a methodology course in the teaching
of English to young Navajo children for use in the training program being planned
for the summer of 1969.

The conference reaffirmed Recommendation 13, and strongly stressed the need for an understanding
of the structure of the Navajo language on the part of those responsible for the methodology of Eng-
lish teaching, and an awareness of the crucial role of contrastive linguistics and cultural analysis in
helping understand and overcome errors observed in students.

Recommendation 14

The conferencc recommends that the BIA provide opportunities for long-term
training in kindergarten work to promising Navajos at institutions with recognized
standing in this field.

The conference pointed out that the critical task in the next few years was the preparation of per-
sonnel for bilingual programs in Navajo education. It again strongly recommended that the BIA pro-
vide opportunities for long-term training for Navajos in institutions with recognized stvitus in disci-plines related to the bilingual and bicultural education of young children. InstitutionE_ mentioned
were Vassar College, Harvard University, Peabody College, Bank Street College of Ede _Ation, the
University of Illinois, and Stanford University.

The question of internship in BIA schools for university students majoring in relevant fieldo was dis-
cussed at some length. It was suggested that the BIA make grants to such students for internship inits schools, and that it apply for EPDA grants for its own personnel to study in appropriate institu-
tions.

III. NEW RECOMMENDATIONS

1 One area to which the conference returned again and again was that of involving Navajos in mak-
Lng their own decision's about the linguistici cultural and other aspects of the educItion of:their young'children.

The conference felt that it would be extremely helpful to Make it possible for a representatiVe group
of Navajos, drawn_primarily. froni Weal Chapter school: boards or- ell:I:cation:Committees, :to Come to-
gether:for a probleni-Centered -Meeting cenceniing educational rpolicy.'' The imniediate Purpose of themeeting would. be- t6 consider :,the role= of r-the Navajo language in theedueation- of their...children,. .liter-
acy in Navaj6.betlilorz Children end adata; and the inannerAri_ WhicW_ the 'Wishea of :!Ahe -Community
could be implemented.L:- -
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uses of the Navajo language in the education of its speakers, and the social and cultural life of the
Navajo people, may be made intelligentlys. Specifically, the dialect survey would have important
implications for such problems as choosing lexical and pronunciation variants to be represented inintroductory reading materials.

The following conference reporting the deliberations of educators and linguists concerned with the useof the Navajo language M a school setting is indicative of the unusual problems encountered in bi-
lingual education for American Indian children. American Indian languages historically were not writ-ten and, hence, are in the process of developing acceptable orthographies and literatures. Questionsconcerning conventions in writing that other literate languages probably passed through at one time
or another are being encountered now in such languages as Navajo. Recent experience with bilingual
education programs using a tribal language and English have continued to reflect unexpected ortho-graphy problem& Conferences such as this one, which was recommended by the Center for Applied
Linguistics' Planning Conference for A Bilingual Kindergarten, should be accepted as a part of the
developmental stage of bilingual education for American Indian language& It has been found thatfew linguists or educators like to assume full responsibility for determining how certain problem fea-tures of a language should be hamdled in the orthography. The shared responsibility represented in
the conference is very important and should be noted by educators and linguists alike.

_Dr.: Muriel Seville ind,cgtesthcit the Rlans 4e-seek-- a grant ta be6bri'-iiriih osurvey
_
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BOOKS ON BILINGUALISM

Harry B. Berendzen

A. Abstracts of Key Books and Articles

Andersson, Theodore, and Mildred Boyer, Bilingual Schooling in the United States. Southwes Edu-cational Development Laboratory, 1970.

This two-volume monograph on bilingualism, a "major, virtually untapped national resource,"is based on three extensive field trips to current bilingual programs: (1) in the Northwest as farnorth as Barrow, Alaska; (2) the Southwest and Hawaii; and (3) from Dade County, Florida,north through Washington, New York, New England, and into Canada. In addition, almost allthe bilingual programs in Texas were visited. This study presents a history of bilingual school-ing, both in the United States and in other parts of the world; alternative concepts of bilingualschooling; sample curriculum mode/s; implications for education and society; and an outline ofneeds, as related to action and research. Vol. I includes an 870-page annotated bibliographywith index, and an index of terms. Vol. II contains appended data on the Bilingual EducationAct (Title VII); draft guidelines to the Bilingual Education Program (since revised by the Of-fice of Education); demographic data; notes on immigration legislation; a typology of bilingualeducation (included among these abstracts); socio-historical notes on bilingualism in the UnitedStates; descriptions of non-English speaking ethnic groups in the United States; a directory ofpersons, organizations, and sources of teaching materials; names and addresses -of USOE Bi-lingual Design Project Advisory Committee members; and a list of invited guests at the Confer-ence on Bilingual Schooling in Northlake, Illinois. Although many of the details regarding bi-lingual programs are already outdated and the chapter on American Indians is cursory and over-ly pessimistic, this work is still the broadest review to date. It may be purchased from the Su-perintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 20402 ($6.00per set of 2 vols., sold in sets only).

Barkman, L. Bruce, "Some PsychologiCal Perspectives on Bilingualism and Second Language Teach-ing," McGill Journal of Education, Val. 4,- N6. 1, (Spring, 1969); 11 pp.

Selected for discussion in this paper are some investigations which have results relevant to sec-ond-language teaching, insofar as they might affect the learners, the teachers, and the mater-ials used. These psychologically-oriented studiesof bilingual communities deal with (1) bilin-gualism and'intelligence, (2) language aptitpde, (3) motivation, (4) bilingual skill levels, (5)stages of bilingual development, and (6) compound-and coor4:linate morlOA of bilingualism. Theauthor hopes that educators; psychologists, 'and,linguists'will be able to ,uSe together the insightsthey have gained separately toward the develepthent2of more effeetiye._ second-langnage pro-grams. They will -then be comMunicating net only among- theMselves, but ,the 'results of theirlabors will eventually'operr-the-avennea of comMunication between the two major /anguage andculture groups in Canada.
_
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he points out that developing "self-critical skili" can serve in the future acquisition of phonolo-gy, and "interferine can aid in acquiring new vocabulary. Branched, rather than linear, pro-
gramming implies an acceptance of individual differences among students. Programmers should
study artists' control of audience response&

Finocchiaro, Mary, Bringing the School and Community Together, Paper given at the 3rd Annual
TESOL Convention, Chicago, Illinois, 1969, (ERIC No. ED 028 419).

The importance cooperative relationship between the school and its community assumes even
greater importance when the learners are speakers of other languages. The single most impor-
tant motivating force in learning a new language is the attitude of learners and their parents
toward the new language and its speaker& Of all the responsibilities the schools have toward
parents and the community, five have top priority: (1) developing a large number of truly bi-
lingual teachers; (2) prepaiing bilingual teachers' aides; (3) establishing improved channels of
communication between school and community; (4) developing mutually accepting relationships
between English speakers and speakers of a second language; and (5) orienting teachers, super-
visors, and curriculum writers in realistic attitudes toward their learners and their problems.
Discussed are suggestions for possible school-community activities and techniques already adapt-ed by some school& The author stresses the importance -of fostering positive attitudes on the
part of school personnel toward non-English speaking parents. All the factors within the com-
munity - the language spoken by the majority of its members, and the socioeconomic and liter-acy levels - should be considered by the teacher and administrator.

Jessen, Mariana, ed., A Kindergarten Curriculum Guide for Indian Children: A Bilingual-Bicul-
tural Approach- U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C., 20242, 1970, 145 pp.

A bilingual and bicultural approach is presented for teaching Indian students by enhancing andutilizing the familiar while broadening and enriching the students' experiences related to the
larger American culture. Information is given on ,the significance of early learning, physical
and mental aspects of the_five-year-old, articulation of early--childhood experiences, and the roleof the staff in early education.- Curriculum experiences-are euthried for lang-uage-and-concept de-
velopment, social living, mathematics, ,music,, natural and physical _concepts,,health and safe-
ty, feocis, and-aesthetic-appreciation; The iMportahee of the stipprirtive-,seivices--and parental
and'communitk involvement in the kindergarten program:are also eraphasized.- The appendicesand bibliography include enriehment materials; guidelines for space utilization', and equipmentrequiren.tents, and leiamples of forms and materias.,

_ _ _

Kelley, Lonis Cr., ed., DeScription anct MeasureMent of Deicription- ,ei- MeSure du Bi-
linguisnie. Canadian TCommissien" for_ UNESCO, ,UniVersity Torthito:PresS"_1967,--159-pp._ _

eSsentiallk a report of an international seminar on-bilingualism -which was.-held inJune, 1967, at_the, University. af Moncton-in Cana ponsored-,Ljointly'-'bk;--thatIF imiversrty1- and- ,
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reason, Dale Kinkade of the University of Kansas has compiled a list of scholars who are doingwork on North Ameiican Indian Language& The list is by the author's admission neither com-plete nor fully accurate due to many rapidly changing variables beyond -his control. On theother hand it is the only such roster in existence and is a very valuable source of information foranyone interested in Indian languages, especially those on which very little can he found in pub-lished sources.

Liedtke, W. W., and L. D. Nelson, Bilingualism and conservation, 1968, 8 pp. Order from 'ERICClearinghnuse, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., WashingtonD. C., 20036.

In a study conducted at the University of Alberta, an attempt was made to use Piagetian-typeobservations as an assessment of intellectual capacities and to determine whether learning a sec-ond language at an early age has beneficial or dt,rimental effects on cognitive functioning. Forthis purpose an 18-question teat dealing with conservation (awareness of invariance) and meas-urement of length was constructed_ The six subtests and the questions used were similar_ to thetests used by Piaget and dealt with the following topics: reconstructing relations of distance .conservation of length, conservation of length- with change and position, conservation of lengthwith distortion of shape, measurement of length, and subdividing a straight line. According toPiaget the concepts represented by these subtests are dependent on each other and are acquiredin a definite sequence. Fifty monolingual children -in -the _ first grade -and- fifty bilingual first-graders were tested individually. The mean for the bilinguaLsample on the-conservation test_was
significantly higher than ,the- mean-- for the monolingual sample. The result here seems to be inagreement with,Peal and Lambert's finding that bilingualism has favorable effects on intellectualfunctioning.

Mackey, William F.; "A Typológy of Bilingual'Education," in Theodere Andersson and Mildred Boy- -er, Bilingual Schooling in the United Statei (cited above
_

ThiS paper Was: originally ,. prepared- for ---a,,ReSearch -Conference
June,- 1969,- under= the auspices- of- th&U.:S.T-Office of :Education. Dr. Mackey, directorOf_Ahe'jz_.International,Center for Research on Bilingualism in Quehe, deir'elleps a typolOgy-'-classification:for evoryjypeofjiirci-grarn4hat:conld
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Ohannessian, Sirarpi, ed., English for American Indians: A Newsletter of the Office of the Assistant
Commissioner for Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C., 20242, 1969, 40 pp.

This second newsletter publication of the Bureau of Indian Affairs follows the format of the first
issue. The first article, "Language Drill and Young Children," is by Muriel Saville of Texas
A & M University. The author's experience has convinced her that in a classroom situation a
language is not caught by mere exposure, but requires a sequential and systematic presentation
of structural elements for maximum effectiveness and efficiency with students of all ages. When
provisions are made for different interest levels and attention spans, langnage "drill" is compat-
ible with the more informal curriculum of early childhood education. Illustrated are various
types of language activities,,developed specifically for teaching the contrastive sounds of English
to children in kindergarten, beginner, or first grade classrooms. Carol J. Kreidler's "Teacher's
Bookshelf" lists and describes selected supplementary materials for the teacher's reference, for
the classroom, and,for adult education work. Ruth E: Wineberg's "Information Exchange" is de-
voted to descriptions of new developments in BIA schools projects and activities of-particular
interest to educators of American Indians, and professional meetmgs, institutes, and fellowships
in the fields of English for speakers of other languages and bilingual education.

Olstad, Charles, ed., Bilingual Education in Three Cultures. Annual Conferenee Of the :Southwest
Council f or Bilingual Education,- 1968, 32 Pp: Order frona:Publicationa Manager, Dept: of-Mod-
ern -Languages, New -Mexico State University,-Las Cruces, ,New_Mexicei_88001.

_
These .reports deal with the American ,English;-,Texan Spanish, and--NaVajo languages-and cul-
tures.- "English in-Bilingual Education" by Elikabetlf _Ott describes-the-history:of education in
the Southwest- and examinearthe _concept, and ,niany-_-_forms: cbilingualism-_,An_;,-example_ of a
posSible bilingual instructionat=program :is giyen.-='"-,"Tense, Mode-=,and-Aspect in-Navajo"by
Irvy W. Goossenlisian'iaVervie*-of-ffSoine.Of_the-Problems_met -witli,,,infeiimparing_iheL-tenses of
Engligh'iWith the-modes cif Navajo.V,"Iiiterpretatieris;-ofT-Ariglo",American__Culture",_by, Chester
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tive analysis of Navajo and English, which allows the prediction and description of problems the
speakers of one will have in learning the other. This curriculum outline will be the basis of forth-
coming teaclAng materials being prepared by the author.

Saville, Muriel R., and Rudolph C. Troike, A Handbook of Bilingual Education . ERIC Clearing-
house, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.,
20036.

This document was commissioned by the Center for Applied Linguistics to answer some of the
questions of educators who are becoming involved with bilingual programs for the first time.
The authors warn that some of the contents may be revised as experience mounts. Despite the
warning, the authors answer many of the perplexing problems that have "immediate relevance
to teaching." The study gives the rationale for a bilingual program, defines terms, discusses fun-
damental considerations including linguistic psychological, and socio-cultural values. Included
is a chapter on program design mith various models to choose from. The language of instruction
is treated with its phonological, grammatical, and lexical factors using Navajo and Spanish as
examples of the importance of contrastive linguistics. The two final chapters include pedagog-
ical approaches and the importance of evaluation.

Slager, William R., ed., English for American Indians: A Newsletter of the Office of Education Pro-
grams Btireau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C., 20242, Fall,.1970.

This 85-page report_focusses on_two -topics: language acquisition_ and bilingualism. _ The_lead ar-
ticle-by Dr.-Evelyn Hatch of the English Department of USLA surveys thp research done in first

_ language_ acquisition:: _Her:main thesis:is ithat:_ ESL leachers _ often _deniand _ that non,_English
speaking children- master certain structures which- are beyond the aChievenfent Of "advantaged"
'middle-class children who 'speak English natively. .She also maintains that present ESL mater-
ials 'do take' into- account the research-that has been: done.in child language in the selection arid
sequencing _of graminatical -content-, The second -Part of the reboil trea-ta bilingualisni _under
"Informaticin,,Excharige.",z, Ifieluded, are surveyi :and reporti;on Indian bilingual .projects now

-_miderWay,=- including abstraCts ;-of several pertinent ,publicationi. A °section is included -on con-
-, trastiVe linguistics as 'related_to, bilingual eduCation._ThP rePart cofichidea with 0.'-'Section,bn In-
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guage to a high level of proficiency in both. "Biculturism" is a functioning awareness and par-ticipation in two contrasting sociocultures. Biculturism can be attained without being bilingual;bilingualism can be attained without dual acculturation. In developing a taxonomy for thebilingual program, the psycholinguis des and emotional commitments of the bilingual child shouldbe considered. He may becoine more committed emotionally to a given concept if taught hi onelanguage rather than another_ Some prograrn objectives, which can be measured in terms of be-haviors, are (1) the bilingual child will participate in more extra class activities; (2) he will learnmore about his cultural values and see the differences between his native culture and the Anglo-American cultural value system; and (3) he will understand the process of acculturation. A dis-cussion of teachers, materials, and _testing, and a description of funding sources for bilingual, bi-cultural programs conclude this study.

Ulibarri, Horacio, Interpretive Studies on Bilingual Education: Final Report, College of Education,University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico (ERIC No. ED 028 428).

This project, carried out in 1969-1969, undertook as its main purposes (1) to review the re-search that has been conducted on bilingual education- from those persons Who have been ac-tively engaged in working with this problem; (2)- te Obtain their recommendations; (3) to con- -duct on-site visits to see at first hand programs of interest, programs with potential for achieving
-_inter-group -reactivity; and (4) to draw from _the- stUdy iinplications far educational practice andadininistration and research in the area of bilingualLbicultural education. The first main sectionof this report summarizes-the purposes of the bilingual prograin, growth and development,language acquisition and learningprograms and-methodology, projects, and tests and measure-ments. The second main section- deScribes goals,: the 'bilingual education program, the .teach- Ier and bilingual' education, materials,- teicher-methedeleg-Sri-eveluatiOni and-school and-commtm-ity relations.' - The final section ,Aealsi=with -the same topics in-terina of implications _for research.An annotated bibliography-on- bhngua1ism ii'folloWedr-by a selected bibli6graphy and a, listingof projects and on-going programs in bilingual education.
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Young, RobertW., English as q_:Secon'd' Langnage: for NavajaS:- An OVervieiv Of Certain'Cultural andLinguistic-Factors,, NaVajo' Area OffiCe: Division of , Education,- Bureau, of Inclian Affairs, Albu-querque; NeW'Mexieo;'1967, 154-pp.-,'
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"A Review of the Literature on the Effects of Bilingualism Upon the Measurement of Intelli-
gence," The Pedagogical Seminar and Journal of Genetic-Psychology, Vol. LXXXII, First Hall(March, 1953), pp. 21-57.

Diebold, A. Richard, Jr., The Consequences of Early Bilingualism in Cognitive Development and Per-
sonality Formation, 1966 (ERIC No. ED 020 491).

Ervin-Trip, Susan Becoming a Bilingual, 1968 (ERIC No. ED 018 786).

Fishman, Joshua A., "Bilingual Attitudes and Behaviors," Language Sciences, Indiana University
Research Center for the Language Sciences, Bloomington, 1969.

Gaarder, Bruce A, "Teaching the Bilingual Child: Research, Development, and Policy," The Modern
Language Journal, Vol. XLIX, No. 3 (March, 1965), pp. 165-175.

Haugen, Einar, Bilingualism in the Americas: A Bibliography and Research Guzae The Urdversity of
Alabama Press, University, Alabama, 1964.

Jones, W., "A Critical Study of Bilingualism and Non-Verbal Intelligence," British Journal of Edu-
cational Psychology, Vol. XXX, Part I, 1960, pp. 71-77.

Lambert, Wallace, Just, M. and Segalowitz, Norman, "Some Cognitive Consequences of Following the
Curriculum of Grades 'One and Two in a Foreign Language," mimeographed, McGill University,
Montreal, 1969.

Mackey, William F., "Bilingualism," Encyclopedia Br tannica, Vol. III, 1965;pp. 610-611.,

,"Bilingual Interference: Its Analysis apd Measurement," Journal of Communication, Vol. XV,
No. 4 (December, 1965), pp. 239-249.

"Bilingualism and Linguistic 'StruCin cultUre,- Vol., XIV (194), pp. 1437149.

"The Description of- Bilingualis ", Canadian Journal:ofLinguisties; Vol. TV.II 2 62),: pp._

51-85.
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Macnamara; John,-ed, "Ploblerni of Biliiiitialism,- Journal_of SpciakIssues, Vol XXIII. Nu. 2
1967), Worcbster, Ma§,6dchUsetti.'
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APPENDIX

GI.OSARY 'OF _TRW
;.

Since certain terms used in this bulletin and other works on bilingualiam may be unfamiliar to the
reader, a few defirdtions are included here for easy reference .

articulationthe production of differing speech sounds byaltering the shape and size of air.pas
in the vocal tract.

balanced bilingualan individual who is equally skilled in the use of two language&

bilingualismthe use of two or more languages by an individual .

compound bilingualan individual who translates from one language to the other (usually because
he learned his second language under those circumstances) does not keep language systems sep-

.

arate, and experiences considerable interference between them.

content wordsprimarily nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbsi.e., words which have a "diction-
ary meaning"; contrasted with function words (q.v.

gc

coordinate bilinvalan individual who ha-a-two-separate language system, usually learned under
different conditions, which cause minimal interference with each other.

degree of bilingualismhow well an individual knows the languages heuses .

dialectthe variety .of language spoken by members 'of a single ipeech community, either regional or
social.

_

diglossiaa situation in which each language is tyPically used in, and considered appropriate to, dif-
ferent types of :situations (e.g., home vs: nutside, discussing particular topics, in 'certain roles,
etc.).

irst language ative
home.

;
^

gu ge)the first language learned by-a -child Ueue.11y-the guag cif his
=-_

function wordswords used
i .anes

-

gra relationship (e.g., prepositions, articles, and au

idiiileat=the 'unique speech of :any- inclividu
-

,
=

--interferencehow, one jof=_Et -bilingual's- languages; fluences rhis.use-of;_theother-the use-of non-4fiative
LL,SolindS minstructions-- ivord-ehoideii:adEa itetiltef dance ire/Tithe

.=-4.4-1-...3-1;--,.,,,,,,,k,oneme-=- ersni es -umtfo on w f _lin es-Af-11_ eren- ,,. _ _num' ago, 6.
'.zend,/d/I.are phonemes ofEnghshbecause thek.iiiiike,a difference inTiniaiiiii- inlaildli-Y,ciiiiibina
as linftfin.an&notine

OnolOgthésoundayitnbflñguae



phonotactics--the pattern of distribution of adunds in a lan age (e.g., English ng/ does not occur
at the beginning of words nor /h/ at the end):

second languagea language learned- subiequexii 'hi a
guage of school or of the wider community.

syntaxthe way words (ot inorphemes ) are related to

target languagethe language which is to be taught.

voiced sounda sound produced with vibration of the vocal chorc

voiceless sounda sound produced without vibrations of the vocal chords.

native language, sometimes

h other in a sen ncetheir arr

he lan-

gement.



Language consists of

APPENDIX II

Ways to Describe Language

1) phonology, (2) morphology, yntax,. (4) seman

Phonology is the study of the sounds of a language.

There are 44 phonemes in the English language. e sources us

b. Differences in sounds are how we know on given occasions what is behig said.

40, 44; 45, 47.

Minimal pairs are two words with only one phonethic difference. A phonemic differen
is one that changes meaning (pick-pig; map-mat; shit-beat).

d. Accent patterns also change meanings. (A blue bird is not necessarily a bluebird.)

e. The phoneme-grapheme (spoken-written) relationships are often confusing in English
because five vowels have many variarit spellings. cough, tough, drought.)

L The suprasegmentals (added variations) of stress, pitch, and juncture convey distinct
phonemic_ differences -(what did you say what did you saY?)-

Morphology is the study of the structure of words. The important structures in elemen
school communication are:

a. Compound words.

b. Inflectional endings such as -er, -

Prefixes and suffixes.

d. The common Greek and Latin combining forms.

e. 'Reversible compound words. (watch pocket, pocket watch.)

Syntax is the grammar of the language.- Graminer is :the set of rules governing the use ofe language so that- peoPle- can communicate meaningfully-and consistently with each other.

awe sentence rns:

dive, verb/objec
-noun/linking verb/predicite

yerbiprepositional p

1.17 -r t-;



-"questions" changes
-question words
-passive transformations
-changing verbs to nouns
combhing kernal sentences

-using "until," "if," "because"
-past tense changes
- "tag-on" questions

Semantics is the study of the meanings communicated through language.

English is a hybrid language containing many words borrowed from other language

b. The listener or the reader must rely on context clues. Meanings depend on context.

c. The language contains many figures of speech, idiomatic expressions and slang forms.

d. -The vocabulary contains antonyms, h-eteronyznii, hthnographS, ynonyms.

Suprasegmentals, which are phonemic because they change meanings, are also semantic
in communicating medning changes. (How many ways can you change the meaning of
"Hamm" .by thanging pitch, cadence, inflection, stress?)


